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This dissertation is an archaeological investigation of a late 20th century homeless 
encampment in Pelham Bay Park, New York City. This project examines the relationship 
between aspects of dwelling and the social status of homelessness within an iconic urban setting 
in the United States. In contemporary public discourse, the meaning of "homelessness" seems 
self-evident to most people as a condition defined by lack: a lack of permanence in general and 
of a permanent dwelling place in particular, a lack of personal possessions and personal relations, 
and most consequentially, a lack of political status. This research interrogates these assumptions 
by reading homelessness through the material record that people left behind, of what they did 
have when they inhabited spaces outside the sanctioned institutions for the "homeless," spaces 
where people intentionally dwelled and created their own structures of home. This project returns 
us to the most basic questions in the study of homelessness in the United States: what exactly is 
homelessness, what does it mean to be homeless, and how are people marked or recognized as 
homeless within our society? In order to answer these questions, this research explores how 
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This dissertation is an archaeological investigation of a late 20th century homeless 
encampment in Pelham Bay Park, New York City. This project examines the relationship 
between aspects of dwelling and the social status of homelessness within an iconic urban setting 
in the United States. In contemporary public discourse, the meaning of "homelessness" seems 
self-evident to most people as a condition defined by lack: a lack of permanence in general and 
of a permanent dwelling place in particular, a lack of personal possessions and personal relations, 
and most consequentially, a lack of political status. This research interrogates these assumptions 
by reading homelessness through the material record that people left behind, of what they did 
have when they inhabited spaces outside the sanctioned institutions for the "homeless," spaces 
where people intentionally dwelled and created their own structures of home. This project returns 
us to the most basic questions in the study of homelessness in the United States: what exactly is 
homelessness, what does it mean to be homeless, and how are people marked or recognized as 
homeless within our society?  
Pelham Bay Park 
The homeless encampment under study in this project is located in Pelham Bay Park, 
New York City’s largest public park. The contemporary landscape of the park is a collage of 
features, spaces, and symbols spanning back to Native American occupation. After the 
17,000,000-dollar expense incurred during the construction of Central Park, the city adopted a 
new strategy for acquiring public spaces that focused on procuring “wild” underdeveloped lands 
(Rosenzweig and Blackmar 1992).  This strategy of securing “ready-made” parks targeted areas 
located on the outskirts of the city where large neglected estates sat in disrepair (Mullaly 1887). 
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The Thomas Pell Estate was selected and purchased from his descendent, Robert Bartow, by the 
city in 1888 (NRG 1986). From the beginning, the New York City Parks Department has 
maintained a “hands-off” management style with regards to the Pelham Bay Park’s design and 
construction (Low, et al. 2006). It can be argued that Parks Department’s management structure 
unintentionally constituted Pelham Bay Park as a unique space where local communities were 
able to physically, socially, and symbolically transform the landscape into the place it is today 
(ibid.), instead of a highly regulated and manicured public space typical of other parks in the 
city.  
In 1905 the Parks Department rented out summer camping sites within the park for 
around ten dollars a spot (McNamara 1999), and by 1916 over 500 camping permits were 
granted to “blue collar” New Yorkers for spaces located around Orchard Beach (Sims 1986). 
Campers were initially allowed to construct shelters at their designated campsites starting on 
Memorial Day with the only provision that all materials would be picked up and disposed of 
after Labor Day (ibid.). However, over time year-long permits were issued and more permanent 
structures were built within the campgrounds, changing it from a seasonal to year-round site of 
dwelling activities. Dirt paths were labeled as “streets” with signage, and at the end of each path 
was a communal water faucet. The park constructed bathhouses that were used for washing and 
for dumping feces that campers carried in buckets to and from their campsites (ibid.). According 
to the New York City Parks Department (NYCPD 2020) website, “Campers enjoyed 
conveniences such as street cleaning, mail and fire service, ice delivery, and garbage hauling. 
Tents that Parks built in the early part of the century gave way to more stable structures with 
electricity, running water, and telephone service.” By the 1920s the tent city at Pelham Bay Park 
had become a stable feature on the landscape. 
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The city was sued in 1927 because the tent city had grown in such size that plaintiff 
James Tobin claimed that publicly funded lands were being turned into exclusively private land 
and the Parks Department a de facto landlord, excluding his right to use the park as a taxpaying 
citizen (Hayman & Hayman 1928). In the lawsuit the plaintiff claimed that yearlong structures 
were being built and long-term rentals were being issued in addition to seasonal permits. More 
importantly campsites were being sublet for up to “1,100 dollars” (ibid.). In 1934, newly 
appointed commissioner of the Parks Department, Robert Moses, eliminated the tent city and 
constructed what is now the modern-day Orchard Beach (McNamara 1999).  
The issues that were articulated in the lawsuit highlight the fluid thresholds defining 
limits and types of socially acceptable mobilities, structures, and practices of dwelling within this 
public space. Even among those who were not labeled “homeless”, the vagueness of dwelling 
practices that formed in this space gave rise to social and legal conflict that was only resolved 
through the legal apparatus of the Supreme Court of the State of New York. The original ruling 
was found in favor of the Parks Department commissioner, Joseph Hennessy, but the decision 
was appealed three more times, and the case continued until the campground was eventually 
dismantled (Hilly 1929). Upon appeal the original verdict was upheld under the “Home Rule 
amendment of the Constitution,” which stated that the Parks Department could manage and rent 
out campsites within this public space as long as it did not change the “character” of the park 
(Hayman & Hayman 1928; Hilly 1929). The specific details of what constituted the character of 
the park were never clearly defined in the written record of the proceedings.  
While the squatter encampment that this research is focused upon is located 
approximately 1.6 miles west of Orchard Beach and the historic tent city, the history of this 
urban campground is significant when thinking about how contemporary forms of homelessness 
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and the social responses towards homelessness emerge within this public space. People were 
camping in the park before the city decided to issue permits in 1905. The collection of rent and 
the formation of sanctioned sites was an early response of the city to those practices. From the 
early 1900s until circa 1934, Pelham Bay Park was able to provide resources and extend public 
infrastructure and services for over 500 urban campers annually within a section of the park. The 
sanctioned tent city of the early 1900s illustrates a precedent and history of dwelling within this 
park that extends back to the emergence of this land as an urban public space in 1888.  
In 1961 New York City placed a landfill directly south of the site under study here, 
across Eastchester Bay, to cope with waste flows from the rapidly developing Bronx borough. 
The homeless encampment I excavated is believed to have housed a large homeless and 
scavenging community that formed in relation to this landfill (Kaeser 2008). In 1979, the city 
closed the landfill due to health complaints, water pollution, and unregulated chemical seepage 
(Pons 1987; Lee 1999). Shore Drive, the street directly north of the encampment under study, 
had become an unofficial dumping ground for vehicles, tires, and appliances during this time 
(Hoyt 1985; Lewis 1984).  In the 1980s Pelham Bay Park Management adopted a new strategy 
focusing on “cleaning up” the park and started various environmental conservation and 
restoration projects (Low et al. 2006; NRG 1986). The goal of this new initiative was to restore 
the park to its natural habitat and wonder (e.g. “ornamental aspects”, NRG 1986) that all New 
Yorkers could enjoy. Based on archaeological evidence, the closure of the Pelham Bay Landfill 
and newly adopted strategy of the Parks Department in the early 1980s coincided with the 
“abandonment” of the squatter encampment during the late 1970s and early 1980s. However, 
Chapters 2 and 3 will call into question this concept of abandonment.  
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This research looks at the practices of homelessness and the social relationships that 
shaped and influence those practices. The object of home is approached as a form of dwelling 
and is the main object of focus for this project. This focus on the home of homelessness assumes 
that people who are defined as homeless within our society exist, and therefore purposefully 
dwell within the world through practices of home-making. This may seem to be a truism. People 
exist in space, but they and others materially manipulate those spaces- their environments- for 
sustenance, assign meanings to their spaces, adapt both materials and meanings as their natural 
and social environments change, and ultimately, derive something of their identity from those 
environments. In essence, they practice home-making. As such, I aim to better understand the 
lifeways and forms of contemporary urban homelessness though the very object they are defined 
as lacking. 
There are three central concepts that frame and focus this research: home, ephemerality, 
and vagueness. These concepts are central to our understanding of contemporary forms of 
homelessness. In Chapter 1, I will outline my analytical and interpretive framework and define 
these concepts for the purpose of this research.  A relationship with the object of home is the 
grounds upon which homelessness is recognized and defined in our society. Home, as a universal 
sign of dwelling, is a contextually complicated object with no clearly defined material or social 
form. Vagueness is a concept used to described phenomena that exists in nature that defies 
definition and can be identified in borderline cases. Home is a vague phenomenon. In Chapter 1, 
I present an argument that homelessness is a broadly defined experience that defies definition 
(e.g. a borderline case) because it is predicated upon an innately vague object of home. 
Ephemerality is a concept that has been repeatedly used by archaeologists in a manner that 
differentiates transient, mobile, and nomadic peoples’ material culture. It is a concept that carries 
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certain connotations surrounding primitivism, as an uncivilized state, and the implications of 
such primitivism are pervasive in contemporary popular discourses surrounding homelessness. 
Ephemerality is a concept used to interpret transient lifeways in opposition to sedentism, but in 
this first chapter I attempt to show how it has the capacity to blur those boundaries, and in the 
subsequent chapters, demonstrate how ephemeral aspects of homelessness are deeply integrated 
into our contemporary urban landscape. I demonstrate how ephemerality is a concept that also 
has the potential to challenge the grounds upon which distinctions have been made between a 
homed society and homeless other. 
Chapter 2 is focused on moments of encounter between homeless and homed people that 
often elicits a disgust response. This chapter unpacks how disgust operates socially as a gut 
reaction that arises when homed folks encounter the materiality of an ambiguous indeterminable 
“other” of homelessness. I will open with a case study of Occupy Wall Street to demonstrate 
how disgust for the homeless can manifest within a particular social event that unexpectedly 
brings homed and homeless folks together. I then will move into encounters with the 
archaeological site and materials of this study in order to identify and unpack disgust elicitors 
present at this location. Finally, I demonstrate how social ambiguity that results in disgust give 
rise to informal and formal processes of social exclusion that shape not just perceptions of 
homelessness, but practices of homeless dwelling.  
Chapters 3 through 5 interrogates and analyzes the materiality of this homeless 
encampment from its emergence in the 1960s until the present, 2017. This work expands on 
Chapter 2: whereas disgust operates to create distance, archaeological practice creates intimacy. 
Instead of looking away, I move closer to this site of homelessness in order to understand it as a 
form of dwelling in the world from a place created by homeless folk. These chapters identify 
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aspects of homelessness, which present alternative possibilities for dwelling that are present 
throughout our society. Chapter 3 presents an analysis of the surface materials at this 
“abandoned” site to discover that the site is still actively a part of contemporary homeless 
landscape. As an active site, this chapter will argue that documenting movement and change is 
necessary for understanding the materiality of homelessness. In addition to understanding the 
contemporary context of the homeless encampment, I present the methodological and 
interpretive issues faced through archaeological practices that order things, rendering them 
legible within a particular discourse. Chapter 4 focuses on excavations conducted around an 
erratic boulder at the site and highlights the depth of “ephemeral” dwelling in this location that 
possibly connects back to pre-European contexts. This chapter will examine the permanence of 
ephemeral modes of dwelling and how practices of homelessness have been forged through 
urban development marked by moments of crisis.  Chapter 5 focuses on excavations of an 
adaptable sheltering structure I refer to as the “boat dwelling site,” a highly fluid center-focused 
form. In these chapters I hope to highlight the paradoxical nature of ephemeral structures.  
In the final chapter of this dissertation, Chapter 6, I attempt to bring together the 
archaeological analysis of the site in order to present a homeless lifeway as a form of 
scavenging. The point of this argument is not to neatly classify or clearly define homelessness, 
but to demonstrate how aspects of homelessness actualize as folks’ intentionally dwell within a 
world that increasing restricts and regulates practices of scavenging. I argue that aspects of 
homelessness are always present, have always been present, and extend across lines of difference 
creating a closeness between people in homed society and homelessness folks. The vagueness 
that results in a response of disgust also reveals a closeness between homed and homeless 
lifeways. Chapter 6 highlights aspects of homeless dwelling that present possibilities for 
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alternative approaches and forms of dwelling as opportunities for change to social habits and 
public discourse.   
Ultimately, I argue that as the state attempts to control, define, and restrict forms of 
dwelling, homelessness will persist as people who are defined as being outside social structures 
continue to survive within them. The limits of what qualifies as acceptable forms of dwelling has 
increasing become more affluent, and as boundaries are drawn more and more people are finding 
themselves on the other side of the line, unable to cross the thresholds of house-as-home. Society 
cannot push or restrict homelessness out of existence; in fact, this work shows that attempts to do 
so only make matters worse. By highlighting aspects of homelessness that present alternative 
possibilities of home-making, I hope that we can see that the problem of homelessness resides in 
restrictive and exclusionary practices that limit fundamental forms of human dwelling within our 
society. The answer is not the extension of state control and regulations that restrict basic 
practices of dwelling, but the extension of support for alternative modes of dwelling within 
unregulated and informal practices of home-making. This work is an attempt to embrace 
vagueness and resist the drive to define limits of human existence.  
This research is based not only on fieldwork conducted at Pelham Bay Park from 2014 to 
2017, but incorporates aspects of previous fieldwork and research I have conducted in 
Indianapolis, Indiana and Washington D.C. I have been working on issues of urban homelessness 
in the United States for approximately 12 years. Fieldwork conducted in Indianapolis, Indiana 
took place in two large homeless encampments located in the city center. The Indianapolis 
project was the first archaeological project on contemporary homelessness ever conducted and 
was developed and directed by archaeologist Larry Zimmerman (Singleton 2017; Zimmerman 
2016; 2013; Zimmerman and Welsh 2011; Zimmerman et al. 2010). I had a central role in this 
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research that almost exclusively focused on the material culture of homelessness, documenting 
and describing “what was there” as well as interviewing and conducting participant observations 
at the camps. By documenting the materiality of homelessness in these encampments alternative 
forms of home were witnessed in routine practices at the camps, individual sites constructed with 
sitting areas, guest beds, even shopping carts that held an individual’s memories (Singleton 
2017).  This previous project informs and grounds my current approach to homeless at Pelham 
Bay Park and will be referenced throughout as a part of the interpretative process presented here.  
What I witnessed, experienced, and documented at those large urban encampments in 
Indianapolis took me through a process of trying to understand the dynamics of homelessness. I 
started to see practices of routine dispossession at the hands of city authorities, conflict between 
the homeless and homed within the city, and recognizable patterns and forms of homeless 
settlement. However, I could not yet clearly articulate how and why children would throw rocks 
at homeless people as they passed by on their bikes; how the city could justify spending money 
to remove and restrict access to undesirable crumbling public spaces that were used by no one 
else in society, but the homeless. I could not wrap my mind around the fractured and complex 
system of social service institutions that targeted the homeless and seemed to perpetuate it 
through acts of charity, sympathy, and care. I could not understand how the police could justify 
denying protection to homeless individuals when acts of violence occurred against them or in 
some situations harassed the victims of such crimes. Generally, I struggled to articulate what 
homelessness was exactly and how it operated in society. What I came to realize is that the 
struggle of articulating homelessness is the key to understanding contemporary homeless; it 
defies clear definition.  And yet, it was a condition that was materially based and present within 
the urban landscape; homelessness left traces that archaeologists could study and hopefully begin 
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to understand those dynamics that shaped homeless lifeways. Homelessness was unclearly, 
clearly something.  
My experience in Washington D.C. researching homelessness built upon my experiences 
in Indianapolis. There was a similar pattern to where and how homelessness manifested upon the 
urban landscape, but there were also differences. In Washington D.C. the rhythms of homeless 
movements were influenced by tourist activity and tourist institutions located in the heart of the 
city as well as the location of social service organizations. The metro, infrastructure that was not 
present in Indianapolis, allowed for greater mobilities to and from the outskirts of the city and 
shaped the policing tactics of city authorities as well. Volunteering on street outreach teams with 
D.C. Kitchens and speaking to advocates from the National Coalition for the Homeless exposed 
an ambiguity and vagueness that made it difficult, at times impossible, to clearly articulate how 
and why homelessness was constructed as a social problem and continues to be a target of 
exclusionary social practices and social violence. All of this previous work led me to this 
dissertation topic and has informed my analysis of the homeless site at Pelham Bay Park. At 
times I will reference this pervious work in order to ground and support my interpretations of the 
Pelham Bay Park encampment. This current research project moves beyond a simple description 
of the materiality of homeless that was the main focus of previous works and attempts to 
understanding the larger social practices that shape and form homelessness; particularly, how 
boundaries are manifested, enforced, and perpetuated between a homed society and a vague 







Chapter 1: Vague Dwelling 
 
Figure 1. Looking up from the center of the Pelham Bay Park encampment, Summer 2017. 
There is a heap of sand composed of a million grains of sand. If a single grain of sand is 
subtracted, the heap remains a heap. If another single grain of sand is subtracted, the heap is still 
a heap. By this logic we can repeat the premise and continue to subtract single grains of sand 
until we are left with one grain of sand, which is obviously not a heap. By following true 
premises, we are left with an obviously false conclusion and the question: At what point was it 
no longer a heap?  This is the Sorites Paradox, also known as the paradox of the heap, which has 
puzzled philosophers since the 4th century BC.  The Sorites Paradox exposes a host of unresolved 
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challenges to modern and classical logic that is a result of a particular type of indeterminacy. The 
phenomenon at the heart of the paradox is now widely known as the phenomenon of vagueness.  
Vagueness is revealed specifically through borderline cases such as the heap of sand, 
cases where distinct and discrete boundaries between what a phenomenon is or is not cannot be 
identified or established without changing the expression of the thing itself. In this manner, 
vague phenomena defy absolute definition. Yet, the phenomenon (the heap of sand) exists in the 
world as something obvious. In the course of studying homelessness in the United States for over 
a decade I have repeatedly been forced to acknowledge vagueness as the key to understanding 
the phenomenon within our modern world. In this chapter (and the dissertation as a whole) I will 
unpack how homelessness manifests as a vague phenomenon within our society through the lens 
of archaeological practice and analysis. As a condition defined by a lack of things associated 
with the object of home, I believe that archaeology’s focus on materiality offers a unique 
approach for exploring forms and practices of homelessness in our society. While homeless is 
clearly something real in our contemporary world, it is not a phenomenon with discrete 
boundaries. Instead, I argue that it is best seen and articulated through the continual processes of 
boundary creation, processes that are fluid and never fully completed or formed. As these 
processes of boundary making target aspects of homelessness, I also argue that they are 
inherently political and will demonstrate how the vague status of homelessness in the United 
States operates as a “savage slot” in the Western world.  
Vagueness is a concept that those studying homelessness must confront from the 
beginning stages of their research. Most researchers of homelessness in the United States tend to 
have a lengthy description on the problems of classifying, labeling, and defining homelessness in 
their publications. This is because as academics we are told that we need to clearly define the 
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problem and phenomenon we study. For those of us that study homelessness that means 
presenting some clear definition and boundaries of what homelessness is exactly or what “type” 
of homelessness we are focusing on, which when applied to the actualizations or manifestations 
of homelessness inevitably changes the definition presented and results in the need to constantly 
requalify our subject matter.  Christopher Jencks illustrates the problems with defining the 
homeless in detail in the introduction to his book The Homeless (2009). Jencks discusses how the 
definition has shifted from the 1960s when homeless men who lived alone on skid rows were 
labeled as homeless based on the absence of family relationships and kin. When Americans 
generally started to live alone and further from their families, the definition of homelessness 
shifted to define people who did not have a fixed address and access to a personal place to store 
possessions and sleep. In the 1970s, this definition included migrant workers and “bums”-people 
who stayed in a single place, but did not have regular access to a private room. In the 1980s, the 
definition shifted to a more general definition based on access to “proper” sleeping quarters, and 
a legal right to a private space.  
Jencks (2008) then discusses the legal problems that arise from the general definition of 
homeless adopted in the 1980s, having access to proper sleeping quarters, within public policy. 
He states that on any given night, “the homeless can be divided into two groups: those who sleep 
in free shelters and those who sleep in places not intended for human habitation, such as bus 
stations, subway trains, automobiles, doorways, and abandoned buildings. Those who sleep 
outside shelters are generally known as the ‘street homeless,’ even though many sleep in 
abandoned buildings, bus stations, and other indoor locations” (Jencks 2009:3-4). He continues 
to explain that the line of difference between these groups only works on a short-term basis, as 
individuals regularly shift into and out of shelters, homes, and the streets. Jencks demonstrates 
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how this definition becomes even more problematic when considering the differences between 
welfare hotels, public housing programs, people who live in hotels, families that “double-up”, 
adult children who live with their parents, individuals in rehabilitation programs, jails, long-term 
hospital stays, and the list goes on.  The point being, based on legal definitions of homelessness 
obviously homeless folks could be excluded and obviously homed folks could be included, 
which is the hallmark of a borderline case. This vagueness is problematic when it comes to 
accessing social services designed to help those in need because various “aspects” or signs of 
homelessness can be either focused upon on ignored on a case-by-case basis.  
McAllister, Lennon, and Li Kuang, a group of social scientists from Columbia University 
and the City University of New York, wrote an article titled, “Rethinking Research on Forming 
Typologies of Homelessness” (2011), in which they provide a critique of the well-established 
classification of homelessness proposed by Kuhn and Culhane (1998). This widely used system 
is based on duration of stay in shelters, recognizing three categories: chronic, episodic, and 
transitional. In contrast, McAlister, et. al proposed an alternative typology that considers other 
factors alongside or in opposition to temporally based classifications. Their argument is that 
typologies should be fluid and constructed based on the question, need, and use of the research. 
Even using temporality as a defining criterion in classifying and identifying forms of 
homelessness, they came up with a ten-group typology that differed greatly from the classic 
three-group typology (McAllister et al. 2011). Their work demonstrates that when applying the 
same basic criteria of time spent in emergency shelters, other factors come into play that can 
radically transform any classification system of homelessness. A seemingly infinite number of 
typologies of homelessness can be constructed, but those attempting to classify types of 
homelessness need to be conscious about what variables are being selected and neglected in that 
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process. More importantly, researchers need to be clear about what a classification system does 
and does not do in an applied context. In this case, typologies based on shelter use neglects 
aspects of homelessness that exist beyond institutionalized spaces designed by the state for the 
homeless and large sects of the homeless population that avoid shelters. That is not to say these 
typologies cannot be useful for assessing specific issues related to the sheltering system, but it is 
not an ideal typology for understanding homelessness in general. These approaches can be useful 
in looking at a single variable or limited set of variables in relation to a small number of other 
variables, but they tend to overly simplify and misrepresent the complexity of homeless lifeways.  
Kim Hopper, one of the leading experts on homelessness in the United States, has a 
section called “Dilemmas of Classification” in the introduction of his book Reckoning with 
homelessness (2003). He states that homelessness is not defined by “unmet need per se, but a 
distinct set of ‘practices’ and a formal social response-often taking shape under circumstances of 
exigency or confrontation-distinguish the homeless poor in the most elementary fashion.” He 
continues:  
Definitional quandaries have long plagued discussions of American homelessness. As 
anyone who has ventured even a brief look at the past can attest, the historical record on 
this phenomenon-even the use of the term itself-is extraordinarily uneven. In part, this 
reflects linguistic convention, prevailing ways of thinking about social problems, and the 
efforts of advocates, reformers, and other interest groups to shape public perception and 
ways of talking…One period’s ‘vagrant,’ for example, may be another’s ‘tramp,’ only to 
show up later as a ‘migrant worker.’ But the common denominator of their homelessness 
is not necessarily the obvious one of their ‘lacking customary and regular access to a 
conventional dwelling.’…If classifying ways of life as homeless is difficult, shifting from 
persons to places to take the measure of local homelessness merely serves up a different 
set of problems. (2003:15-17)  
 
Hopper calls the understandable urge to impose order upon this uneven landscape of naming and 
defining homelessness a “fool’s errand” and opts to frame his analysis of homeless around the 
anthropological concept of liminality and the historical sociological concept of abeyance. This, I 
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would argue is his way of approaching the intrinsic vagueness of homelessness within social and 
legal systems.  
The unevenness and messiness surrounding definitions of homelessness arise because of 
attempts to draw defining lines and boundaries around and through an intrinsically vague 
phenomenon of home, as an object of dwelling in the world. As classical Western interpretative 
frames are imposed on the realities of homelessness the process reveals and exposes the 
vagueness of home and articulates homelessness as a borderline case. What Hopper rightly 
points out is that the processes of defining homelessness are always socially contextualized and 
political in nature. Drawing lines and creating boundaries around and through forms of human 
dwelling is an overtly political act and has political consequences that positions people outside 
the realm of “normal” society by denying or restricting modes of existence. These are lines of 
difference and boundaries that do not naturally exist, but are created by and within social 
systems; the foundations upon which they are constructed are shifting grains of sand.  
In this project, I start with a site that by all accounts and purposes has been recognized, 
classified, and labeled as homeless and from there I seek to understand what that means and how 
this form of dwelling emerged as something recognized as homelessness within our society. My 
goal in this research is to understand the “set of practices” and “social responses” that shaped a 
homeless encampment at Pelham Bay Park from the 1960s until the summer of 2017 when the 
project’s archaeological work concluded at the site.  This work attempts to understand how 
homelessness has emerged as a social problem and what aspects of homeless dwelling we, as a 
society, identify as “problematic”. By looking at the shifting boundaries formed through sets of 
dwelling practices and the social responses towards those practices I believe that we can begin to 
identify aspects of homelessness that exist throughout our society and how they have shaped the 
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phenomenon of homelessness. This means that instead of ending with some clear definition of 
what is or is not homelessness or the presentation of a complex typology describing types and 
limits of homelessness, this work will focus on how aspects of homelessness have emerged in 
our society and continue to operate in a manner that creates distance (boundaries) and 
simultaneously reveals a closeness to this social phenomenon. The boundaries defining 
homelessness are not fixed, but fluidly manifest around fundamental aspects of dwelling. I 
believe that by shifting away from absolutes and towards an understanding of how the vagueness 
of homelessness operates from an archaeological perspective, we as a society can better identify 
aspects of homelessness as they manifest locally and nationally, and thus see how perhaps we 
could transform practices that perpetuate and create homelessness in today’s world.  
An Archaeological Approach to Vagueness 
Vagueness is important for archaeology as it poses a fundamental challenge to how we 
define and interpret “things”. It can apply to qualities such as redness and roundness, as well as 
things such as mountains, beaches, archaeological sites, and artifacts.  Most archaeologists are 
aware of and are confronted with vagueness even if they do not engage directly with the concept 
itself. Chris Witmore (2015) has argued that archaeologists need to approach objects of study as 
being in perpetual formation rather than fully formed. That we come upon things constantly in 
the making rather than ready-made. This highlights the innate vagueness of archaeological 
artifacts themselves, as objects never fully formed and thus renders an interpretation of what 
something is exactly and precisely futile. The way I pick this concept up in my work is by 
highlighting the possibilities of what artifacts are and how they were used to create sites of 
homelessness under study. This does not mean that I identify the multiple ways objects were 
used, which still assumes types of use can be clearly identified. Instead, by focusing on 
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possibilities of meaning and use we can see there are limits to these possibilities, but vagueness 
and uncertainty are always present because artifacts are never fully formed. They are always 
active signs operating within multiple interpretative systems. 
Archaeologist Tim Sørensen observes that, “If we want to understand how people take on 
the world, if we want to understand how they cope with reality, we need to pursue an 
understanding that goes beyond the concise and scientific description of objects. It needs, rather, 
to be able to address things as they come into being and dissolve, including the vagueness of 
these emergences and disappearances” (Sørensen 2016). The sites of homelessness I have 
worked on for over 12 years move, transform, and change daily, seasonally, yearly and at other 
rhythms I have yet to identify. This movement is the constant state of coming into being that 
Sørensen describes. The shift in focus from seeking scientific absolutes to understanding the 
vagueness of existence it crucial for understanding the phenomenon of homelessness and how it 
manifests in today’s world as a vague category referencing “other” types of coping strategies 
present within the modern western urban landscape.  What I am presenting in this dissertation is 
my wrestling with the truth of vagueness and how it is both proven by archaeological evidence 
and constitutes archaeological evidence. 
As a contemporary archaeologist studying homelessness in United States urban centers, I 
have worked on a number of diverse sites, which based on both institutional definitions and 
public discourse would be categorized as “homeless” sites: some active, some abandoned, or 
both at the same time. Most sites have no clear boundaries or identifiable form, while there are 
still clear structures and features present. Some sites have had features I thought I could identify 
clearly as one thing, but turned out to be something completely different. For example, while 
working in an encampment in Indianapolis, I documented the location of what was obviously a 
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hearth. It was a circular feature outlined by large stones, a grill was placed in the middle, and it 
contained remnants of fresh foods mixed in the ashy deposits under the grill. Naturally, I 
assumed this feature was used for cooking with some regularity due to its construction and the 
materials associated with it. However, after months of working with the homeless residents at the 
camp it was revealed that the feature was constructed by one resident who had robbed people and 
wanted to burn all evidence of the crimes he had committed. After the individual had been 
arrested the feature remained and was occasionally used as a small trash pit, but was rarely used 
for burning. The fresh food remnants located in the feature came from local “do-gooders” who 
dropped off fresh foods to the camp. No one at the camp ate these foods and one man deposited 
them in the old fire pit. At no point in the five years I worked at the encampment did I witness 
this feature being used for cooking. Nor was it a feature that was used regularly at the site in any 
capacity. In fact, open fires and fire use in general was discouraged and used only in 
“emergency” situations, mostly for heat during brutally cold winter days. The feature, while 
obviously something marked with clear boundaries, was vague. It was a fire pit that had the 
potential for alternative uses as something other than a fire pit. It was a fire pit, that was not 
always being used as a fire pit, containing foods that were not being eaten despite a need for food 
at the encampment. In exploring the vagueness of that feature practices and aspects of 
homelessness foodways and fire use were revealed that relate to larger social practices and 
structures that shaped contemporary homelessness within the encampment.  
To understand home-less-ness, the natural starting point and object under study here is 
that of the home. In this study the home is approached an object always in process of becoming, 
seen through dwelling practices of home-making. In our society, the house has become 
synonymous with home through discourses of Western Civilization that highlight a progression 
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of human dwelling from nomadic hunting and gathering tribes to sedentary states and empires. 
The conflation between house and home within our society is what has given rise to the 
phenomenon of homelessness as particular home-making practices are legitimized and supported 
while others are restricted and foreclosed. Archaeology has played a central role in the creation 
of grand narratives and discourses of Western Civilization and as such has played a role in the 
creation and legitimization of house-as-home as an ideal object of dwelling. Therefore, I think it 
is important to unpack the history of how the house has become an object of study within the 
discipline so that we may begin to identify how the concept of house-as-home creates boundaries 
between groups of people, while also showing how the concept and archaeological approach to 
that concept has the potential to challenge such boundaries.  
The Object of Home 
 The study of house architecture and domestic life has been a part of anthropology from 
the very beginning. Lewis Henry Morgan (1881) published a book titled Houses and House-life 
of the American Aborigines, which examined the relationship between architectural 
developments in North and South America and kinship and property. However, it was not until 
the 1970s that anthropology turned to the house as both a “type of social structure” (Levi-Strauss 
1987:151) and practical discourse that “may represent social, economic, political, and ritual 
relationships among various individuals, who may form a permanent or temporary collectivity” 
(Gillespie and Joyce 2000:6). Levi-Strauss (1982: 174) defined house societies as, “a corporate 
body [personne morale] holding an estate made up of both material and immaterial wealth, 
which perpetuates itself through the transmission of its name, its goods, and its titles down a real 
or imaginary line, considered legitimate as long as this continuity can express.” Within this 
definition the legitimacy of house societies is predicated upon the transmission and continuity of 
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sites marked by dwelling forms through generations. House societies are seen as a transitional 
stage between kin-based and class-based social structures. This marked a shift of the 
anthropological gaze towards societies where kinship and political relations are organized around 
dwellings rather than lineages and descent groups.  
Folklorist Henry Glassie (1979) incorporated methods of ethnography, oral history, 
participant observation, and material culture studies to understand transformations in vernacular 
architectural forms.  Glassie stated his goal was, “pressing vernacular architecture study past 
buildings into the life that buildings contain and beyond buildings into their settings” (1984:6).  
Glassie approached the house as a nexus of mental and social relationships that reflect changing 
worldviews, economic systems, and political ideologies. His study of 18th century Virginia 
houses documented a transition in form from asymmetrical outward looking houses to 
symmetrical internally focused houses, from houses that were environmentally “aware” to 
houses that were less environmentally adaptive, from large social rooms to compartmentalized 
specialized interiors, from those of mechanical solidarity to those of organic solidarity1. His 
major contribution to understanding the object of home was seeing house architecture as material 
culture that reflects relationships between socio-economic structures, the environment, practical 
discourse, everyday action, mental processes, and political ideology. 
The house or household as an “analytical unit” emerged within American archaeology in 
the late 1970s, via processual archaeology, as a scale and unit of analysis ideal for archaeologists 
looking to identify and explain adaptive cultural systems. Before this time, archaeologists 
 
1 Glassie drew upon Durkheim’s notions of mechanical and organic solidarity, which invokes forms of social 
evolution positioning societies formed through organic solidarity as more progressed and advanced in comparison to 
those formed through mechanical solidarity. See for reference Durkheim, Emile. The Division of Labor in Society, 





focused on monumental architecture and public spaces (producing normative descriptions of the 
past). Wilk and Rathje (1982: 617) were perhaps the first archaeologists to turn to households as 
the most obvious way to “bridge the existing ‘mid-level theory gap’”.  Referencing Binford’s 
Middle-Range Theory, households were seen as existing at a crucial scale that connected the 
archaeological data of potsherds, plant remains, and architectural features with grand theories of 
economic and ecological evolution.  
These three origins (anthropological, architectural, and archaeological) for house studies 
are important for understanding the unique theoretical positioning of the “house” within 
archaeological discourse. They position the house as a dwelling form within interpretive 
frameworks as something that is ubiquitous and occupies a place between large scale 
institutionalized social structures and chaotic irrational aspects of individual everyday life 
experience. The house, as a structure, scale, and system help researchers link mundane and 
profound aspects of human existence. Underlying many of these early approaches to the house is 
a drive to understand processes of social evolution invoking linear notions of progress from 
small primitive egalitarian societies to large complex civilizations. Here we see the emergence of 
both distinction between “types” of societies and peoples being made, as well as the 
universalizing aspects of house-as-home as mode of dwelling in the world. 
Archaeology and  the Household 
When household archaeology emerged as a focus of study within the discipline, some 
processual archaeologists were apprehensive and worried it would signal a transition into 
studying the idiosyncratic and particular, rendering archaeology meaningless (c.f. Willey 1982). 
However, by defining the house as a ubiquitous phenomenon many processualists saw it as a 
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mechanism to frame data for cross-cultural analyses. Wilk and Rathje (1982:618) defined the 
household as composed of three elements: 
(1) social: the demographic unit, including the number and relationships of the members; 
(2) material: the dwelling, activity areas, and possessions; and (3) behavioral: the 
activities it performs. This total household is a product of a domestic strategy to meet the 
productive, distributive, and productive needs of its members.  
 
The house, or household, was crucial for the development of sedentary modeling, the analysis of 
subsistence strategies, and locational-behavior models (Zimmerman 1977). Within processual 
archaeological research the house was defined primarily in relation to the environment (adaptive 
shelter) and within economic systems (distributive center).   
Mesoamerica is a region where processual archaeologists have long conducted household 
level analysis and household archaeology has continued to be a focus of research in that region.  
One of the earliest household case studies was Kent Flannery’s research on Mesoamerican 
residential architectural variation within the villages of the valley of Oaxaca. Flannery (1976:16) 
explained that “houses…can be one of our best sources of information about the variation 
between families-variation in subsistence, division of labor, craft activity, social status, and so 
on”.  Flannery was primarily interested in the trend he noticed in dwelling forms that evolved 
from leaning shelters to what he identified as the Tierras Largas phase (houses constructed of 
many small poles) to the San Jose phase (houses constructed with larger corner posts and smaller 
posts used for stability and the creation of a doorway).  While looking to establish identifiable 
patterns and typologies, he hypothesized that spatial variation of housing types between upper 
slopes and the valley might be an indication of elite status, and the average roofed area of 
structures indicated the presence of nuclear families (ibid. 23). Here we see assumed kinship-
based relationships connected to dwelling structures, larger inside area equals larger nuclear 
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families. Social status is also read through the spatial distribution of types of houses on the 
landscape. 
Kent Flannery’s (1976) site report, describes the processes of recognizing dwelling 
structures in detail, which shows how the abstract ideal of house-as-home is encountered and 
recognized in the field.  Accordingly, the first step in located the house is to find the floor level, 
in this case a layer of stamped clay and mud covered with a thin layer of sand. Once the sand 
was discovered it was followed out until an edge could be identified. Flannery explained: “Once 
having discovered the edge of the house, our archaeologists searched for a corner; for, once a 
corner had been located, one can reasonably estimate the area that must be opened up to expose 
the entire house” (ibid. 18). This is process highlights the need to identify stable square-ish 
boundaries of a structure and the central feature of a “floor” created through the repeated 
presence of bodies in a place and kept clear from debris. Postholes are then identified to delimit 
the roofed versus unroofed parts of the house. The presence of overhead shelter is thus assumed 
to exist as a fundamental element of dwelling structures.  The door was the most difficult feature 
to identify, which could only be seen due to a “well-worn path where individuals came in and 
out”. Again, this feature is recognized as being created as bodies habitually move in and out of a 
structure, but the recognition of the structure itself it predicated on the identification of certain 
fixed boundaries such as a floor, roof, walls, and doorway.  
What is interesting in processual reports like Flannery’s are the processes by which 
archaeologists methodologically encounter and recognize dwelling forms. It involves first 
encountering a buried “inside space” (recognizing it as such), then seeking particular fixed 
boundaries (corners, walls, edges), and subsequently recognizing features through a sympathetic 
body (imagining embodied movement through a doorway, processes eating, sleeping, and bodily 
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care).  While the roof is important for the analysis of indoor versus outdoor household space, it is 
also typically absent from the archaeological record within these contexts. Only postholes tend to 
be identifiable and indexically signify the presence of roofs. Signs of maintenance, or care, of the 
house are identified when Flannery uncovers postholes with rocks inside and immediately 
interprets them as securing a loose pole. These signs of care are crucial when referencing the 
permanence of structures. In order for a thing to be “permanent” there must be some investment 
of labor and care in maintaining its form. While in many cases it cannot be known exactly how 
long a structure was in use, when signs of maintenance are identified it signals longer durations 
of occupations in which routine maintenance is required. These signs of care however, are only 
recognized when it comes to maintaining a structure in a particular form.  
One of the most widely used theoretical frameworks for analyzing households comes 
from Pierre Bourdieu’s Outline of a Theory of Social Practice (1977) and The Berber House or 
the World Reversed (2000 [1970]). Bourdieu’s theory of habitus develops from Mauss’s body 
techniques, which is frequently used across the humanities. Building upon Mauss’s (1973) 
definition of habitus in “Techniques of The Body”, Bourdieu’s habitus is a complex system of 
dispositions, styles, structural variants, strategies, and networks of relationships that forms a 
world-view. In short, habitus is a complex web of structured predispositions that one is born into 
and unconsciously enacts in everyday life: 
It is because subjects do not, strictly speaking, know what they are doing that what they 
do has more meaning than they know. The habitus is the universalizing mediation, which 
causes an individual agent’s practices, without either explicit reason or signifying intent, 
to be none the less ‘sensible’ and ‘reasonable.’ That part of practices which remains 
obscure in the eyes of their own producers in the aspect by which they are objectively 
adjusted to other practices and to the structures of which the principle of their production 




Rooted in practice, which operates at the group level, habitus is action within a pre-existing 
system of dispositions as feelings and perspectives (gained through experience), which form 
collective identities (Bourdieu 1977:82-85). Bourdieu and Mauss both see habit as referencing a 
mechanical reflexive response to stimulus, that which drives animal behaviors. While habitus 
remains pre-reflective, it is purposeful action that requires intelligence, knowledge, skill, and 
strategy. Actors who acquire habitus acquire a means of knowing, handling, and dealing with the 
world; it is an ability to respond versus react to external forces. According to Bourdieu and 
Mauss habit references an instinctual reaction rooted in an animalistic drive, whereas habitus 
allows for a pre-reflective response within a cultural system (practical reason).  
For Bourdieu the house is a nexus of habitus, a place where habitus is learned and 
operates within the world. In The Logic of Practice (1990:277) he explains: 
The house is as a microcosm organized by the same oppositions and homologies that 
order the whole universe, stands in a relation of homology to the rest of the universe. But 
from another standpoint, the world of the house, taken as a whole, stands in a relation of 
opposition to the rest of the world, an opposition whose principles are none other than 
those that organize both the internal space of the house and the rest of the world and, 
more generally, all areas of existence.  
 
In one of Bourdieu’s frequently referenced quotes habitus are “structured structures predisposed 
to function as structuring structures” (Bourdieu 1992:53). The house thus becomes the location 
where social structures are created and reproduced.  In The Berber House (2000 [1970]), 
Bourdieu describes a series of binary oppositions, outside:inside: :light:dark: :public:private: 
:male:female, that establish basic spatial relationships and forms within the house.  These 
structures reflect structures outside of the house. The Berber House demonstrates the complexity 




This sociological and anthropological theory found a home in the post-processual 
archaeologies of the 1980s and habitus has been prominent in household archaeological 
interpretation ever since, with projects focused on embodied practice (Fratkin 1989; Hendon 
2004; Kramer 1982), everyday life (Brown 1989; Hendon 1989; Pappas 2004; Wood 2004), or 
the social production of space (Hendon 2010; Brandon 2004; Sandstrom 2000).  Rooted in the 
Bourdieuian approach is a structuralism that is based on an existence and recognition of 
oppositions, or definitive differences between recognizable phenomena, that forms the context 
within which the practice of dwelling is understood and studied. Bourdieu’s habitus bounds the 
social human realm and thus creates difference between social and natural worlds as well as 
difference between social groups. 
In Houses in a Landscape, Julia Hendon (2010) extends the concept of ritualization to 
everyday life, primarily looking at activities of cooking, food preparation, and storage (storage of 
bodies and food) within Mayan households. Drawing upon Mary Douglas (1991), Hendon 
defines home as “memory machines” because one’s house is a familiar place that “essentially 
does the remembering” for us. To appreciate how houses become memory machines we must 
consider everyday practices in some spatial context. Hendon explains, “Domestic places have the 
ability to endure beyond the life span or experience of any individual person. Houses can be torn 
down, but they nevertheless represent a possibility of permanence across generations” 
(2010:234).  Hendon approaches memory as a form of habitus, enacted through body techniques 
associated with the home.  
Julia Hendon’s research of memory and everyday life in three societies2 in modern day 
Honduras serves as an example of where household archaeology has come today.  With a focus 
 
2 The Mayan Kingdom in Copan valley and neighboring communities in the Cuyumpa valley and the lower Ulua 
river valley.  
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on practice and space, the household has opened up spatial relationships that extend well beyond 
bounded structures. The study of household and everyday life has come to be seen is a nexus of 
domestic activities and social relationships that extends beyond a structure creating physical and 
social landscapes (Ashmore and Knapp 1999; Shackel 2001; Stine 1997; Yamin and Metheny 
1996; Young 2000). However, landscape itself is not defined as a vast horizontal expanse of 
spatial relationships in one time. Ruth Tringham’s (2000) research of the Neolithic “continuous 
house” and Susan Gillespie’s (2000) “Maya Nested Houses” demonstrates how landscapes are 
extended and constructed throughout time and are given form through a variety of social 
experiences. Archaeologists Jamie Brandon and Karri Barile claim, “The analytic move to 
landscapes, in fact, opens up interesting possibilities for household analysis-the household as 
‘small’ landscape” (Barile and Brandon 2004:6). Research cited in this paragraph, demonstrate 
how the study of houses allow different spatial, material, and temporal configurations to emerge 
that challenge traditional Western notions of space and time (see also, Boyd 2004). These 
approaches show how a site can be situated within broad and expansive spatial and temporal 
networks and relationships, relationally situating form and meaning. In this work I will adopt this 
broad approach to landscape, which reveals a “closeness” through the materiality of 
homelessness at this particular site with people, places, and things throughout the city and 
throughout time. 
One of the biggest critics of contemporary household studies has been historical 
archaeologist Mary Beaudry, who criticizes any broad definition of the household and rejects 
Bourdieu’s theory of habitus on the grounds of being structuralist (Beaudry 2004: 254-262).  She 
demonstrates the problem with structuralist definitions of household in her work on boarding 
houses in Lowell, Massachusetts (Beaudry 1989). After analyzing boarding houses as “corporate 
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houses” she concludes, “we encounter so many different sorts of domestic arrangements that 
there is simply not a ‘one-size-fits-all’ definition that can be of use to us” (Beaudry 2004:255).  
Her main problem is that the criteria used to recognize households are constricted to particular 
material forms associated with a narrowly defined set of activities like food preparation, and a 
specific type of architectural dwelling.  
Beaudry has been very critical of how historical archaeology has approach the household 
as an unproblematic phenomenon, especially the emphasis historical archaeologists place on 
digging and analyzing isolated features (e.g., privies) associated with a particular household. 
Beaudry is not alone in this critique, archaeologist Kathleen Wheeler (1992) re-evaluated a series 
of historical archaeological projects by examining their sites reports and artifact catalogs.   After 
analyzing one such site, The Mary Rider Site in New Hampshire, she found:  
Artifacts from the privy were previously used to reconstruct Mary Rider’s socio-
economic status as pauperized after her husband’s death…but reexaminations of 
materials from other contexts at the site (e.g., the backyard midden) revealed an 
abundance of goods that kept pace with the times to the end of the widow’s life.  
 
This re-analysis is instrumental in demonstrating that households are only partly represented by 
excavating features and the undisturbed horizontal trash concentrations can be more illustrative 
of the full range of material goods discarded.  While this critique is important for understanding 
the effects of what activities and features archaeologists identify and what they tend to neglect 
with regards to identifying and interpreting households, it also highlights the relationship 
between methods and analysis.  
The issues that Beaudry identifies I believe are rooted in processes of recognition that are 
limited by a divide between habitus and habit echoed in Bourdieuian theory, which draws a hard 
distinction between culture (habitus) and nature (habit) and perpetuates dualisms embedded in 
that divide. This is in fact an important distinction to draw attention to, especially as it relates to 
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our understanding of homelessness as a category of “other” (see Boyd 2004). As archaeology 
became increasingly focused on the house as an object of study an underlying divide between 
human (cultural) and animal (natural) modes of dwelling was created and perpetuated. The house 
became a cultural sign and object that marked a distinction between humans and their animal-
kin. From that point, the house as a form of dwelling is used increasingly as an object of 
distinction between groups of humans, and it perpetuated and created divides between those 
people who dwelt within “civilized” sedentary societies and those who were unincorporated 
transient peoples.  The dualism between nature and culture embedded within the notion of 
habitus and the object of house-as-home, has given rise to and legitimized the idea that some 
groups of humans dwell in a manner that is more “primitive” than others. In all of these 
approaches the unspoken ideal form of dwelling is that of the Western concept of house-as-
home, and all other forms of dwelling become recognizable only in relation to that object. Any 
form of dwelling that differs significantly from house-as-home becomes unintelligible within this 
discourse or can be recognized only as a vague “other”. In the case under study here, the 
category of other is that of “home-less-ness”, which is typically recognized as an ephemeral 
state.  
House-as-Home and Ephemeral Campsites 
The archaeological study of houses and households emerged within a discourse of 
Western civilization that has historically been focused on the progression from highly mobile 
“primitive” hunting and gathering tribal societies to great civilizations marked by monumental 
architecture, formal economies, social stratification, specialization, and urbanism. Household 
studies situated within this discourse have fed into a grand narrative of Western civilization, 
which proposes a linear progress from simple, stateless (egalitarian) peoples to complex, modern 
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Western states.  This progression is marked by a series of acquisitions of “things” that includes 
“long lists of technological devices, instruments, property types, and institutions” (Fowles 
2010:35; see also, Sahlins 1972; Morgan 1964; Childe 1957). As archaeologist Severin Fowles 
states: “The discipline’s dominant subject matter, until relatively recently, was comprised of non-
Western societies defined precisely by what they lacked. Tasteless society, pre-capitalist 
economies, tribes without rulers, people without history-these were the curiosities of the colonial 
frontier that animated most early theory-building in anthropology” (2010:31). Some 
anthropological archaeologists have refocused their research on the presence of absence (Bille et 
al. 2010). However, the manner in which absence is understood can be problematic, as Fowles 
states in in People Without Things: “absence is equated with incompleteness and so becomes a 
source of longing” (2010:34). For example, it is easy for those studying a phenomenon defined 
by absence, like homelessness, to assume a desire or want to have particular things (e.g. house as 
home) expressed as middle-class aspirations (Symonds 2011).  Defined as a state of lacking, of 
absence, homelessness is all too often seen as primitive state operating on the fringes “outside” 
of contemporary society, and it is assumed homeless individuals desire a mode of dwelling that 
conforms to a Western ideal of house-as-home. 
This grand narrative of progress and civilization has been critiqued and challenged by 
those working on issues of indigeneity and with indigenous peoples, and the negative political 
and ethical impacts of this narrative have been well documented (Alexie and Forney 2007; Biolsi 
and Zimmerman 1997; Deloria 1995, 1979, 1969; Deloria and Lytle 1983; Fowles 2010; 
Mihesuah 1998, 1996; Thomas 2000; Zimmerman 2003; Zimmerman, et al. 2003). This 
discourse establishes false dichotomies between state and state-less, civilized and uncivilized, 
peoples that has political and social consequences. We can see how this narrative has also shaped 
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our understanding and approach to the homeless, who are defined by a lack of particular 
“things”, aspects of home, and positions homelessness within what anthropologist Michel-Rolph 
Trouillot defines as the savage slot (Trouillot 2003). The savage slot is a category of “other” that 
serves to legitimize and normalize discourses of Western society by naturalizing social orders 
and power differentials between the haves and the have-nots, those that belong and those who do 
not.  
Within the discourse of Western civilization primitivity is recognized as being 
impermanent, lacking stability in the form of social structure, land, personal possessions, 
technology, social stratification, and history. From this narrative a semiotic system emerges of 
Western forms of dwelling as being permanent, stable, and deeply historical, while mobile 
primitive peoples are ephemeral and peripheral. In the 1970s as archaeologists started to turn 
away from monumental architecture towards household level analysis ephemerality was 
frequently a term used to describe the materiality of non-western peoples.  Ephemeral campsites 
can be seen as a category for dwelling that is only articulatable as “other” within a semiotic 
system where house-as-home is the ultimate object. In this sense ephemeral campsites become 
another general type or category of dwelling within this discourse, simply signifying something 
“other” than house-like.  
Traces of Mobility: Ephemeral Sites 
Starting in the 1970s processual archaeologists, working both in the “old world” and the 
“new world”, turned away from the description of monumental architecture and permanent sites 
of early sedentism to the analysis of pre-sedentary subsistence strategies and mobility (Bar-Yosef 
and Khazanov 1991; Bar-Yosef and Rocek 1998; Bender 1985; Binford 1980; Cribb 1991; 
Finkelstein and Perevolotsky 1990, 1991; Liebermann 1993; Salzman 1972).  Previous culture-
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history archaeological excavations were descriptive and typically done at proto-urban, urban, and 
ritual sites that contained monumental architecture. However, with the new processual focus on 
the analysis and explanation of social structures, those archaeologists working within Neolithic 
contexts were forced to consider both mid-level sites (e.g., household-level analysis) and 
populations of non-sedentary groups that were historically co-present, while still not “visible” 
archaeologically3 (Rosen 1992). This focus on nomadic groups (pastoralists and hunter-gathers) 
resulted in a site-type category termed “ephemeral campsites”, defined as small sites with low-
density artifact clusters and few features (e.g., hearths). 
Ephemeral campsites are a category of site exclusively seen as resulting from nomadism, 
a mode of subsistence defined by mobility. Archaeologists have wrestled with the difficulty of 
identifying ephemeral campsites because it is believed that nomadic groups do not leave 
traceable archaeological remains. Working on the Late-Bronze Age Levantine archaeologists 
Finkelstein and Perevolotsky state, “Groups that practice subsistence economy based on hunting-
gathering or on animal husbandry-and migrate in search of food, water, and good pasture-do not 
leave traceable remains” (Finkelstein and Perevolotsky 1990:68).  There is an inherent 
assumption that while nomadic groups exist, they remain invisible within the archaeological 
record primarily because they are people without things, whose lives are primarily dictated by 
environmental conditions.  Archaeological investigations on ephemerality in these contexts tend 
to focus on seasonal shifts4 (Bar-Yosef and Rocek 1998; Liebermann 1993; Monks 1981) and a 
 
3 Research on the Paleolithic period was defined by a high degree of mobility by very small groups of hunter-
gathers, people working specifically in this time have referred to period as highly visible nomandism (Gilead 1991; 
Goring-Morris 1987; Marks and Friedel 1977; Rosen 1992). It is also argued that this is due to the presence of stone 
tools in the Paleolithic versus the use of more organic materials in the Neolithic that do not last archaeologically 
(Smith 2008) 
4 The evidence of seasonality is mostly based on access to food resources, and thus seasonal animal migrations as 
well as local environmental conditions that allow or restrict dwelling practices based on weather patterns. 
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mode of movement defined in opposition to sedentism (Finkelstein and Perevolotsky 1990; Kelly 
1992; Khazonov 1984; Khazonov and Wink 2001; Rowton 1974). 
Rosen, an archaeologist who also worked in Late-Bronze Age Levantine, called 
Finkelstein and Perevolotsky’s argument that nomadism cannot be studied archaeologically an 
“assumption [that] is demonstrably false” (1992:75). Rosen’s research used modern 
ethnoarchaeological examples of nomadic groups, Bedouin sites in Central Negev, to shape his 
archaeological methods in order to demonstrate the presence of nomadic materials within a 
broader prehistorical landscape. Rosen presented an argument for a methodological shift that 
emphasized new surveying strategies that record positions of rocks and natural features of a 
landscape (versus site-based archaeology that focuses on artifact densities), seasonally recurrent 
surveys of sites, flotation to identify small plant and organic materials, and a focus on faunal 
analysis (Rosen 2008). This is a shift to recording and documenting aspects of the material 
landscape that archaeologists do not immediately recognize as “artifacts”.  He located several 
Bedouin encampments, tent sites, based on the location of rocks used to anchor the fabric5. For 
Rosen, the invisibility of nomads in the archaeological record is seen as a result of ineffective 
methods and an untestable theoretical argument. Through his research he demonstrates “that 
nomads leave remains, and that those remains are sufficiently rich to provide an archaeological 
account of themselves is inherently testable. The weight of the evidence for the Negev Highlands 
clearly shows that even such ‘sites’ as hearths and small ceramic scatters are findable” 
(1992:82). Rosen makes an important shift that highlights the relationship between 
archaeological method and presence/visibility of material traces, which are grounds for 
 
5 This is very similar to archaeological surveys in North America that look at tipi rings (Neuman 2010). 
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challenging the problematic categorization of non-western peoples interpreted as a state of 
lacking or absence.  
However, ephemerality continues to orientate the work of archaeologies of nomadic, 
transient, groups, while permanence tends to be a focus for those studying “sedentary” societies, 
though some archaeologists have questioned the form of this boundary. The edited volume, The 
Archaeology of Mobility: Old World and New World Nomadism, attempted to address issues that 
arise from this problematic dichotomy by focusing on mobility. According to the editors of this 
volume, mobility should be defined for each population separately:  
By defining mobility in terms of ‘moment’ (length of time, season), ‘motion’ (mobility 
pattern charted over time), ‘motivation’ (resources, but also cultural identity, social or 
economic circumscription), and ‘segment’ (the parts of the population defined by gender, 
age, health or social position), we liberate ourselves from fixed preconceptions. Rather 
than considering populations as either settled or mobile, recent interpretations, of which 
several can be found in this volume, emphasize the fluidity of mobility and the role of 
social organization and agency in the process of mobilization or settlement. (Wendrich 
and Barnard 2008:8) 
 
Research included in The Archaeology of Mobility: Old World and New World Nomadism 
employs the category of “ephemeral sites” but positions these sites in a way that highlights their 
permanence and presence on the landscape. The ephemeral is approached as a particular mode, 
which is always present in some form within any social system, versus a material category within 
the prehistoric context.  The goal of this work is to rethink the relationship between settlement 
and mobility as an internally dynamic interplay that could be applicable to any site and not 
simply a dichotomy between nomadic and settled societies.    
By focusing on the complexity of mobility as a definitive aspect of ephemerality, 
archaeologists highlight the inherently political implications of defining groups of people in 
opposition to sedentary societies. The invisibility of nomadic groups within the archaeological 
record is not a result of nomadic people lacking things, but because archaeologists have been 
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standing in a stable place gazing out on the “other” and looking for recognizable features.  
Within this context, the ephemeral is more a relational mode of existence that produces a 
material pattern recognizable and interpreted only in relation to things perceived to be permanent 
and stable. The traces themselves are no more or less “ephemeral” than the traces at sedentary 
sites (still ceramics, hearths, dwellings, grinding stones), but there is a relatively lower density 
and a higher spatial spread of items. This means that archaeologists can and should always be 
looking at how ephemerality is always present within any and all social systems, things, and 
sites.  
Ephemerality 
With subsequent moves towards contemporary archaeology, which studies “us”, here, 
and now, ephemerality is a term that has been applied to contemporary phenomena in a manner 
that highlights the temporary state of the present and the Western world. Ephemerality is a 
concept that can be seen as central to contemporary archaeology, with topics covering everything 
from ruination, waste, protests/festivals/events, to digital media and virtual space. In much of 
this literature, the concept is employed in a fashion that challenges the ideal of our society’s 
permanence and stability, and exposes an anxiety of a forever fleeting presence. Contemporary 
archaeologists have used the concept of ephemerality in reference to a material quality or state, 
processes of materialization and dematerialization, or a material category of objects based on the 
duration of use. The use of ephemerality in this manner highlights the potential that this concept 
has in disrupting the problematic dichotomy between transient groups and sedentary societies. 
By showing that the ephemeral is not a concept that defines “other” peoples, but is central to the 
formation and structure of the Western world we can better understand how the Western world’s 
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fixation on stability and permeance is simply a form of coping with the ephemerality of 
existence.  
For contemporary archaeologists studying “nomadic groups”, such as the homeless 
(Zimmerman 2014, 2013; Zimmerman and Welsh 2011; Zimmerman, et al. 2010), or 
“ephemeral” events, such as festivals or protests (Harrison and Schofield 2010:71; White 2013), 
the concept of ephemerality is always implicitly and sometimes explicitly present within their 
analysis. This is because contemporary archaeology is always orientated and working within the 
present, as a fleeting moment and state of being. Stating that, “Festivals and other ephemeral 
events have received limited archaeological attention, and most of what has taken place has 
focused on events in the more distant past,” Carolyn White’s research focuses on Black Rock 
City and the Burning Man Festival that takes place annually in this temporary desert city 
(2013:598). She uses the definition of ephemeral sites employed by prehistoric archaeologists: 
“Ephemeral sites (by definition) leave little in the way of material remains and temporary sites 
are occupied for short periods of time. As such they raise methodological and interpretive 
challenges for archaeologists of any time period” (2013:595). Here we see the same issues 
echoed, that ephemeral sites are defined as such by an absence and lack of materials and “short” 
periods of occupation. As an active contemporary event, White chooses to focus on the period of 
a single occupation and traces a cycle of the city’s materialization and dematerialization.  
White’s work highlights the importance of participant observation for documenting the 
processes for materialization and dematerialization of the temporary desert city. She traces the 
materialization of the city from the beginning stages, where the landscape is littered with heavy 
machinery, trailers, and port-o-lets, to a city buzzing with various “districts” and people carrying 
out daily routines, culminating in the event of “burning man”, and ending with the 
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dematerialization of the city and final cleanup (“leave no trace”). Ending where most 
archaeologists begin, she explains: 
The clean-up efforts undertaken by the DPW [people who build and tear down the city] 
are finalized with the inspection by the Bureau of Land Management. The Special use 
permit requires that the Black Rock LLC meet an inspection standard of presence of no 
more than one square foot of recovered trash per acre. The sites of collection are 
generated by random sample and the inspection is conducted in cooperation with the 
DPW. The efforts put forward by the DPW are, in essence, a full-scale archaeological 
survey of the site with a 100 percent collection strategy. This means that very little 
remains to be collected during the inspection. Because so little remains, the standard 
collection techniques of the archaeologist are less relevant at this phase of the event. 
Rather, it highlights the importance of documentation before and during the festival. 
(2013:606) 
 
White’s research demonstrates a need to understand the dynamics of site formation, the 
continuous processes of materialization and dematerialization, and the identification of 
boundaries and forms at sites perceived as ephemeral. Her call for the development of new 
archaeological methods echo Rosen’s, but in a very different manner. White is focused on site 
dynamics, while Rosen called for a more expansive landscape study. They both, however, 
stressed the need to continually return to sites to document change and rely upon 
ethnoarchaeological methods.  
Burning Man has been a recurrent event for over a quarter of a century, and on the 
periphery of the city sits Black Rock City Airport and Black Rock City Post Office that are 
officially zoned and maintain a permanent presence on the landscape. Therefore, the boundary 
defining ephemerality is based on relational perceptions of time that needs to be challenged in 
many of these contexts. As White’s research points out, spaces of lower density artifacts do not 
equate people without things, nor does it mark “temporary” occupation (White 2013). Even if an 
archaeologist were coming into La Playa (Burning Man) after Black Rock City had completed its 
cyclical stage of dematerialization, one would still find remnants at the site, a permanent post 
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office referencing a city that cannot be seen, and an airport with abandoned administration 
buildings and a landing strip. There is also the matter of an archival record, digital record, and 
Burning Man clubhouses spread all throughout the country. The boundaries of an ephemeral site 
cannot, by definition, be rigidly fixed (spatially or temporally), but must be fluid and operate at 
multiple scales. I would argue that Black Rock City and the Burning Man Festival has aspects of 
ephemerality and aspects of permanence that give it form and render it intelligible at multiple 
scales. It is not something apart from or outside our social system, but deeply integrated within it 
and shaped by it.   
The first long-term contemporary archaeology project can safely be identified as William 
Rathje’s Garbage Project that started in 1972 through the University of Arizona.  While, the 
word “ephemeral” is only used once in Rubbish!: The Archaeology of Garbage (1992), Murphy 
and Rathje’s research on landfills and garbage approaches the ephemeral in two distinct ways. 
The project is formed around and is focused on the tension between what we could see as 
purposeful and unintentional ephemeral materials at nine landfills across the United States.  
Rathje takes on the “myths of garbage”, which are essentially myths surrounding the ephemeral 
state of organic waste and biodegradation in landfills as well as the fear of non-biodegradable 
(non-ephemeral) waste, such as appliances and plastics. Excavating at Mallard North Landfill in 
Illinois, Rathje writes of one visitor’s response to the landfill excavations: “casting his eyes one 
day in June of 1988 over the ranks of sorting bins holding stacks and stacks of old newspapers, 
he stated, ‘I thought newspapers were supposed to biodegrade.’ As if to reinforce the point, 
Mallard North, as it happens, is the landfill that yielded up that fifteen-year-old steak, its bone, 
fat, and lean in a lot better condition than Ramses II (and without benefit of embalming)” 
(2001:113). The visitor to the landfill voiced a belief that was reflective of public policy and 
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sanitation practices at the time. It was believed that landfills were spaces where processes of 
biodegradation were supposed to be quickened, breaking down organics and disappearing 
inorganics.  
After conducting excavations at landfills and uncovering masses of organic materials in 
pristine states, such as a readable newspaper from January 8, 1952, Rathje and his team shifted 
their research questions to interrogate the processes of decomposition and preservation. What 
they discovered after excavating nine different landfills across the United States was that: 
Organics represented 32.5 percent of the ten- to fifteen-year-old garbage excavated at the 
Naples Airport landfill, 50.6 percent of the garbage of the same age excavated at Mallard 
North, and 66.5 percent of the garbage of that aged at Rio Salado, in Phoenix. Organics in 
four twenty-to twenty-five-year-old samples from the landfill at Sunnyvale, California, 
represented some 40 percent of the sampled garbage. Organics in four Rio Salado 
samples from the 1950s accounted for 49 percent of the samples’ total volume. Almost 
all the organic material remained readily identifiable: Pages from coloring books were 
still clearly pages from coloring books, onion parings were onion parings, carrot tops 
were carrot tops. Whole hot dogs have been found in the course of every excavation the 
Garbage Project has done, some of them in a strata suggesting an age upwards of several 
decades (2001:114). 
 
Researchers on this project discovered that the types of materials viewed as “less dangerous” 
because of their inherent ephemeral qualities (organics) composed most of the waste at landfills, 
and plastics or large “bulk” items like appliances and furniture took up relatively little space and 
had less of a negative environmental impact than the organics. It was surprising when 
researchers discovered that organics were not biodegrading, but being preserved in a space that 
was meant to speed up the natural ephemeral state of human waste. While working on the 
project, Michael Schiffer found that the category seen by public officials and waste management 
companies as being the “most dangerous” due to their size and material composition, appliances 
and furniture, composed the smallest category of waste in landfills.  That was because these 
items were scavenged on the street curb, repurposed, or were traded in informal economies 
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(Rathje and Murphy 1992:188-202). The ephemeral status and qualities of landfills and human 
waste thus are highly fluid and dependent upon the perceptions of the viewer and the 
relationships that people have with these heaps of discarded debris. 
Other archaeologists have embraced a similar concept of the ephemeral, as a material 
state or quality defined by the temporary character of material culture more explicitly (Graves-
Brown 2013; O’Leary and Capelotti 2015).  These contemporary archaeological projects make 
designations between purposeful ephemera and unintentional ephemera. Walsh, an archaeologist 
of Space Technology, is an example of someone who focuses on purposeful ephemera as a type 
of material culture designed to be impermanent, but he notes that making an archaeological 
distinction between intentional and unintentional ephemera is difficult. 
The study of purposeful ephemera has been quite limited in archaeology. This fact is 
perhaps surprising, given that the archaeological record is only a partial sample of the set of 
materials which once existed-in other words, material culture is, almost by definition, ephemeral. 
But most material culture is not purposely ephemeral. While humans generally have not expected 
most of the tools or structures that they create to last forever, they have produced many, if not 
most, of their creations with an eye towards their durability (Walsh 2015:81).  Space 
Archaeology began in the 1990s with the work of Beth O’Leary out of the University of New 
Mexico and focused not only on “earthly” space technology of the 1950s that had fallen in 
disrepair, but also on space debris such as satellites, fuel canisters, and artifacts left on the moon 
(Gorman 2019; Walsh 2015). An example of O’Leary and Walsh’s use of purposeful ephemera 
are the artifacts, including the flag and launch pad, left on the moon that are only designed to last 
a certain number of lunar heat cycles. For example, flags are designed to disintegrate after 40 
lunar cycles (O’Leary 2015).  This concept of purposeful ephemera is interesting when thinking 
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about a waste society and our current use and dependency on single-use plastics and objects that 
are purposefully designed to not be reusable. 
Paul Graves-Brown (2013) and Rodney Harrison’s (2009) have both worked on virtual 
materiality and digital archaeology approaches that address ephemerality in a similar vein by 
highlighting the immaterial qualities of virtual materiality. Graves-Brown state in his research on 
the World Wide Web: 
Although it might be thought that software programs or applications are analogous to 
documents, their dynamic characteristics imply a more artifact like quality. Whilst they 
only exist as quantum states in millions of transistors, programs can print information on 
paper or launch nuclear missiles. The very iconography of graphical user interfaces 
implies and artifactuality; there are buttons and sliders and objects to be dragged or 
stretched. (Graves-Brown 2013:3) 
 
There is a history in the development of code, a “genealogy of the web browser”, which can also 
be approached archaeologically.  As Harrison demonstrates in his work on Second Life, 
“artifacts” are created, traded, and transposed in virtual worlds and thus embody a form of 
“virtual heritage” (Harrison 2009). Referring to the ‘intangible artefacts’ of the World Wide Web 
Graves-Brown suggests, “web content is quite different from the traditional materials of the 
historian, but is equally not the traditional matter of archaeology” (2013:17). In the wake of the 
technological boom, the modern era is marked by the ephemeral character of things, even 
physical devices have become highly mobile, are constructed in from raw materials that come to 
form through an inconceivably complex web of relationships, and are “outdated” almost as soon 
as they enter the user’s hand. Since the post-processual turn in the 1970s, there has been a 
growing archaeological interest in the immaterial/material quality of sound, smell, vision, 
texture, and performance in contemporary and pre-historic periods which directly takes on the 
inherent ephemeralness of (im)materiality. 
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Researchers who approach the material qualities of ephemera tend to make a distinction 
between artifacts in ruin and purposeful ephemera, the latter being seen as a distinctively modern 
design phenomenon (O’Leary 2015). Purposeful ephemera is specifically designed to self-
destruct. Objects created with the intention to chemically and physically breakdown, wear out, or 
change/transform into something different could be classified as purposeful ephemera. This is 
similar to the “organics” that Rathje focused on, and raises interesting questions with regards to 
the qualities and changing states of the materials archaeologists approach and study in general. 
This approach to ephemera is distinct from the materials defined as traces of ephemerality 
(ephemeral campsites). As it could be argued that the traces of ephemeral sites are no different 
from objects found at sedentary/permanent sites, while ephemera have distinctive qualities that 
make the materials recognizably different from other materials. There is a distinction between 
archaeologists using this definition of ephemera versus other archaeologists who focus on the 
duration of use; here ephemerality is a definitive quality inherent in the materials and design of 
things themselves. 
There is another category of material culture termed ephemera by archaeologists, 
particularly archaeologists working in or on modern/post-industrial projects, and it is probably 
the most recognizable use of the term in popular culture. Peter Merriman, in his research on the 
materiality of Britain’s Motorways constructed in the 1950s (Merriman 2013), focuses on a 
category or class of modern material culture that was mass produced for specific short-term use. 
Merriman uses the term ephemera to reference knick-knacks sold in convenient shops on the side 
of the road either commemorating a particular motorway or items made for use while embarking 
on long drives. Merriman writes, “In my research on the history of the M1 and other motorways, 
I have built up my own collection of ephemera, including a glass ash-try commemorating the 
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opening of the M1, children’s toy sets, and a silver-enameled charm. Such popular products were 
purchased or acquired by an unknown population, consumed for varying periods of time, 
discarded or stored away, and in some cases sold on” (2013:444). He does not use the category 
of ephemera to discuss road signs, litter on the side of the street, automobiles, or performance. 
Only items that have no long-term use value, are mass produced, and are easily circulated and 
discarded are classified as ephemera.  This group of materials is not designed to be ephemeral in 
a sense of material composition, nor does it need to reference a particular event or individual 
experience, by all accounts these things are “junk” (Merriman 2013:447) that reference an era of 
mass mobility.  
Similarly, Christine Finn’s (2001) archaeological study of the digital age in Silicon 
Valley uses the term ephemera as a material type of mass-produced memorabilia that reference 
vintage computer hardware and software of the 1970s. In one section of her article she states 
that, “thousands of artifacts of ephemera, ranging from computer magazines, packaging, and 
advertisements, to T-shirts and other promotional giveaways” (Finn 2013:659). She goes on to 
say, “on eBay, one of the most active retro tech trade sites, the machines are often bought by 
investors, who are akin to wartime medal collectors with no personal connection to the artifacts. 
The section on the UK eBay site called ‘vintage computers’ lists ephemera along with hardware 
and computer games, including mouse mats” (ibid., 670).  Again, the category of ephemera is 
defined by those items which are meant to be used for only a short period of time and then 
discarded, but in the case of paper instructions and packaging these items were designed to 
ultimately disintegrate. These types of items could be seen as purposeful ephemera in that they 
are designed to be used for a short period of time, but are not necessarily designed to disintegrate 
or physically disappear like the artifacts Walsh references or the landfill and organic waste in 
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Rathje’s project. Ephemera as a category of material culture in this context, is a distinctively 
modern classification of artifacts.   
As archaeologists of the contemporary world have demonstrated, ephemerality is a vague 
concept that is always present within society, as a state of being, quality, and process. Because 
ephemerality is always present it becomes the grounds through which we can see homelessness 
as an integral part of the modern urban landscape and not something “apart from” or in 
opposition to Western society. While it can be used to define boundaries between the homeless 
and homed society, it can equally be shown to blur and cross those boundaries. This is a concept 
that is central to my research as I talk about the history and permanence of homeless dwelling, 
the forms of homeless dwelling structures, the lifeways of the homeless as being shaped through 
and taking form within the larger urban landscape of New York City. My goal is to demonstrate 
how boundaries between homeless and homed peoples materially manifest and are blurred 
through habits of home-making. The concept of ephemerality arises from the vagueness of 
dwelling. Home-making is a means of coping with the ephemeral state of existence.  As a quality 
of being, ephemerality is a quality of home-as-dwelling. This research both challenges the notion 
that homelessness is an ephemeral phenomenon, while also demonstrating how ephemerality 
permeants our whole of society and gives rise to homelessness. The later will most evidently be 
seen through moments of urban crisis that results in new technologies and social habits, which 
affects and shapes modes of homelessness within the Pelham Bay camp.  
Conclusion: A Vague Object 
The reason why archaeologists turned towards the house as an object of study is due to 
universal qualities embedded in the concept of home that it represented. The house as an 
analytical unit is simply a scale linking individual and social analysis. Within this framing, the 
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house-level presumes all humans are part of a social system, we are social beings. The house as a 
structure, presumes that all people construct shelter through a process of placemaking in a form 
that protects the human body from environmental forces. In this definition, aspects of sheltering 
such as protection, comfort, and place-making are seen as universal qualities of home as shelter.  
The construction of shelter is seen as a universal base function of human existence. Home-
making, as a habit of everyday life, extends basic universal aspects of dwelling beyond shelter to 
include functional activities, such as eating, sleeping, bodily care/health, and reproducing. This 
definition extends universal qualities of home beyond shelter, to include activities of dwelling 
that are seen as basic human functions. In short, the home is a useful focus of study because it is 
a universal object, but we must be careful not conflate house and home. The house is but one 
complex and ambiguous form that emerges through home-making (dwelling) practices.  
Human existence is dwelling, and every human is believed to dwell. In this sense 
dwelling is an ontological phenomenon with material dimensions and form. In his book Fluid 
Signs: Being a Person the Tamil Way, Peircean Anthropologist Valentine Daniel (1984) presents 
a framework to address the conflated meanings of home via the terms kiramam and Ur. 
According to Daniel, kiramam is a boundary-focused referential equivalent to “village” and 
“nation” that operates as a political unit, while ur is a center-focused unit that references a place 
of belonging and being in the world (ibid: 63-104). Ur is a specific place defined as an ontic unit, 
while Kiramam is an epistemic unit of space as understood by the “revenue officer, the 
archaeologist, the museologist, or the historian” (ibid: 57). Daniel argues that while these two 
terms have been used interchangeably and sometimes do indeed overlap, they are radically 
different signs: the kiramam is a fixed sign and the ur is not so much a discrete entity with fixed 
coordinates as a fluid sign with fluid thresholds (ibid:104). The Ur is a vague object, while the 
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Kiramam is a general one. Likewise, home in relation to homelessness can also be viewed as an 
object that can be both discrete and fluid, boundary-focused and center-focused, general and 
vague. This work is relevant beyond its immediate context, and for the purposes of the case 
considered here, in that it illuminates the dynamic actualizations and potentialities of home for 
those who are defined by the state as lacking a home or are denied certain recognitions due to 
their relationship with an object of home embedded in political discourse (e.g. law and policy).  
An individual may be living on the street, but still have a home.  While features, such as a 
floor or post holes, can be identified at the Pelham Bay Park camp there was a notable lack of 
edges or fixed features in dwelling structures. The “edge” of a floor feature remained vague and 
did not signal a hard-fixed boundary between inside and outside worlds. The signs of dwelling I 
have encountered have been more center-focused, signally a presence with no fixed line between 
inside and outside. As I will show, there were still post holes, floors, sheltering structures, and 
paths that could be recognized archaeologically, but they were fluid in form, not bounded or 
fixed. There are habits of homelessness that exist which conform to social norms and practices, 
and those that diverge and violate social norms and practices. Some habits do both, such as 
routinely using public restrooms. A homeless individual may be using the restroom in the proper 
way, but the frequency of use or hours of use violate the norm. Vice versa they may frequent a 
public restroom in an acceptable manner, but use it for bathing or sleeping. The point is that 
there are no innate differences between “us” and “them”, no static bounded category or definitive 
lines that mark homelessness. Yet, homelessness is something real in our society, something that 
is familiar to us all and is seemingly evident in the world. 
I will argue in this work that homelessness is a phenomenon that has been formed as a 
“social problem” through a process of boundary making that attempts to define the limits and 
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boundaries of house-as-home within our society, which operates as an ideal type of dwelling 
through Western discourses. The practices of boundary making that attempts to define the limits 
of dwelling practices within our society, results in exclusionary practices that has given rise to 
severe poverty and dispossession that marks and shapes homelessness. By understanding how 
these processes of boundary making manifest and operate, I believe we can see alternative 
possibilities that are present through homeless practices of home-making that can give rise to 
inclusive and supportive practices as opposed to restrictive and exclusionary reactions towards 
homelessness. In order to do this however, vagueness must be not only be embraced through the 
archaeological process, but actively sought.  
This work is not meant to simply describe the material dimensions of homelessness, but 
hopefully will present new approaches to understanding homelessness that could be useful for 
those working on these issues in applied contexts. By focusing on the material dimensions of 
homelessness, I believe we can see how exclusionary practices can be changed within our 
society. Instead of perpetuating homelessness through increasingly restrictive and probationary 
practices, can we attempt to support homeless lifeways that may operate outside the bounds of 
house-as-home? I believe we can, primarily by focusing on and supporting the vague aspects of 
homelessness that reach across social boundaries and blur distinctions through informal 
channels, practices, and systems that already exist within our society. This re-approach to 
homelessness can only be done at a local scale, but if we start by changing practices locally it 
opens up new possibilities for greater changes on larger scales. The conclusion of this 
dissertation argues for a shift towards inclusive practices that support alternative forms of 




Chapter 2 Disgusting Things 
An Unexpected Encounter 
On 17 September 2011 people flooded Zuccotti Park in Manhattan’s Downtown 
Financial District to protest multinational corporations and major banking institutions starting the 
Occupy Wall Street movement (OWS). Protestors left their houses and established encampments 
in public parks in over a hundred cities across America to live in solidarity as the “99%.” The 
99% were ready for conflict between citizen and state, public and private institutions, but they 
did not anticipate the conflict that erupted within the encampments between protestors and local 
homeless populations. Despite the fact that protestors were living “homeless” for symbolic and 
political purposes, they had not anticipated how to handle the homeless communities whom they 
actively displaced and engaged in the service of their politics. As they pitched their tents, strung 
up tarps, established communal kitchens, and inflated blow-up mattresses the 99% encountered 
people who were both known and unfamiliar, an ambiguous object that created fear and anxiety 
vis-à-vis an unwanted closeness.  
In Denver, Portland, Boston, and New York City protestors expressed fear and 
apprehension towards the homeless, calling them “protest imposters”, “freeloaders”, and “rapists 
and gropers of females” (Algar 2011; Huffington Post 2011; Occupy Forum 2011). One New 
York protestor stated that the homeless were “mentally ill and out-of-control” (Algar 2011; 
Huffington Post 2011). I argue here that the responses of the Occupy protesters early in the 
movement illustrated deep anxiety and fear of the homeless, who were unexpectedly too familiar 
and yet unknown. Their status, their being, was ambiguous and the encounter was unexpected. 
The “gut reaction” of the OWS protesters was to distance the homeless physically, mentally, and 
socially from themselves.  
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In Zuccotti Park many of the 99% came to look upon the homeless with fear, suspicion, 
and anger, leading to the creation of a homeless zone in the southwest corner of the park and a 
special security force to protect protestors against those inhabiting this area. The New York Times 
reported that “a team of 10 security volunteers moved into the trouble-prone southwest section of 
Zuccotti Park in a show of force to confront them [the homeless]” (Algar 2011). OWS volunteers 
in the Zuccotti Park’s camp kitchen closed the kitchen and refused to serve gourmet food to the 
“professional homeless” who were “masquerading as protesters” (Algar 2011; Epstein 2011). 
When the kitchen reopened, they did so with a rule that anyone who was homeless could be 
denied food and referred to local soup kitchens. To detour “freeloaders” the menu was also 
changed from gourmet all-organic food to peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and brown rice 
(Algar 2011; Epstein 2011; Huffington Post 2011; Occupy Forum 2011). Zuccotti’s Occupy 
camp claimed that the police department and the mayor’s office were purposely sending 
homeless individuals into the park to disrupt the protest (ibid.). The fact that these accusations 
were made is more important for understanding the relationship of homelessness within this 
movement than the truth of the accusations, as they position the homeless as being both within 
the state and yet not part of the public represented by the 99%.  
The events at Zuccotti Park illustrate how disgust is experienced between the homeless 
and a “homed” society. As protestors occupied the park, they experienced a proximity that was 
“too close” and consequently excluded the homeless from “their” public and civic space. The 
grounds upon which the homeless were excluded included sexual deviance, illness, and 
scavenging- eating habits. As a movement the “99%” was a label meant to include everyone but 
the top-one percent in society that held a majority of the wealth. The homeless definitely were 
not part of the excluded one percent. Yet, the response of the OWS protesters demonstrated the 
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homeless were not included in the remaining 99% of society either, their very presence and being 
simply did not belong in the all of society.  
Cities where the Occupy Wall Street Movement had a strong and quick start had more 
problems regarding homelessness than cities where the movement started later, but all Occupy 
protesters realized homelessness was an issue that had to be confronted. Austin and Tampa, for 
example, used homelessness as the central organizing issue for their local chapters. 
Homelessness became a universalizing symbol for the 99 percent who positioned the homeless 
as the ultimate victim of capitalism (Ehrenreich 2011). This repositioning of homelessness 
within the movement was achieved because cities where the movement started later were able to 
anticipate possible issues that had initially arisen in New York, Denver, and Portland. The 
encountering of homelessness was not as surprising, and distance and time allowed for a more 
thoughtful response to an anticipated issue.  
Time and distance allowed for their response to be more reflexive and rational, the shock 
of an unexpected encounter was not experienced or was worked through with continued contact, 
and the movement subsequently positioned homelessness as a universalizing issue that the 99 
percent could rally behind. In Madison Wisconsin tension between occupiers and homeless folks 
eventually led to the formation of a coalition and the establishment of a tiny house village for the 
homeless (Lewis 2016). On the fourth-year anniversary of Occupy Wall Street at Zuccotti Park 
protesters marched to City Hall and set up camps for the night to rally for affordable housing for 
the homeless (Rosario 2015).  There has been some recent debate about the unintended 
consequence of the Occupy Wall Street movement that resulted in more restrictive laws in cities 
like San Marino, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Huston related to camping in public space and 
food sharing (Cournoyer 2012). Ironically, in the wake of a mass movement that aimed to 
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address issues of structural inequalities in many cities the homeless were left with even greater 
restrictions placed on dwelling practices in public spaces while the Occupiers went home.  
The events at Zuccotti Park and the Occupy Wall Street Movement in general illustrate 
how disgust for the homeless manifests and operates when homed people unexpectedly 
encounter homelessness. This observation is not meant to demonize the Occupy Wall Street 
protesters, but show how even those with the best intentions, who embrace radically inclusive 
political ideologies and social practices, still react to homelessness with disgust. This is because 
disgust for the homeless is pervasive in our society. It is only upon reflection and prolonged 
exposure to homelessness that people move through disgust, but it manifests in moments of 
encounter like those illustrated at Zuccotti Park. 
Disgust 
This chapter examines how the vague status of homelessness within our society is 
revealed through and results in a disgust response. I argue that disgust operates to create 
boundaries between the homeless and homed society that are grounded in particular material 
objects and practices. First, I will lay out the general concept of disgust and how it operates on an 
individual and social scale. As an affect that arises at the moment of encounter, I am then going 
to move on to the initial encounters that resulted in a disgust response at the Pelham Bay Park 
homeless encampment, as a site of homelessness. Lastly, I am going to analyze types of objects 
and practices that elicit a disgust response within the materiality of the abandoned homeless 
encampment and social habits that have formed around those objects within society.  The 
objective of this chapter is to show how disgust has manifested and been articulated within 
popular media, social practice, and within the archaeological experience at Pelham Bay Park in 
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order to identify the grounds upon which disgust is articulated and the effects it has had on 
homelessness in the United States.  
Disgust is a unique affect typified by anxiety and revulsion. The debate with regards to 
whether disgust is an inherent universal and biologically rooted defense mechanism or if it is 
only recognizable as a unique emotion through processes of acculturation is not entirely relevant 
to the situation I present here. Needless to say, I tend towards the latter camp; while still 
acknowledging an inherent quality of disgust cross-culturally, the objects of disgust can vary 
dramatically from culture to culture and indeed can be articulated in radically different terms. 
Instead of these deeper philosophical debates regarding the origins of disgust, I am more 
interested in how this emotion operates within the cultural experience of modern homelessness in 
urban America, the effects of this affect, and the grounds upon which it is experienced. 
We do need a working definition of what is meant by disgust and how it differs from 
other “tonalities of rejection” (Kolnai 2004) and emotions like fear, anger, or contempt.  Disgust 
is experienced only in relation to an object, whereby a subject experiences an unconscious “gut 
reaction” of anxiety, danger, and revulsion. Unlike other emotions, when one experiences disgust 
the subject does not seek to understand the object towards which the feeling is directed; they 
unquestionably reject it by creating distance between self and the object (Kolnai 1998). Disgust 
is characterized by an unsettling anxious feeling against an ambiguous “something” that is too 
close and the need to create distance between the subject and object. It is an unsettling emotion 
experienced when boundaries between subject and object are ambiguous, resulting in the 
establishment of a spatial boundary on the individual level and cultural taboos or social 
restrictions on a societal level. Morality and judgment are important causes and effects of wide-
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spread disgust, but in the moment of individual experience they are not conscious; the feeling 
seems instinctual.   
There are four primary studies of disgust that approach this topic in overlapping and yet 
distinctive ways: Aurel Kolnai’s (2004; 1998) phenomenological work On Disgust, Paul Rozin’s 
(20156) empirical-psychological work Psychology of Disgust, William Miller’s (2009) 
sociological-political work The Anatomy of Disgust, and Winfried Menninghaus’s (2003) work 
on art, aesthetics, and philosophy titled, Disgust: Theory and History of a Strong Sensation. All 
of these philosophers of disgust ground the emotion in sensory experience, primarily taste, touch, 
smell, and sight. They also identify disgust as an act of boundary making. They differ on the 
limits of disgust with regards to other emotions and the root categories of disgust elicitors (e.g. 
primary objects of disgust such as feces, corpse, wounds, pus, sex, excessiveness, bodily 
functions, etc.). Again, for this research, the differences matter less than what they all agree 
upon. With that said, I am presenting Menninghaus’s encompassing definition of disgust as, “1) 
the violent repulsion vis-à-vis, 2) a physical presence or some other phenomenon in our 
proximity, 3) which at the same time in various degrees, can also exert a subconscious attraction 
or even an open fascination” (2003:6).  
Disgust thus works triadically as the subject expresses disgust towards an object that is 
grounded in particular qualities of that experience. Disgust is experienced as a “gut reaction” 
against something (an ambiguous object) mediated through sensory experience, typically smell, 
touch, and sight.  Immanuel Kant described disgust as “a state of alarm and emergency, an acute 
 
6 See also:  Rozin, P., Haidt, J., & McCauley, C.R. (1993). Disgust. In M. Lewis and J. Haviland (Eds.), 
Handbook of Emotions, pp. 575-594. New York: Guilford, and Rozin, P., Lowery, L., Imada, S., & Haidt, 
J.  (1999).  The CAD triad hypothesis: A mapping between three moral emotions (contempt, anger, 
disgust) and three moral codes (community, autonomy, divinity).  Journal of Personality & Social 
Psychology, 76, 574-586. 
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crisis of self-preservation in the face of an unassimilable otherness, a convulsive struggle, in 
which what is in question is, quite literally, whether ‘to be or not to be’” (qtd. in Menninghaus 
2003:1). In this sense, the object of disgust is experienced as a possible threat to self from fear of 
contamination. Disgusting objects have the perceived potential to take over the whole of the 
subject itself. According to Kant the fundamental schema of disgust is the experience of a 
nearness that is not wanted, “An intrusive presence, a smell or taste is spontaneously assessed as 
contamination and forcibly distanced” (ibid.). This is important when thinking about how this 
relates to people. When people become “contaminated” by disgusting object they are thus 
perceived as disgusting objects themselves, and their status becomes equally ambiguous as 
potentially contaminated and thus contaminating objects.  
While the objects of disgust can vary from culture to culture and among individuals, 
theorists of disgust have worked to identify what they believe are the primary domains and 
objects that elicit a disgust response cross-culturally. Philosophers Kolani and Rozin both present 
categories of primary elicitors that trigger a response of disgust. Rozin’s list (Rozin and 
McCauley 2008) included contaminated foods, bodily products such as vomit, pus, mucus and 
excrement, carriers of disease, lower order animals (e.g., insects or rats), violations of the body 
(e.g., disfiguring wounds or evisceration), mutilation and gore, and above all the decay and rot of 
flesh (e.g., the corpse). Kolnai (2004) came up with a similar list: putrefaction, excrement, bodily 
secretions and dirt; low forms of life like insects, particularly in swarms; rotten foods; the 
unwelcome proximity of bodies; exaggerated fecundity; disease and deformation; and the corpse. 
The two main uniting characteristics of elicitors included in these lists (and others) are a turn 
towards death and animality-primitivism. As Carolyn Korsmeyer (2008) notes, the elicitors in 
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these lists illustrate that disgust is a visceral reaction to the liminal, more specifically the vague 
boundaries between life and death, human and animal. 
Ultimately, disgust has moral and political consequences within a social system. 
Materially grounded phenomenological forms of disgust give rise to moral domains of disgust, 
which establish cultural taboos, rituals, and practices that maintain boundaries on a social scale. 
There are social and political implications when boundaries are created through disgust that 
transcend the individual to form social habits. The habits of disgust create boundaries in the form 
of formal and informal rules and rituals that restrict or limit practices involving possible 
encounters with disgust elicitors.  Disgust positions people whose social status is 
ambiguous/liminal due to their relationship with disgust elicitors on one side of a line thus 
relieving the fear, anxiety, and danger they represent to existing social structures. Mary Douglas 
wrote about rituals of pollution and contamination that target “placeless people” in Purity and 
Danger (1966) that can be seen to illustrate these points.  For Douglas, people whose social 
status is ambiguous simultaneously are in a state of danger and emanate danger to social form 
and order; there is a fear of contamination and pollution of social order because of this 
ambiguity. According to Douglas, where clear structure does not exist in a society to maintain 
potential threats, disgust will operate to create a boundary and contain it, giving rise to 
systematic rituals of segregation (e.g., “rituals of pollution” for Douglas).  
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Initial Affects at Pelham Bay Park 
 
Figure 2. The path leading to the Pelham Bay Park encampment. 
My first encounter at the Pelham Bay Park homeless encampment was experienced with 
a fellow archaeology graduate student and my dog in the Autumn of 2015. As we parked the car 
and walked down the path in the direction of the bay, we spotted old tires at the edge of the 
woods that marked the way (Figure 2). Through the trees the Pelham Bay Landfill could be seen 
on the opposite side Eastchester Bay as a large grass covered mound in the background rising out 
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of the water. We walked through tall overgrown grasses and into the woods where an opening 
appeared to the left revealing a large depression void of vegetation and compacted with garbage. 
The ground was moist due to the rising water table, squishing beneath our feet while bits of 
plastic floated in the soupy soil.  It smelled of fresh wet dirt and garbage. I tied my dog up to a 
tree at the opening of the site because I did not want her “getting hurt” at the site, which looking 
back was an instinctual response to protect her by keeping her separate from the unknown and 
therefore possibly dangerous materials at this location.  
Surveying the site I had inherited from archaeologist Nan Rothschild7, we waded through 
the dense layer of waste within this isolated natural setting. It immediately felt like a place apart. 
I remember feeling like there could be bodies buried in the squishy earth somewhere beneath our 
feet. It was a feeling most of the students and volunteers to the site expressed independently. 
Every time we pulled up a buried shoe, a tarp, black garbage bags, or large pieces of cloth 
someone would speak up and share their anxiety about finding a dead body. The site just brought 
out those reactions, an eerie anxiety about an unexpected encounter with death. These initial 
feelings seemed to be given legitimacy by incidents that happened around the site. One day while 
coming to work the police had blocked access to the site because a body had been found down 
by the beach, the police officer told me a man was shot execution-style. One weekend during 
fieldwork, an elderly homeless gentleman had also died in the woods near the campsite from 
natural causes. 
People frequently made uneasy jokes about the “site activity trying to kill” them, or 
driving them “crazy”, they would describe the site as maddening, insane, and confusing. Those 
who came out regularly waited for new volunteers to come out because they loved the look on 
 
7 Nan Rothschild remembered this as an active homeless encampment while she was conducting archaeological 
fieldwork in 1974 at the Kaeser Shell Midden Site.  
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their faces when they saw this place for the first time. The look was usually a flash of shock, 
recognized in their wide-eyes and open mouth, followed immediately by a curled nose and 
squinted eyes as if they had just encountered some foul smell. One volunteer knelt by the unit 
and causally moved artifacts with a stick all morning, refusing to touch the materials and keeping 
her distance. She left at lunchtime, never to return. 
The look on their faces represented a feeling I started to recognize as disgust and over 
time I came to dread that moment of first contact. When new people would come out to work, I 
could tell based on how quickly that look flashed on their face whether they would stay or not. 
For many, the look stayed and they did not. After three years of conducting fieldwork with 
around 45 different volunteers, I started to feel shame and guilt about my work because I felt this 
place and the materials would not live up to their ideals of what archaeology should be. The type 
of archaeology we learn in classrooms and read in books focuses on buried things from a distant 
past, not Styrofoam and fast-food containers thrown on the ground yesterday. I experienced 
anxiety any time new people would come out. In order to relieve this anxiety, I cracked jokes 
about going to school for a decade to collect garbage. I felt out of place as an archaeologist.  
In truth, the site was overwhelming and chaotic both materially and socially. We would 
be working and people would walk right through the site on their way to fish or hang out on the 
beach.  Groups of people would enter the site, shoot up drugs, nod out on a rock, and then be on 
their way. Sometimes they would get high and watch us work, trying to figure out what we were 
doing, why we were stringing out squares on the ground and then saving trash. We wore gloves 
at all times for protection. We conducted needle sweeps before squatting by the units, and full 
protective clothing was always required.  After the surface was thoroughly sampled, we raked up 
surface deposits, put them in garbage bags, and carry them to the main street for trash pickup. 
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Great care was taken to minimize contact with the surface artifacts. These procedures, practices, 
and experiences tend to not be present on most archaeological sites. The type and quantity of 
surface artifacts mixed with the social dynamics of the site was chaotic for most people who had 
a more traditional archaeology experience in mind. 
 With time and exposure those feelings of disgust or anxiety among the volunteers who 
stayed on the project mostly dissipated.  Many people embraced the chaos, moved through their 
disgust, and came to express an affinity for both the site and the work. There grew a sort of raw 
intimacy with the site that I had never experienced digging on other historical archaeology sites. 
It was not just an intimacy with each other, but with the actual site as an active entity. The site 
resembled an unofficial, unsanctioned, modern landfill, which meant that materials present were 
familiar. The toys reminded people of their own childhood, the food, even the drug objects and 
Styrofoam sparked story telling about individuals’ past experiences. For a child growing up in 
the late 80s and early 90s, the items evoked as sort of dark nostalgia for a childhood now 
reflected in waste. It was this closeness with the material culture that at first made people uneasy, 
but ultimately settled the anxiety and closed distance as people started to identify with the 
materials that were present. 
The initial mix of feelings and anxieties experienced and expressed at this site arose 
because the site was vague, both urban and rural, active and abandoned, familiar and unfamiliar. 
No one knew exactly what to expect or anticipate when coming out to this place, what they 
might find or encounter. The materials too were ambiguous. They were familiar and 
recognizable as contemporary materials we all used and possessed, but the collective whole was 
overwhelming and the assemblage made no obvious sense. Children’s toys and pacifiers were 
found next to heroine needles and drug baggies. Fresh human feces were always somewhere 
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along the path or on the periphery of the site.  People’s shoes and clothing immediately brought 
to mind an image of the individual whose presence in this location seemed out of place. 
Styrofoam and plastic food containers littered the ground; it was a dump, and yet it was not 
fundamentally different than the debris of the past that archaeologists tend to study. People 
naturally turned away from the site as a first instinct and response to this place, and it is 
understandable why they would. People did not belong here; the site did not belong here.  
And yet these are the types of places within the urban landscape where homeless people 
tend to create encampments. Kim Hopper called these places “’zones of discard’-those 
sanctuaries for misfits that patches of the central business districts once provided for free” 
(2003:191). Many of these places have disappeared from city centers through aggressive 
gentrification projects, but can still be found in the margins of the city. Hopper goes on to 
describe contemporary homeless encampments as “lumpen creations, wrested out of waste 
spaces and discarded materials in the precarious margins of our urban landscape. By alchemy 
born of necessity, their proprietors have turned these outlaw spaces into places of habitation, 
respite, and even hope” (ibid.). The encounters with these places and materials that result in a 
disgust response are rooted in a vagueness of what these places actually are and represent within 
our contemporary society. The Pelham Bay Park camp was a site of active abandonment, of 
dwelling, of habitation, wrested out of wasted materials in the margins of the urban landscape. It 
was a place-less place, a homeless home.   
Disgusting Objects 
There were certain objects and assemblages at the Pelham Bay Park encampment that I 
came to identify as objects of disgust. Needles were a main issue on the site and the only drug 
paraphernalia that people found disgusting; objects related to bodily function or “possibly” 
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related to bodily function like poop, tampons or menstrual pads, and condoms; and items related 
to food consumption were outwardly bemoaned as disgusting. By focusing on these objects of 
disgust we can see how disgust manifests within the individual, as a moment of encountering, 
and on a social level, as cultural taboos and habits form around these objects. The grounds upon 
which boundaries form around disgusting things shape and legitimize contemporary forms of 
marginalization that marks homelessness in our society. 
Needles  
Needles are objects that penetrate the body and hold or come into contact with blood. In 
the book That’s Disgusting: Unraveling the Mysteries of Repulsion Rachel Herz (2013) argues 
that it is not simply an association with blood that causes this reaction towards needles in 
general, but the threat that blood poses in relation to transmitting insides from one body to the 
insides of other bodies. It is both the needle-blood relationship and their capability of penetrating 
bodies that arouses disgust for these objects. Needles are seen as posing a risk of contamination 
and infection, or as Herz puts it, “their ability for destruction comes through the gradual and 
uncertain path of infection” (2013:80).  Needles association with blood, as bodily fluid that could 
carry disease, means that needles themselves become potentially diseased objects. Due to this 
view there are habits that structure practices and modes of contact with needles that are designed 
to mitigate the potential threats they pose in institutionalized spaces where needles are 
commonly present. In a hospital setting, practices are in place to minimize the possibility that a 
needle will penetrate multiple bodies and they are treated as biohazardous waste.  
When needles are found outside on the ground they are positioned “outside” the spaces 
and habits designed to render needles “safer” and unambiguous objects. Used needles found on 
the ground in public space are almost always approached with disgust because they reside 
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outside norms and habits that minimize their potential threat of unwanted closeness to potentially 
sick “others”. Because safe bodies know how to use and dispose of needles properly in society, 
the needle on the ground signals an unknown body that is out of place and whose status is 
ambiguous. Thus, the disgust of needles found in public space is rooted in the blood-needle 
association and the possibility of penetration between healthy known bodies and an unknown 
possibly dangerous other.  
While the needles at Pelham Bay Park were spread throughout the surface context, they 
were concentrated around rocks. This is because large rocks and boulders on the site provided 
natural places to rest one’s body while getting high. The rock listed on site maps as “needle 
rock” (Figures 5,6,7, and 8) was the rock a group of visitors had selected as a temporary resting 
place when they wandered into the site to inject drugs one day while we were working. Needle 
rock was located in the northwest corner of the site, close to the main entrance and the first 
obvious resting place upon entering the site. We named it needle rock because of the frequent 
appearance of fresh needles on and around the rock, which appeared steadily throughout my time 
at the site. While that pattern was most noticeable with that particular rock, it was a pattern that 




We collected a total of 48 used needles in the surface sampling at the site, which was 
identified as the post-1980s context. That number is relatively low because at first, we simply 
removed the needles and did not save them. After I purchased a needle disposal biohazard 
container, we began to save them. All of the needles we encountered were plastic and they 
ranged in size. Some were thick and completely clear, while others were thin and had orange 
caps. Some of the caps were long and circular, in the shape of the needle they covered, while 




others were circular and flat. Needle tips were not present for about half of the syringes found 
and was obviously the first part of the needle to break off when they were thrown out without 
being capped. This practice of disposing needles without the cap was common practice on the 
site. Of the needle tips that remained most were bent and weathered, indicating a lengthy 
exposure to environmental conditions.    
Near the conclusion of the third year of fieldwork a student stood up at the edge of the 
unit with a panicked look on their face. They believed a needle might have stuck them in their 
leg.  Upon examination there were no needles around, no holes or puncture wounds, and no real 
evidence that they were stuck. Because they were less diligent in checking for needles before 
they knelt, they went into a state of fear and panic with the mere possibility that they could have 
been stuck. While I attempted to assuage their anxiety of being infected by a deadly disease by 
explaining that the likelihood of “catching” anything from the needles on site was infinitesimally 
small because they were old and no fluids are in the needles recovered, they insisted on going to 
the Emergency Room immediately. I also supported the visit as a matter of precaution.  
Nearby needles that could have possibly stuck them were gathered and sent with them to 
the Emergency Room. The next day they returned with the news that the doctors looked at them 
funny when they explained both the current situation and what they were doing at Pelham Bay 
Park. They conveyed the doctor’s immediate alarm at the situation being explained to them: 
“Why would you be digging around in old used needles?” However, after showing the doctors 
the needles they laughed and assured the student that in no way did these objects pose a threat 
outside of tetanus. In an article titled “Clinical wastes in the community: local authority 
management of discarded drug litter” author J.I. Blenkharn (2008:727) states that discarded 
needles in public space, “often evokes feelings of disgust and a fear for personal safety, 
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exacerbates the perceived threat of crime, and can jeopardize the stability and wellbeing of 
communities.” The article explains how the management and treatment of used needles in public 
space is often expressed in vague terms and there is no clear consensus with regards to 
established procedures of removal or protocols for handling the debris. The disgust of needles 
leads to the perception that these objects are dangerous with regards to transmitting viruses and 
disease. However, those beliefs of used needles conflicts with most medical evidence that shows 
used needles in public space represent minor health risks. Naturally, these conflicting views of 
used needles in public space results in confusing and diverse procedures and protocols for their 
handling.  
The three pathogens that can be transmitted via used needles are hepatitis B virus (HBV), 
hepatitis C virus (HCV), and HIV (CPS 2008; Thompson, et al. 2003). Out of these three viruses 
the most stable is HBV, which can survive for up to one week under optimal conditions (ibid.). If 
the source is HBV positive the likelihood of contracting HBV from an unexpected prick is 2-40 
percent depending on the source’s level of viremia (ibid.). Hepatitis C virus is a fragile virus that 
is unlikely to survive in the environment for any length of time. However, if the source happens 
to be HCV positive the chances of infection after an accidental prick with a discarded needle is 
3-10 percent (CPS 2008; Haber, et al. 2007; Thompson, et al. 2003). Again, this is presuming the 
needle contains HCV and the prick would have to occur relatively soon after source contact. 
HCV is the virus I would be most concerned about with relation to accidental pricks with used 
needles simply because not a lot of studies have been conducted over the stability of the virus 
within natural environmental conditions and HCV is a serious illness (ibid.).   
HIV is the virus people fear most with relation to being stuck with used needles, despite 
the chances of contracting HIV from a used needle in public space being less than one percent 
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(0.2-0.5 percent), and that is with the prerequisite that the needle contains HIV positive blood 
(CPS 2008, 2018; Thompson, et al. 2003). HIV can survive in a syringe for up to 42 days, 
though the virus is particularly sensitive to drying and fluctuating environmental temperatures 
(ibid.). That percentage increases with larger amounts of blood transmission, the size of the 
needle, the depth of the puncture, elapsed time between needle exposures, and the concentration 
of the virus in the blood (ibid.). According the Canadian Paediatric Society, Infectious Diseases 
and Immunization Committee, “In most reported instances involving transmission of HIV, the 
needle stick injury occurred within seconds or minutes after the needle was withdrawn from the 
source patient” (CPS 2018).  The CPS committee concludes that, “It is extremely unlikely that 
HIV infection would occur following an injury from a needle discarded in a public place” (ibid).   
At the Pelham Bay Park site, the likelihood of virus transmission through accidental 
needle pricks was lessened due to the fact that the site is exposed to fluctuating weather 
conditions, the needles are older, and the procedures put into place to minimize accidental pricks 
with newer needles. We rarely touched surface deposits with bare hands; instead we used a 
trowel and thick gloves to collect samples. We also raked the site after surface sampling was 
conducted in the areas marked for excavation and disposed of those deposits. Furthermore, 
kneeling pads and yoga mats were also placed around the units after “needle checks” were 
performed. So medically, the threat that used needles posed on the site was incredibly small, and 
yet the very mention that needles were present caused great alarm and revulsion. 
Archaeologists deal with all sorts of broken, rusted, sharp objects that at any time can 
puncture our skin and result in tetanus, so why do needles in general spark such strong emotions 
of anxiety, fear, and danger and make people feel repulsed almost instinctually versus other 
objects that can penetrate the body? This view that needles are disgusting and dangerous objects 
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is one that I have always found fascinating as it has been a major issue raised in processes of 
securing permits for conducting research in contemporary homeless encampments. If I 
mentioned that needles were present at the site to the Parks Department or the Department of 
Environmental Control, they said they could not let us work on the site with “bio-hazardous 
waste.” I was not allowed to host an official field school through my institution because people 
did not feel comfortable with needles being present on the site. Disgust for these objects thus 
creates structural barriers to interacting with spaces and people who are closely associated with 
these objects.  
Despite medical evidence demonstrating the incredibly low risk posed by used needles in 
public space, they are still viewed with disgust and sometimes that disgust is elevated to fear. 
Safe bodies do not want to risk the possibility of coming into contact with an unknown (and 
therefore possibly dangerous) “other”. Needles found outside institutionalized medical spaces or 
discarded in a manner that does not conform with established practices are closely linked 
primarily to both cocaine and heroin use. Most intravenous drug users did not begin with 
“banging”; they started out with pills or snorting drugs, but as the addiction progresses needle 
use becomes more likely. Injecting directly into the veins results in an incredible rush and 
intensity that once the line is crossed, most addicts never look back. Late stage drug use has been 
identified as both a cause and effect of homelessness in the United States (NCH 2009). The idea 
therefore, that homeless materiality will contain needles tends to be assumed within our society. 
The fear of “dirty needles” is rooted in the idea that addicted bodies are diseased. The needle as 
an object that has the potential to penetrate bodies, is dangerous because it can blur the 
boundaries between addicted and nonaddicted bodies.  
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Descriptions of the effects and processes of late stage drug use illustrate qualities of 
disgust from the perspective of addicts and non-addicts alike. The withdrawal from intense highs 
is equally low. In their ethnographic work with heroin addicts in San Francisco titled Righteous 
Dopefiend, anthropologists Philippe Bourgois and Jeff Schonberg (2009) beautifully describe 
this cycle as such:  
Ecstasy and agony play leap frog with chronic high-dose opiate use. Every five to eight 
hours, organs run amok: the nose drips, bowels burst, eyes burn, skin itches, and bones 
ache. Cell membranes scream out for the opiate proteins they require to function 
normally, and the psyche overflows with anguish.  
 
Bourgois and Schonberg’s study describes the plight of homeless ‘dope fiend’ Frank who 
suggests, “It’s like going in and out of death. Living and dying…” (2009:82). Addicts within this 
stage of addiction exist in this liminal state oscillating between life and death as so eloquently 
described by Bourgois and Schonberg.  
As illustrated in The Righteous Dopefiend material manifestations of intravenous drug 
addiction constantly blurs the boundedness of the body as bodily fluids rupture or leak out from 
addicted bodies. A common ailment suffered by intravenous users are skin abscesses that result 
from “skin-popping”. Rapturous infection of this type is due to dirt and germs being trapped 
within the soft tissue of the skin. When addicts inject directly within a vein, the body usually 
filters out most impurities, but if impurities are injected into the skin they linger and fester. As a 
result, the ritual of injecting drugs tends to involve hygienic practices that attempt to safeguard 
the body from dangerous impurities. I have frequently talked to heroin addicts who use toilet 
water from public restrooms because it is the cleanest water they can find, or they describe the 
process of injecting puddle water by going under the grease surface to get the “clean” water 
below.  Most try to filter the drugs with cotton or sponges and absorb the liquid with a syringe 
directly from the filter. Surface materials at the Pelham Bay Park encampment contained several 
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objects that could have been used as filters, which will be discussed in a later chapter. We also 
found a plastic spoon with a spongy partially burnt material left in place. So even from within the 
community of intravenous drug users there is anxiety surrounding needle use and rituals of use 
that avoid injecting impurities into the body.  
While within the drug community needle sharing and unsanitary injection practices pose 
grave health risks to drug users, when found on the ground in public space after exposure to 
environmental forces, the risk they pose to the general public is actually quite minimal. The 
connection between these objects and the public view of intravenous drug addicts is what 
grounds a reaction of disgust towards these objects when found in public space. Syringes literally 
and figuratively have the power to penetrate the boundaries between addicted and non-addicted 
bodies. The fear of cross contamination with a disgusting “other”, the fear of impurities and 
disease being transmitted from a homeless addict’s body to another, is central to the social 
stigmatization of these items. However, the threat is only great if one is actively sharing needles 
with drug addicts in the process of using drugs themselves or if one is in the medical field and 
treating patients. The fact that needles are viewed with such disgust gives rise to policies and 
procedures regulating contact with these objects and creates barriers to interacting with sites 
where needles are present. 
Pooping in Public 
In the Forward to J.G. Bourke’s 1891, Scatologie Rites of All Nations, Freud wrote: 
May it be said that the chief finding from psychoanalytic research has been the fact that 
the human infant is obliged to recapitulate, during the early part of its development, the 
changes in the attitude of the human race towards excremental matters, which probably 
had their start when homo sapiens first raised himself off Mother Earth. In the earliest 
years of infancy there is as yet no trace of shame about the excretory functions or of the 
disgust at excreta… Excreta, regarded as parts of a child’s own body and as products of 
his organism, have a share in the esteem…Under the influence of its upbringing, the 
child’s coprophilic instincts and inclinations gradually succumb to repression; it learns to 
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keep them secret, to be ashamed of them and to feel disgust at the objects of these 
interests. Strictly speaking, however, the disgust never goes so far as to apply to a child’s 
own excretions, but is content with repudiating them when they are the products of other 
people. (qtd. in Menninghaus 2003:214)  
 
 
To reference Taro Gomi (1977), “Everyone Poops”; more specifically, all animals poop. 
Poop is a natural, and indeed universal, fact of all animals, humans included in that category.  It 
is not surprising then that access to pooping places factors into the placement of encampments as 
well as the habits of homeless individuals living on the streets in urban areas. In Indianapolis, I 
studied two different encampments that had access to nearby public restrooms. Individual’s 
interviewed at those encampments described daily rituals of walking to the public library to use 
the bathroom, the Hardees down the street, or a day shelter. However, access to public facilities 
was limited with most public restrooms being locked in the evenings. Unfortunately, people still 
poop past the hours of 8pm or 10pm, and so in Indianapolis I mapped the areas that homeless 
folks frequented to “pop a squat” around the camp. These areas were typically away from the 
main encampment (unlike peeing, that could and would be done close to or even inside the 
camp). If there was a wall to lean against and visual privacy that place would undoubtedly 
become the ideal unofficial camp restroom. These spots shifted seasonally due to changes in 
vegetation and temperature. In the winter, spots might be closer to the main camp, and in the 
summer, they were further away due to an increase in smell. Also, in the summer, people tended 
to not frequent the same places over and over because of the smell and freshness of the poop. In 
the winter, the cold freezes the feces and so spots may be frequented more before being 
abandoned for another location.  
Unlike Indianapolis, the location of the encampment at Pelham Bay Park was incredibly 
isolated from public facilities. While it was near a bus stop that could take people to restaurants, 
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like Dunkin Donuts down the street, or one could ride their bike to a public restroom, one cannot 
easily access a public restroom at the site on foot. This meant that most acts of defecation had to 
be carried out near the camp for those who stayed there for any length of time. Like Indianapolis, 
pooping spots at this encampment were mainly located around the periphery of the main camp, 
marked by small, ephemeral looking, trails that only went a few feet into the woods or grasses. 
These areas also tended to be marked with used napkins, toilet paper, wet wipes, or soiled cloth. 
At the height of summer weeds and grasses grew thick and were difficult to maneuver through, 
and even the main path leading towards the main camp would become almost unrecognizable. 
During these months fresh feces was regularly encountered on the main path to and from the site. 
When we would unexpectedly encounter these deposits while walking to the site it typically 
resulted in a scream and a physical jumping back from the poop. 
Paul Rozin and April Fallon (1987) argue that human’s disgust response to feces as well 
as other disgust elicitors decreases our chances of ingesting disease-causing micro-organisms as 
an instinctual embedded animal response to potential danger.  Human response of disgust 
towards feces is not something unique to just humans. Other animals also distance themselves 
from fecal matter by grazing or forging in places separate from where they poop (Goldman 
2013). As a universal that bounds all animal life, pooping blurs a line that separates humans from 
other animals.  The ambiguity that poop creates within biological orders that place human beings 
at the apex of biological evolution, superior to lower order specimens, is alleviated through 
complex social habits that structure the act of pooping. So, all animals poop, but humans do not 
poop like other animals.  
The disgust of fecal matter has formed into complex hygiene and culturally specific 
habits and rituals of defecation. These cultural codes of conduct surrounding bathroom practices 
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reflect moral norms that structure and govern bodies and attitudes towards bodies. For example, 
washing in a public sink or bringing large quantities of personal items into public restrooms is 
recognized as abnormal behavior within the United States. In the United States we generally sit 
to poop versus squatting, in individual cells, and in bifurcated rooms based on assigned 
classifications of sex. Disgust, as a sensation arising in response to fecal matter, has thus given 
rise to broader processes of enculturation. The act of pooping that blurs the lines between human 
and animal naturally makes feces an abject object. Disgust operates to form a boundary between 
the civilized human and primitive animal-ness of an “other” by forming social habits that 
ritualize practices involving defecation.  According to Menninghaus:  
It is therefore precisely the primary matter for disgust- excrement- that defines, from two 
sides equally, the essence of civilized humanity: the process by which excrement 
becomes disgusting is the precondition and pathway for the sublimation of instinct and 
the identification with the super-ego, while the secret insistence of excrement as an object 
of pleasure leaves its impress on important attributes of character as well as on cultural 
capacities. (2003:215-216) 
 
Contemporary Western practices and habits surrounding excrement regulate the act of defecation 
to the private realm or the domestic sphere and involves rituals of cleansing that require water 
and soap and the “flushing” away of fecal matter. These habits and practices have formed 
alongside infrastructures that transport water into private homes, and are dependent upon access 
to that infrastructure through the object of house-as-home. The homeless are left to rely on 
publicly accessible spaces and resources accessible in the public sphere in order to carry out the 
act of defecation, which violates the cultural norms and rules. It is not that they poop, it is the 
way the homeless poop that is disgusting.  
As excrement is considered a universal elicitor of disgust, wide-spread social reactions of 
disgust in response to pooping has resulted in cultural codes and contemporary practices that 
define appropriate versus inappropriate behaviors of pooping. These cultural codes in the United 
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States generally require that people poop inside on a toilet bowl, and most importantly that the 
feces and soiled byproducts are rendered invisible after the act is completed. As a universal act, 
pooping is an activity that has shaped the object of house as a type of dwelling. Feces is not 
meant to be present within the dwelling structure, but distanced away from places of habitation 
(e.g., outhouses) or immediately removed from the shelter (e.g., flushing). However, as pooping 
is considered a private and personal act to be carried out in a place shielded from the gaze of 
others, it also requires access to private space. Public restrooms are a hybrid structure that 
provides temporary privacy and personal space for defecation, but it is assumed that people only 
use these spaces in the “normal” hours they are away from their house. The homeless frequently 
violate these codes by defecating in public spaces where the act and byproducts are visible 
within the public sphere because they do not have access to what society deems proper places for 
defecation. They poop like “other” animals and not civilized human beings.  
All societies have habits and taboos related to defecation, but those taboos sometimes 
translate into legal discourse. Most public anti-urination and defecation laws in the United States 
are embedded in state laws that ban the exposure of genitals in public space. While most charges 
related to public urination and defecation are “disorderly conduct” charges in some states 
urinating or defecating in public can be charged as a sex crime. These laws are frequently used to 
police behaviors and lifestyles that deviate from the established habits and practices involving 
defecation, and homeless folks are frequently the targets and victims of such laws. When the 
cultural taboos are translated into legal discourse, those who do not conform with the culturally 
acceptable behaviors of defecation are criminalized within our society. If one does not, or in the 
case of homelessness cannot, poop in accordance with established habits they are criminals 
according to these laws. 
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From the Anus to the Mouth: Eating like an animal 
On the other end of excretion, literally and figuratively, is food consumption. Objects of 
eating and pooping universally appear as elicitors of disgust, though again the lines shift cross-
culturally, every culture has some taboo with relation to food consumption. This is because 
consuming food is necessary for human-animal survival and eating is an act that blurs the 
boundaries of the body.  Menninghaus (2003:285) explains how disgust: 
is not so much the affinity of excrement and food as the radical cancellation of the 
difference between the body’s inside and outside. By means of its openings, the body is 
transformed…into a place where ‘despair’ and pleasurable self-dismemberment are the 
price paid for an overcoming of the fixed external boundaries of the body. 
 
Menninghaus references passages in The Diaries of Franz Kafka 1910-1913 to illustrate how the 
act of eating and pooping transform the body into something disgusting. In a diary entry for 
October 28, 1911 Kafka reflects: 
This craving that I almost always have, when for once I feel my stomach is healthy, to 
heap up in me notions of terrible deeds of daring with food. I especially satisfy this 
craving in front of pork butchers. If I see a sausage that is labeled as an old hard sausage, 
I bite into it in my imagination with all my teeth and swallow quickly, regularly, and 
thoughtlessly, like a machine. The despair that this act, even in the imagination, has as its 
immediate result, increases my haste. I shove the long slabs of rib meat unbitten into my 
mouth, and then pull them out again from behind, tearing through stomach and intestines. 
I eat dirty delicatessen stores completely empty. Cram myself with herrings, pickles and 
all the bad, old, sharp foods. Bonbons are poured into me like hail from their tin boxes. I 
enjoy in this way not only my healthy condition but also a suffering that is without pain 
and can pass at once. (Kafka 2015) 
 
For Kafka it is an imaginative act that allows for him to articulate the pleasure of excessively 
eating delicatessen foods without the experience of pain. The foods that Kafka describes are deli 
foods, not fresh fruits and vegetables, but pickled foods, meats, and candy- “all the bad, old, 
sharp foods”. The behavior of eating is described as machine-like, thoughtlessly swallowing, 
quickly and regularly, after biting into meat with all his teeth. This is an excessive act of 
“cramming” the body with disgusting objects. Within this passage we see it is the manner or 
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mode of eating that arouses disgust as much as the food objects themselves. The denial of acting 
upon this desire is what keeps Kafka’s body in a “healthy condition” free form the pain of 
consumption. Kafka writes about the pleasure and agony of eating in a manner that is remarkably 
similar to the description of intravenous drug use, the leapfrog of ecstasy and agony, pleasurable 
physical responses followed by the breaking down, and the bleeding of the body.  
The objects of food that elicit disgust can be seen as two different types of foods that 
relate to contemporary forms of homelessness. One type is contaminated or rotten foods and the 
other is composed of the types of foods described by Kafka: preserved meats, pickled foods, pre-
prepared items, and candies or desserts that compose the general diet on the site. The foodways 
at Pelham Bay Park encampment were mostly composed of pre-prepared foods, candies, and 
preserved foods that can be purchased at fast-food stores and corner shops. The only evidence of 
fresh foods were fish remains found down by the beach. There was an absence of recognizable 
food preparation activities, practices and habits that render foods “ready” and safe for entry into 
the body. No tableware or cookware was recovered, and no designated hearths within the 
encampment were identified. Artifacts related to food and beverage accounted for 23 percent of 
the artifacts unearthed at Pelham Bay Park homeless encampment in the surface context (post-
1980s). Most of the food containers were from fast foods and candy.  
Meals composed of raw fresh foods tend to be more expensive than pre-prepared 
convenience store foods. Raw foods do not last long without refrigeration or other methods of 
preservation. They require more complex preparation methods (e.g., more time, space, and tools) 
than preserved foods for consumption. Homeless folks with whom I worked in Indianapolis 
would laugh when do-gooders brought fresh vegetables from their gardens to give to the 
homeless. Not wanting to be rude the folks in the Indianapolis encampment would graciously 
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take the foods and then throw them over a hill (which attracted rats to the area). They found it 
funny that people did not think about how they were going to eat these foods, “Do they think we 
just want to eat a tomato raw or chew on uncooked beans?” 
Fire is a key source of energy and the most widespread method for cooking food among 
humans all over the world. One would assume that if there is no access to electric or gas stoves 
or ovens, that cooking food on a fire would be a given. However, using a fire to cook in centrally 
located urban homeless camps is dangerous not only because the fire can easily get out of control 
and burn the camp down, but mostly because it draws the attention of police and authorities. As 
such, fires are not used for daily cooking among the homeless in urban America, generally 
speaking.  Open flames in New York City are heavily regulated and restricted to the degree that 
in order to have an open flame at a public gathering one must secure a special permit and pay 
210 dollars (NYC 2020). At Pelham Bay Park encampment, the location of the camp was outside 
the urban center and isolated in woods just north of a beach. The location was relatively out of 
sight of authorities and so small fires were used with more frequency, usually on the beach, but 
also on the actual site.  
Fishing was also popular at this location with a large fishing community composed 
mostly of homed folks, but also homeless folks. A large amount of fishing line and a few lures 
were found within the assemblage, but again, most of the cooking of fish took place down on the 
beach. Pelham Bay Landfill is directly south of the shore, which was closed down in 1979 due to 
chemical and bio hazardous seepage. Eastchester Bay, located in the most inner part of the Long 
Island sound, is the body of water that separates the south shore of Pelham Bay Park where the 
site resides and the north shore of the landfill. While the coasts experience dramatic shoreline 
shifts as a result of high and low tides, the water of eastern part of the bay does not circulate like 
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the water in the Long Island Sound. As a result, the water is more stagnate in the bay and The 
New York City Health Department suggests that only healthy individuals 15 years of age or 
older eat no more than a half a pound of fish out of this area per month (NYC Health 2013). 
There is no doubt that fish coming out of Eastchester Bay contains pollutants.  
During lunchtime we would talk with the fishermen (all were men), and ask them if they 
had concerns about eating fish out of this area. One young man pointed out to the water and said, 
“you can smell the bad water. You don’t fish in the bad water”.  Most people would only fish 
during high tide when water from the sound would carry “fresh” water into the bay. Some would 
actively stand and fish off the landfill as if they did not care about contamination, but even then, 
it was almost exclusively during high tides. Most of the fishermen clarified that they did not eat 
the “bottom feeders,” which would have contained higher levels of contaminants. People would 
bring buckets to transport the fish, while there was evidence that many also prepared meals with 
the fish they caught over fire.  The beach was littered with small fires and the guts, tails, and 
heads of fish left to rot and be picked at by seagulls and crabs scavenging for food. The actions 
of the fishermen illustrate an attempt to avoid contaminated fish within the area. Whether those 
actions are successful or not is up for debate, but they show an awareness and a purposeful 
avoidance of possibly consuming polluted fish.   
 Outside of beach fires used to cook fish, there was little evidence that fire was used 
regularly in the post-1980s context of the encampment for food preparation. Habits of food 
consumption within our society involves access to particular forms of heat, space, and tools. 
When there is a restriction placed on alternative forms of cooking or food preparation practices 
(e.g., regular fire use, food preservation, camp kitchens), one is forced to consume precooked 
and prepackaged foods. Furthermore, restriction on dwelling in public space result in a forced 
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mobility, which means one cannot accumulate objects related to eating typical to sedentary 
lifeways. In Indianapolis, I brought ceramic dishes out for people to eat on, because I mistakenly 
believed they would like to eat off of plates and not use cardboard or eat out of their laps. This 
was readily met with laughs and the assurance that while I meant well, if they used these dishes, 
they would then have to carry them to the Hardees and wash them in the bathroom and carry 
them back. They also had no place to store the dishes within the camp.  The accumulation of 
trash from food packaging was less disruptive and required less labor investment than 
maintaining reusable items. Restricted access to water and space results in a habit of eating that 
is dependent on single-use plastics.  The replacement of ceramics or reusable dishes with 
ephemeral single-use containers reflects a certain divestment in materials associated with 
homeless food consumption.  Processed and prepackaged foods are clean, convenient, and cheap. 
They also allow for greater mobility and a divestment in place-centered food preparation 
activities. 
Food sources in most urban homeless encampments are dependent on local soup 
kitchens, street out-reach, local restaurants/convenience stores, and to a minor degree local 
foraging and fishing. Restrictions placed on modes of food preparation in public spaces mixed 
with the continual dispossession the homeless experience at the hands of the state, means the 
homeless are forced to be modern day scavengers when it comes to food procurement. Dumpster 
diving, begging for food outside restaurants, or waiting in lines for prepackaged meal 
distribution are the norm and requires high levels of mobility to find and access such sources. 
When items are purchased at stores, they tend to be portable ready-to-eat or preserved foods.  
In Washington DC and Indianapolis, the street outreach schedule was very important to 
local homeless communities. If an organization did not show up to their normal location on a 
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particular day, some homeless residents would simply not eat that day. Homeless folks hated 
going to larger grocery stores to spend government food allowances because they said they felt 
out of place and overwhelmed. Instead they would opt for smaller stores where “everyone else 
goes”, meaning places where other homeless folks frequent. When there, they may purchase a 
single piece of fruit to eat or a fresh pre-made sandwich for the day, but would opt to spend their 
money on items that would preserve. Fresh water was always a necessary purchase. They also 
preferred stores that would allow them to purchase beer even though technically they were not 
allowed to use government money for alcohol. Purchases at stores tended to be relatively small, 
because homeless folks have to be prepared to carry all their goods on them at all times. No one 
knows how long they have in any given place before being forced to leave at a moment’s notice, 
so buying food to store for long periods of time was not strategic.  
Excavation of the Pelham Bay Park encampment, which was known to be a homeless 
settlement in the 1970s, returned only one “tableware” form as a fragment from a glass drinking 
vessel. However, we did unearth an unexpected number of reused glass milk bottles that dated 
from 1889 to 1947 that could have been used as tableware in a form of drinking vessel or storage 
containers.  Most of the food items related to the contemporary context (post-1980s) of the site 
were single-use plastics and plastic wrappers. This will be discussed more at length in the 
following chapters, but these types of materials reflect a certain standard of cleanliness with 
regards to food consumption. Single use plastics like plastic cutlery, straws, wrappers, and carry-
out containers are meant to only come into contact with food and the individual body one time. 
They are not meant to be used by multiple people or used for more than one act of food 
consumption. In this manner this class of artifacts can be seen as a protective barrier preventing 
the spread of dirt and germs through the disgusting act of consuming.  
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However, the single-use plastic materials composing the foodways presence at the 
Pelham Bay Park site also produce a massive amount of visible waste. The number of byproducts 
of food consumption habits in this form is striking. Viewed as “environmental pollution”’ these 
materials are disgusting remnants in their own right that have led to movements and laws 
regulating their use. Styrofoam take-out containers were banned in 2013 with the passing of 
Local Law 142, known as the “Foam Ban” (NYC 2015). That law was overturned in 2015 as the 
result of a legal battle between a coalition of restaurants and the city that lasted until 2018 when 
it was reinstated and went into effect in 2019. (NYC 2018). Sodas sold in 16-ounce containers or 
larger were targeted by the now infamous “Big Gulp” or “Soda Ban” passed in 2012, which was 
subsequently overturned in a 2013 Supreme Court ruling (New York Statewide Coalition v. New 
York City Department of Health 2013).  Plastic bags and plastic straws are also contested objects 
targeted by regulatory policy. Restrictions placed on all of these items aim at addressing social 
practices that are perceived to pose environmental threats. While these regulations are not 
entirely misguided or without cause, but they do not consider that some people depend on these 
items. That is not to say I agree or disagree with the laws, just that the role of single-use plastics 
in poor people’s lives is not considered; and, as the archaeological evidence demonstrates, it 
should be.   
In short, economic and social restrictions combined with the forced mobility of the 
homeless in our society results in a diet that is composed almost exclusively of the foods Kafka 
described in his sausage eating passage, pre-prepared and preserved foods.  The material debris 
that results from homeless foodways is also seen as producing an excessive amount of waste, 
which in turn is disgusting. It is not just the type of food that is an object of disgust, but the fact 
that it is excessively eaten and produces visible food waste in public spaces. Furthermore, the 
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mode of eating, while not machine-like, is seen as animal like. Scavenging for food, eating 
contaminated foods, begging outside of restaurants, and dumpster diving for food that is then 
eaten outside where the remnants are left on the ground violates cultural norms and habits. Public 
policy and social practices formed in response to and through wide-spread reactions of disgust 
shapes homeless foodways and marginalizes the homeless through the practice of boundary 
making between animal-like and human-like behaviors. 
Menstrual Blood: Used pads and tampons   
Freud noted that, “menstrual blood is the abject phenomenon in the development of 
civilization; its libidinal cathexis is therefore the surest sign of ‘animal’ sexuality, whose form 
henceforth are reckoned as ‘disgusting, abhorrent, and abominable.’” (qtd. In Menninghaus 
2003:206) Levy-Bruhl described the Maori taboo of menstrual blood as a sort of “human being 
manqué”. He states, “If the blood had not flowed it would have become a person, it is has the 
impossible status of a dead person that has never lived” (qtd. In Douglas 1966). Bataille 
symbolically linked menstrual and vaginal blood with violence and pollution: “These liquids are 
considered manifestations of internal violence. Blood is in itself a sign of violence. In addition, 
menstrual blood has the sense of sexual activity and the pollution emerging from it: pollution is 
one of the results of violence” (qtd. In Menninghaus 2003:354). The grounds upon which 
menstrual blood, blood in general, elicits disgust is similar to poop, vomit, pus, and sweat, in that 
it is part of the human body that oozes out. It violates the boundedness of bodies and can be seen 
as a vehicle that spreads to other bodies; it blends bodies. However, menstrual blood has the 
added symbolic weight of female sexuality. As Levy-Bruhl points out, the connection between 
menstrual blood and the womb makes it a referent for a transitional and ambiguous state between 
life and death.  
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Bataille’s lumping of menstrual blood with other types of bleeding that results from 
violent acts or accidents is arguably problematic, because what it reveals is a patriarchal logic 
that dominates Western society. Commenting on the August 2015 presidential debate, President 
Donald Trump responded to moderator Megyn Kelly’s questioning by stating, “You could see 
there was blood coming out of her eyes. Blood coming out of her whatever” (CNN 2013). Many 
people considered this statement as an insult based on the fact that Kelly presumably 
menstruated. Her status as a woman, signified through menstrual blood, implies particular codes 
of behavior that we can assume Trump felt she had violated when he used the sign of menstrual 
blood to reference his displeasure with her behavior.  Trump was essentially putting Kelly in her 
place as a woman. 
Restrictions and prohibitions that are placed and based on something that a majority of 
women (not all women have periods, e.g., transgender women, women with certain medical 
conditions) have experienced as a fact of life reflects the dominance of a cis-male perspective in 
established cultural norms and taboos. This taboo of menstrual blood has resulted in the now 
widely known tampon tax controversy, whereby feminine hygiene products are taxed as luxury 
items, a ten percent tax, resulting in higher prices for items most women consider necessary. In 
2016, New York State was one of 13 states to abolish the taxing of feminine hygiene products 
(Zraick 2019), which matters to menstruating women living on a restricted budget.  
Tiny foam wedges were scattered all over the surface of the Pelham Bay Park 
Encampment. We collected so many that the identification of these items became nagging. Were 
they packaging, some part of a common whole item that we come into contact with every day? 
No one knew. One day, in frustration I posted pictures on social media and asked for help. 
Several cosmetology friends quickly replied that they were obviously make-up sponges. That 
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only led to further confusion as to what these were doing in elevated quantities at this site. 
Intravenous drug users can use sponges to pull the drugs through the needle. Generally speaking, 
however, they will find small bits of cotton for free, and so that explanation did not explain the 
quantity of sponges we found on the site. Then a number of social media friends started sending 
articles and YouTube videos describing the use of make-up sponges as cheap alternatives to 
tampons used widely within both the sex work industry and by homeless women (Aronowitz 
2017; DeGrey 2017). Make-up sponges are apparently a sex industry and street hack for periods.  
The fact that we also found a large number of tampon applicators and sanitary napkins on 
the site means that women were having to deal with their period at this site. Therefore, the 
likelihood that this item was used at least sometimes as cheap tampon alternative seems to 
explain their presence. At this revelation, students cleaning artifacts in the laboratory freaked out 
at the possibility that they accidently touched these items without gloves or might have touched 
the water they soaked in and were thus contaminated. They had handled tampon applicators and 
sanitary pads with great care to minimize contact as much as possible. So, the idea that this 
ambiguous item was possibility misrecognized and touched with bare hands made them 
nauseated. Upon discovering this information, one even jokingly said they just could not deal 
with touching artifacts from this site in the lab anymore.  
Just as the make-up sponges had multiple uses that made any single interpretation for 
“what they are” or what they mean impossible, the tampons found at the site were also probably 
used for things other than periods. Some of the applicators were modified. While weathering 
could result in the tips of applicators breaking off, we noticed that some were purposely cut. The 
use of tampons for first aid and survival kits is outlined by Creek Stewart on the website The Art 
of Manliness (Stewart 2012). The super absorbent and semi-sterilized cotton/gauze is tightly 
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packaged and easily transported, which makes it an ideal first aid item for bandaging cuts and 
gashes. The cotton can also be used for preparing and shooting drugs. This would be a rather 
expensive alternative to other forms of cotton, but if they were present people would 
undoubtedly use the materials and it cannot be ruled out as a possible explanation for the 
modifications.   
The view of menstrual blood as an elicitor of disgust forms probationary practices that 
establish norms and boundaries related to behaviors of female sexuality and expression. While 
this can seem abstract, these norms and probationary practices affect the day-to-day lives of 
women living on the streets. They not only limit access to necessary resources, but they push 
homeless women to form alternative strategies and practices that are recognized as a violation of 
normalized habits established around female sexuality. These alternative strategies and practices 
position homeless women as an “other” (homeless) of the “other” (woman) within society.  
Condoms 
Condoms are a tool used to control sexual behaviors within society, are distributed 
through programs that identify and target certain people as potential threats to social order and 
health.  Condoms are barriers between body fluid exchanges, a protective layer between bodies 
that come together via sexual activity, and containers for sperm. As protection against and 
barriers to a disgusting exchange of sexual fluids, condom themselves have become disgusting 
objects. The reaction of disgust towards this object held true whether condoms were found used 
or unused on the site. The majority of condoms recovered on site were unopened. There were a 
few open wrappers, but no used condoms were collected in our sampling of the site. Even though 
we did not have direct contact with used condoms, their potential presence on the site created 
anxiety with regards to the mere possibility.  
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The history of condom use, as a barrier placed over the penis to inhibit the spread of 
illnesses and as a form of contraception, dates back to ancient Egypt, Rome, Japan, and Greece 
(Dooley 1994; Youseff 1993). For a brilliant and in-depth history on the origins of condoms as 
well as contemporary social issues related to their manufacturing and use Aine Collier (2007) has 
produced a definitive book titled The Humble Little Condom. Early condoms were usually made 
from animal parts, including intestines, bladders, horns, tortoise shell, and skin. In Europe 
condoms fashioned from animal bladder or intestines as well as chemically treated linen became 
popular among the middle and upper classes in the 18th century (Collier 2007). Most early 
condoms were relatively expensive, and so only upper-class individuals had access to these 
objects. They were also typically reused. 
While mass production of rubber condoms began after 1844, single-use latex condoms 
like those found at the site came into existence with improved latex manufacturing technology in 
the 1930s (Collier 2007). The reservoir tip on the end of condoms was introduced in the 1950s, 
and textured condoms in 1973. Polyurethane condoms were introduced in the late 1960s, but due 
to their high rates of rupturing were not mass produced until 1994 (Dooley 1994; Youssef 1993).  
While condoms have always been used as a form of contraception, their use as a preventative to 
STDs is most closely connected with the transmission of syphilis from the 16th through the 19th 
centuries (Farhi and Dupin 2010). Condom use widened in the United States primarily with the 
spreads of syphilis during and after World War I and HIV in the 1980s. This was linked to 
soldiers having sexual intercourse with foreigners while deployed in foreign countries, a rather 
taboo act at the time. It was not until Surgeon General Dr. Everett Koop supported condom use 
and distribution programs in the early 1980s that condoms could be legally marketed and 
advertised in the United States (Collier 2010).  
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The role that these objects play as containers for not only sexual bodily fluids, but also 
barriers to the transmission of deadly viruses and bacteria naturalizes a reaction of disgust when 
they are encountered unexpectedly. Freud explained that one is not generally disgusted by their 
own excrement, but the excrement of others. This also can be seen in relation to condoms. One’s 
own condom is not generally looked at with disgust, but someone else’s used condom is 
generally met with revulsion. This is because condoms are the concrete material barriers created 
between one’s body and an unseen, unknown, possibly threatening “other”.  Sexual fluids can be 
seen to elicit disgust within the individual, but can also be seen to pattern social reactions by 
creating distinctions between who is perceived to be “us” (safe bodies) and “others” (potentially 
dangerous bodies). The body that is known, one’s self, is seen as safe, while that bodies of 
unknown others are not.   
This has particularly important political implications when society begins to target 
populations and types of bodies as potential threats based on sexual behaviors. Condoms are 
distributed in Family Planning and Reproductive Health (FP/RH) organizations in countries 
scattered across the globe, particularly poor countries with high population growths (KFF 2019). 
The United States government is the largest purchaser and distributor of contraceptives for 
international FP/RH programs (ibid.). Condoms are presented by social service organizations as 
a tool for improving health and stopping unwanted pregnancies. The condom distribution 
program in New York City started in 1971, but in the 1980s reports of HIV started to be linked to 
male homosexuality and condom distribution services specifically targeted that population (NYC 
2020; NYC Department of Health 2020).  In a 2009 report assessing the New York City 
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) free condom initiative the evaluation of 
effectiveness was based on condom distribution and availability at “five venue types where 
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people at high risk of having or acquiring HIV may congregate: gay bars, homeless shelters run 
by NYC’s Department of Homeless Services, New York State-licensed syringe exchange 
programs, methadone clinics, and DOHMH-funded HIV/AIDS programs” (Renaud, et al. 
2009:5).  The program targets gay men, the homeless, drug users, and has a different strategy 
outlined to target minority communities through “small businesses such as beauty parlors, nail 
salons, and small hotels and motels” located in “the South Bronx, Central Brooklyn, and East 
and Central Harlem” (ibid:4). 
Condoms are also distributed as a cheap form of birth control. The New York City 
condom distribution program also explicitly targeted young girls in public high schools as a 
means to lower teenage pregnancies in the early 1990s. Condoms are generally used as a tool in 
family planning services that largely exist to address unsustainable population growth. As a 
means to control unwanted pregnancies, these types of programs usually target poor women and 
immigrant communities who are seen by the state as producing more children than they can 
sustain. Condom distribution programs are not explicit in marking campaigns about targeting 
poor people, homosexuals, minorities, or immigrants, but that is exactly what they do in the 
name of disease prevention and family planning. The humble little condom has been a powerful 
social tool used to control sexual behaviors and populations that are perceived as potentially 
threatening to social order. Many targeted groups whose sexuality and reproduction are seen as 
threatening are unsurprisingly also groups that experience high rates of homelessness (NYCDHS 
2019). Again, I do not intend to pass judgement on condom distribution programs, but to show 
how systematic practices of social exclusion and marginalization form through disgust.   
We can thus see how the disgust of the condom is rooted in the possibility of coming into 
contact with a possibility dangerous “other” through the exchange of bodily fluids. As a literal 
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barrier to that exchange, condoms become tools in the formation of restrictive and regulatory 
practices meant to control sexual behaviors within societies. As a barrier to specific diseases, the 
condom becomes associated with particular people and sexual behaviors identified and targeted 
by social service programs, particularly homosexuality and nonmarital sexual intercourse. As a 
barrier preventing unwanted pregnancies, again, this item becomes associated with particular 
people and sexual behaviors, young less-affluent girls and more generally the poor. What this 
object does is establish boundaries in an effort to control and normalizes sexual intercourse, as 
contact that is only meant to be had between two healthy bodies for the purpose of sustainable 
reproduction. Any sexual behavior that deviates from that ideal poses a potential threat to social 
order. Sex is an animal function. Human cultures have complex taboos and habits involving 
sexual intercourse that distinguishes groups of people within and between societies. The condom 
as a barrier to sexual fluid exchange, is an object that works to maintain and legitimize social 
boundaries and habits within the vagueness of sexual relations.   
Conclusion 
The objects that have been identified as disgust elicitors are connected to behaviors and 
practices that blur boundaries of the body, that blur the boundedness of the individual body or 
blur boundaries between bodies. Disgust arises within the individual from the mere possibility of 
contamination and the pollution of healthy bodies. Disgust elicitors such as bodily fluids reflect a 
fear of sickness and disease, as a turn towards death. Codes of behaviors emerge from 
widespread reactions of disgusts that work to mitigate anxieties by creating boundaries between 
the social body and the objects of disgust. On a social level disgust is also directed towards 
behaviors that blur the distinction between humans and animals, perceived as a threat to social 
(human) order. This is rooted in a fear of primitivity that is imbedded in Western discourses of 
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human civilization progressing out of animality. The social taboos and behaviors that arise as a 
means of mitigating the vague threat disgusting things pose to health and social order.  
This affect tends to be aroused when homed folks have an encounter with homelessness: 
homeless people, places, and things. This is because homelessness is seen as a condition which 
violates cultural norms and practices of defecation, food consumption, hygiene, and sexual 
behaviors, and has a closeness with disgusting objects (e.g., needles and waste). The cultural 
habits and social practices that arise from disgust tend to center on the object of the house-as-
home as the location where habits of personal hygiene, eating, defecating, and sexual intercourse 
are concentrated. Our society has relegated these behaviors to the private realm, within the 
confines of private shelters.  
Disgust with relation to homelessness is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the 
homeless are forced to occupy legitimately disgusting places because of structural inequalities 
that push the homeless into these spaces. In Indianapolis, the two encampments I worked with 
were located under freeway bridges on old dead-end streets in a deindustrialized pocket of the 
city marked by demolished buildings, rusted metal, and rubble (Singleton 2017). In Pelham Bay 
Park the encampment is located in Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) regulated 
marshland, by definition a liminal place, across from a landfill. In the Righteous Dopefiend, 
Bourgois and Schonberg worked with an encampment located in “The Hole”:  
The Hole was merely one of the many accident ally remaining nooks and crannies at the 
margins of this publicly funded freeway infrastructure where the homeless regularly 
sought refuge in the 1990s and 2000s. It was a classic inner-city no-man’s- land of 
invisible public space, out of the eye of law enforcement. (2009:4) 
 
Homeless people are forced to dwell in liminal and undesirable places within our society, most 
of these places have qualities that disgust and repulse homed society.   
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The homeless are also forced to dwell in a manner that Western society deems disgusting 
because society restricts the most basic forms and functions of dwelling, which forecloses 
alternative possibilities and emergent forms. When one has limited to no access to public 
facilities or intimate private space, they are forced to poop and dispose of tampons in public 
space. They have sex outside. They shoot up drugs and dispose of needles in public space. When 
restrictions are placed on fire and alternative modes of food procurement and preparation, people 
are forced to eat fast food or processed foods, possibly contaminated food, rely on disposable 
food containers, and dispose of those in public space.  Through a process of continual 
dispossession and the marginalization of “transient” peoples, Western society has created a 
disgusting form of homelessness that cuts people down in a real way.  
The sword cuts again with how structural inequality experienced by the homeless feeds 
into and legitimizes stereotypes about the homeless. Disgust festers within Western society’s 
anxiety and fear of primitiveness, animality, and death. When disgust is experienced on a large 
scale it patterns social interactions towards people, othering people on these grounds naturalizes 
a belief that “they” are more “primitive” and “dangerous” beings. This further perpetuates the 
fear and anxiety of “others”. In its extreme this makes an act like “bum hunting”, an activity 
where homeless individuals are hunted on the streets and brutalized (zerozebra 2007), possible or 
the passing of public policy that relegates the homeless to the status of animal or criminal seem 
like a legitimate response.   
The affect of disgust thus creates barriers to understanding and knowledge by drawing 
lines of difference that seem natural, while also naturalizing those perceived differences. The 
objects of disgust, however, also have universalizing qualities. In fact, they expose grounds for 
extending recognition and understanding across the blurry lines of difference created by disgust. 
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In their vagueness, disgusting objects can actually serve as points of recognition on grounds of 
similarity as much as difference. As was seen in the OWS movement, with time and distance 
these grounds of similarity can be used as a uniting force. Instead of highlighting an innate 
difference between people, an analysis of disgusting things illuminates how practices of social 
exclusion and inequality create and construct those boundaries and differences. The following 
chapters will push the processes of recognition and understanding passed and through disgust by 






Chapter 3: Interpreting the Surface 
 
Figure 4. Unit 19, Surface Collection in Northeast Quadrant 
  In the Fall of 2014, I spent several weeks surveying the area around the Pelham Bay 
Homeless encampment identified by Nan Rothschild who revisited the site with archaeologists 
Zoe Crossland and Brian Boyd earlier to confirm its location. The larger landscape surrounding 
the encampment is one I recognized from previous work conducted in Indianapolis and 
Washington DC on homelessness. The area was spotted with nearby campsites and activity areas 
located along a complex web of informal and formal paths carved through the park’s natural 
landscape. Located just southeast of the site within the marsh grasses, which during the late fall 
and winter months remained dry, was a large depression indicative of recent occupation that was 
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shielded by the tall grasses (Appendix, Figure A). Fire scars were scattered up and down the 
shore as people cooked fish and sought warmth from the flames. Bags were hung in nearby trees, 
a form of caching behavior I had witnessed in active homeless camps in Indianapolis. 
Directly to the west of the site was a well-established active campsite located above large 
boulders, equipped with large black plastic boxes that served as a table, bench, and protection 
from wind and rain blowing in from the sound. This camp also contained a well-defined fire pit 
and debris was cleaned from the center area, condensed along the edges. Over the course of three 
years I met the man who lived at this neighboring camp, an older homeless gentleman who 
primarily spoke Spanish. While he spent most of his days away from the camp, during the three 
years I worked at the Pelham Bay Park homeless site we had many encounters. He frequently 
lectured me on the dangers of smoking cigarettes during my lunch breaks and shared his life 
experiences with me. He had lived in the park for over a decade and knew the site where I was 
working. He warned me to avoid going there during nightfall because it was frequented by drug 
users and could be dangerous for someone like me. During harsh weather he rode his bike miles 
to Hunt’s Point to sleep in a city shelter, but considered the camp his primary home.  
Altogether, the area of park I surveyed was a familiar scene in which I recognized a 
dispersed settlement pattern indicating an active homeless landscape. The trails, random 
clearings, two active adjacent homeless camps, scattered fire scars, and repurposed materials 
marked a presence within the area that included the “abandoned” Pelham Bay Park homeless 
encampment. Unlike my previous work that focused primarily on sites where people were 
observed sleeping (Singleton 2017), I wanted to shift focus on how particular sites within this 
larger landscape changed over time while sustaining and composing contemporary homeless 
lifeways. In Indianapolis we had encountered sites similar to the “abandoned” Pelham Bay Park 
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site located adjacent to the larger active encampments. Even though the abandoned site in 
Indianapolis had obviously been occupied in the recent past not one of the nearly twenty long-
term residents remembered it as an active site. Within two years, as the Indianapolis camp 
shifted that area was reoccupied by the camp residents. This cycle of occupation, abandonment, 
and reoccupation of sites was something I wished to explore archaeologically. The Pelham Bay 
Park homeless site was an ideal site to study habits of homelessness in that it was known to be a 
larger encampment during the 1970s and still could be identified by a dense amount of surface 
debris. I place “abandoned” in quotes, because I believe that the site was never really abandoned, 
it simply changed over time. The continuousness of the site, as a place of activity, is what I 
wanted to better understand. 
The Pelham Bay Park encampment was identified as a homeless encampment from the 
recordings and memory of pervious archaeological work conducted in the area by Edward 
Kaeser (2008) and Rothschild and Lavin (1977) in the 1970s.  However, when I first came into 
the clearing where the encampment once stood, it was identifiable by a massive amount and 
density of surface artifacts. Surface artifacts were sampled in meter square units in the summer 
of 2015 (Figure 4). In 2017 fieldwork focused on excavation and the surface artifacts were raked 
and removed in areas where excavation units were placed with general notes about surface 
composition being recorded in field notebooks.   
The site resembled that of a landfill, with no clear boundaries or structures present on the 
surface that could be easily recognized as one thing. As an urban historical archaeologist, the 
surface context resembled demolition layers and plow zones, chaos in the destruction of what 
was once recognizable. This initial impression, the presence of so many artifacts spread across 
the surface with no recognizable patterning gives one the sense of “abandonment”, that people 
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are no longer present here. With time I came to see that the surface was moving, objects were 
appearing, transforming, and relocating. The surface was constantly shifting due to the very 
presence of people.  From May 2015 until October 2017 the surface layer shifted from hour to 
hour, day to day, season to season, and year to year. It was always different, and yet, there was a 
familiar stability found in the artifacts that bounded the site as a place that was different from the 
immediate area surrounding it.  This was and is a site of human activity.  
Objects in Motion 
The pilot study, conducted during the summer of 2015, focused on an area approximately 
34 meters east and west by 16 meters north and south. Fieldwork entailed surface artifact 
sampling of 32 square-meter units (Figures 5 and 7). This means that while the scale at which I 
was working was the whole site, since collection units were one-meter squared, some patterning 
at that scale was discernable within the sampled quadrants. The entire mapped area of the 
archaeology site is approximately 544 square meters. Sampling of surface artifacts was 
conducted in four quadrants in areas of high artifact densities, resulting in 5.8% of the entire 
surface layer of the site being sampled. However, when one only takes the area of artifact 
concentration into account (subtracting areas of thick surface vegetation), the percentage of the 
surface assemblage sampled is closer to twenty percent.  
In some places on the site the surface layer was approximately eight centimeters deep and 
perpendicular movements blurred the boundary between surface and subsurface deposits. To 
collect the surface artifacts, fieldworkers carefully skimmed the top layer of deposits within the 
units, leaving the artifacts directly beneath in place. The wind blew light-weight foams and 
plastics from one unit to another, so the ideal of piece plotting artifacts was moot and an object 
that was revealed in one unit after collection could be collected in a neighboring unit as it 
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migrated across the surface. Generally, older artifacts were beneath newer artifacts within this 
dense surface context, which indicated some level of stability at the site, but there were no clear 
stratigraphic boundaries within this context. Approximately six percent of the surface was 
sampled in this manner resulting in over 26,150 artifacts weighing approximately 45 pounds 
being collected. Of those surface artifacts collected, 3.3% were non-plastic or were 
predominantly not plastic in composition and non-plastics composed under 9% of the total 
weight. There was little divergence between units across the site, and therefore, it is believed that 
the surface was adequately sampled and recorded.  
While I believe that collecting all artifacts would render more detail on intra-site 
patterning, my ultimate goal was to identify general activities present on the site. With a few 
volunteers working in the laboratory over the span of two years, every artifact recovered from 
the surface sampling was washed, bagged and tagged. However, these processes required so 
much time that in order to continue with excavations and attempt to complete a dissertation 
within a practical timeframe, not all artifacts were cataloged in a database. Of the 32 units 
sampled, 18 units were cataloged and artifacts of the remaining 14 units were photographed with 
scales. Of the 18 units cataloged, eight were from the Northwest quadrant, eight were from the 
Southeast quadrant, two were from the Southwest quadrant, and one was from the Northeast 
quadrant. The fact that all of the artifacts recovered were physically handled numerous times 
from the field through laboratory processing fills in any gaps in the numerical data produced 
from the catalog and allowed for the sketching of activities occurring on the site.  
Historical archaeologists have traditionally struggled with the analysis of plow zones 
(Dunnell and Simek 1995; Roper 1976) due to the high levels of disturbance created through 
routine plowing and subsequent weathering, which results in unprovenanced artifacts, the 
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argument has been made that all valuable information is lost in these layers. In response to this 
dilemma archaeologist Timothy Riodran (1988) emphasized a need to focus on types of 
movement that actively shape a plowed surface context in order to understand processes of 
dislocation and their relationship to subsurface features in the article, “The Interpretation of 17th 
Century Sites through Plow Zone Surface Collections: Examples for St. Mary’s City, Maryland.” 
While this research focused on plow zones with emphasis on subsurface contexts, I believe that 
his approach to plowed surfaces is greatly beneficial and useful for non-plow zone surface 
contexts where movement (disturbance) is a constant force shaping and transforming the 
materiality of the site.  
Riordan (1988) identifies two types of movements that are present within the plow zone: 
longitudinal (horizontal) and transverse (perpendicular).  This shift in analyzing data within the 
framework of movement and motion as opposed to in situ undisturbed static contexts is the shift 
in perspective necessary for conducting contemporary archaeological work in dynamic contexts. 
Along with those two movements that form the plow zone, I would add depositional movement 
to the list (as objects are added to the context studied) of forces that form the surface at the 
Pelham Bay Park site. Longitudinal movement was seen as a result of weathering (rain wash and 
wind), embodied movement across the site, and repositioned objects (this was primarily 
documented in the repositioning of larger objects). Transverse movements were seen with 
regards to mining activities at the site (e.g. the pulling up of buried wood for burning and people 
looking for recyclable buried materials). Depositional movement was documented as objects 
would appear on the site (e.g. toilet paper, refuse, and most notably drug needles). Some of the 
archaeological tools out on the site became artifacts in their own right. For example, plywood 
was stolen and burned so regularly that we gave up trying to cover open units while excavating 
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(Appendix, Figure B). Kneeling pads and stools were repositioned around the site at visitors 
would use these objects to rest when we were not present.  This shift to documenting and 
understanding movement was necessary for the interpretation of this dynamic context. 
Contextualizing disturbance within the framework of types of movements, helped in the 
analysis of the surface context.  As Riordan pointed out plowing is not truly random and, “the 
data are not ruined, just slightly out of focus” (1988:4). I would extend that to say, nor were the 
disturbances at the Pelham Bay Park Homeless site random. The problem was making sense of 
what the disturbances were exactly and how to approach them in a scientific manner. By 
documenting the movements within the surface context from 2015 to 2017 and through an 
analysis of surface artifacts, patterns and activities that shape the surface of the site became 
recognizable.  From this work a story of this site of homelessness in the isolated woods of 
Pelham Bay Park began to take shape. 
Mapping the Surface 
Two completed site maps were produced illustrating large artifact deposits, structures that 
could not be collected, vegetation patterns, and natural features. One was completed in the 
summer of 2015 and the other was completed in the summer of 2017 (Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8).  
Mapping the site with the use of a total station had to be conducted within the span of two 
consecutive days. Even within the short time frame of two days, some larger objects were moved 
from a mapped portion of the site to an unmapped portion of the site, resulting in the need to 
remap several times throughout the process. The goal was simply to create a snapshot of the site, 
stable frames of reference that could be compared in order to document movement within the 
span of two years. 
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 Mapping focused on larger structures, such as utility poles, bridge bearings, boulders, 
and vegetation lines.  These features of archaeological sites tend to be used to establish 
boundaries, but as the maps demonstrate even these shifted significantly over two years. For 
example, the entire southwest quadrant disappeared into the tall marsh grasses between 2015 and 
2017 (Figures 7 and 8). While one could see the area during the winter months, in the summer of 
2017 we were unable to physically move through these grasses and the area disappeared as 
nature reclaimed part of the site. This means that during times when vegetation was less dense, 
the fall and winter seasons, this area of the site was undoubtedly in use or could be in use. The 
southeast quadrant had areas that remained clear of vegetation, even as the vegetation shifted 
around it, which indicated something beneath the surface was impeding vegetation growth 
(Figures 7 and 8). This is why excavation units were placed in this location in 2017.  
One striking feature of the surface context was the presence of large logs splayed across 
the site. These logs looked to be old bridge/pier pilings, railroad ties, and/or utility poles. The 
square logs were large with bolts drilled through them every two feet and obviously came from 
either piers or bridges. The shorter square logs had holes in them that resembled railroad ties, but 
could have also been a part of bridge/pier structures. The large circular poles looked to be pier 
pilings or wooden poles that surround and protect concrete and steel bridge pilings. The exact 
origin of these logs is unknown, suffice to say they undoubtedly come from numerous structures 
around and within Pelham Bay Park.  
 From a ground perspective there did not seem to be any pattern to these features, their 
presence felt random; perhaps they were washed up decades prior to our arrival or 
idiosyncratically were moved one at a time over many years to this location. It was initially 
believed that they had to come from the water due to their size and the lack of vehicular access to 
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the site. However, after the creation of site maps it became clear that the massive logs on the site 
were dumped together in a single event as they shared a common point north of the site and there 
was no way for them to wash up so high on the landscape in the form they were in (Figures 5 and 
6). The logs arrived at this location from the road to the north with the aid of machinery and were 
thrown over the natural levy that marks the 500-year flood plain from one originating point.  
The date of when these logs were dumped is unknown, but the distance of the dumping 
point from the road, the developed forest that separates the site from street to the north 
(inhibiting vehicle access), and the weathering of the wood would indicate that the act took place 
sometime in the 1980s or early 1990s. As surface artifacts form this context do not predate the 
1980s, my guess is that these large logs were placed here after the Pelham Bay Homeless 
Encampment was displaced sometime in the 1980s. This date also coincides with bridge 
reconstruction done on the City Island Bridge in 1977 (Geismar 2005) and the reconstruction of 
Pelham Bay Bridge in 1985 (Historicbridges 2019). However, there is no documentation that can 
be found for how the city or private construction companies disposed of any removed materials 
during reconstruction projects, and these logs could have come from any number of privately 
owned piers or docks around City Island. What is important is that the movement of these 
objects to this city park would have required heavy machinery and the moving of these objects 
here would have been highly visible.  It was not an act that could have been done covertly. The 
idea that authorities did not have at least some knowledge, if not sole control, over the placement 
of these objects at this location seems unlikely.  
Considering this place was specifically selected for dumping the logs over other places in 
the park and the barriers they created to movement through and access to the site, it is not a far 
leap to interpret this act of dumping as an intentional act to disrupt the local landscape and make 
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the space inhospitable for the reconstruction of homeless shacks and a homeless community at 
this specific location.  However, this location could have also been selected because it was 
simply more convenient to dispose of these materials here than transporting them to an official 
dump and who ever dumped them figured no one would notice or care that they were at this site. 
If this location was selected out of convenience this act would mean that the site was already 
perceived to be abandoned.   Either way, the presence of these large logs transformed the site’s 
structure and marked a transition in the possibilities for dwelling at this location. 
While these structures restricted the establishment of larger shacks at the site, it does not 
mean the site was abandoned by people dwelling within the park. From 2015 to 2017 some of the 
larger logs had been repositioned. The act of moving these objects would have required at least 
few able-bodied individuals and would have not been an easy task. The repositioned logs opened 
up movement across the site, as walkways traversing east and west, north and south. The 
repositioned logs had qualities that allowed them to be used as bridges, benches, and tables. The 
movement of one of the larger flat pieces of wood, which opened up movement across the site, 
also allowed access to the partially buried smaller pieces of wood beneath it. Some of those 
shorter logs and flatter pieces of wood were dug up and moved to the east half of the site (away 
from the trail entrance to west), where they were gathered and burnt.  
The logs thus demonstrate all three types of movements. The original depositional 
movement of these objects was an act that disrupted the landscape so that the dwelling forms that 
previously existed at this location were no longer possible; the logs created barriers to physical 
movement through the site. The subsequent longitudinal movements of these artifacts opened up 
mobility across the site and provided possibilities for sitting off the ground with views of the bay 
through the trees and over the grasses. This movement also allowed for the mining of partially 
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buried wood that lay beneath the logs, which was perpendicular movement as older layers were 
brought to the surface. The longitudinal movements of smaller logs and the wood that was 
partially buried to the east portion of the site shows that great effort was made in the securing of 
firewood. The movement of the wood to the eastern portion of the site opposed to burning the 
wood in place demonstrates site patterning. The place where the wood was burnt was further 
from the main path leading to the site, it was shielded by surrounding forest, placed in a natural 
depression, and contained several large boulders to contain fire spread, while also providing 
natural seating.  
Despite the disruptive and probationary act of dumping these logs in this area, these logs 
have innate qualities that make them useful for resting bodies, resting artifacts, moving bodies 
across the site, and for fuel to create fire. These possibilities then lead to a number of uses that 
include resting, aiding in bodily functions, cooking food, cooking drugs, burning other objects to 
create new objects or destroy others, creating warmth, creating light, creating walkways, tables, 
and the list goes on. To know exactly what the logs mean by identifying a single specific use will 
always remain out of focus, because it is likely that they were used for all of these actions.  
The southern half of the site contained more items such as ribbons, balloons, foams, 
wrappers, and cheap children’s party favors. The wind and water probably pushed these items 
through the tall thick marsh grasses that separate and protect the southern border of the site from 
beach where they were originally deposited or washed up.  Given that the encampment resided 
just north of the 100-year flood plain, water would only seep up from the marsh grasses as the 
ground became saturated seasonally. The grasses kept all but the smallest and lightweight items 
from being deposited on the site. Some items definitely made their way through these grasses 
over time, such as the hundreds of water filters used in water treatment plants to capture 
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biohazardous materials that were found across the lower half of the encampment (Appendix, 
Figures C and D). Due to the site’s location north of the beach and the marsh grasses that served 
as a barrier between the beach and site, most artifacts were not “washed” up or away from the 
site, but some small items that floated like Styrofoam, ribbons, and smaller plastics could make 
way through the grasses over time or during rare storms like Hurricane Sandy.  
There was little difference between artifacts collected in the surface units across the site, 
the same objects were present in all units with perhaps the notable exception that more tampons 
and toilet paper were found around a medium sized log in the southwest quadrant, the grasses on 
the southern border, and in the western portion of the site near the entrance. Many of the tampon 
applicators and toilet paper did not make it into the final catalog from the southwest quadrant, 
but the memory of this encounter was held by those who participated in the collection and 
laboratory processes and was recorded in the field notebook. This pattern “makes sense”, in that 
a large log surrounded by tall grasses on flat land away from the central areas of the camp would 
be an ideal location for carrying out the bodily functions of pooping and changing tampons. The 
location of poop and soiled toilet paper around the main entrance and on the trail leading to the 
site also makes sense for those who are “passing through” and looking for someplace to use the 
bathroom that provides adequate space to carry out the activity and privacy, particularly in the 






Figure 5. Map of the site completed Summer 2015 




Figure 8. 2015 map of the site depicting vegetation zones and surface collection 
units. 




As stated, the site was not primarily being used for sleeping during the two years 
fieldwork was conducted, but activities associated with dwelling beyond sleeping were still 
present. This type of dispersed settlement pattern has been observed at every homeless 
encampment I have ever encountered. Sleeping activities may be centralized in one area, 
bathroom activities in another, cooking activities in another, and what is more confusing is that 
those places and associated activities can shift throughout time and on an individual basis. This 
means that the ideal of delimiting activity areas and zones within the site is not possible or even 
desirable, as the imposition of such order would ultimately render the site unintelligible. Parts of 
the site could be used in one instance exclusively for bathroom activities and then shift to be a 
place exclusively used for fire or sleeping. However, due to constant movement on the site and 
the fact that it is a living surface, the context from an archaeological perspective is one context. 
Imposing Order 
 
Figure 9. Documenting artifacts from Unit 17, northeast quadrant. 
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Rodney Harrison (2011) presents has argued for a shift in the way archaeologists need to 
approach dynamic surface contexts by foregoing the trope of archaeology-as-excavation and 
reimagining archaeology-as-surface-survey that highlights processes of assembling and 
reassembling. Within this perspective the past is not buried and distant from the contemporary 
context, but actively present and traceable within it; the past is present. In order to understand 
how things are assembled and reassembled we must understand how objects move in a 
continuous process of coming together and apart within the surface and through archaeological 
practice. Archaeology is a process of assembling things through classificatory systems that order 
objects into assemblages that make interpretation possible. Therefore, in order to understand 
surface assemblages, one must seek to understand how objects move, both on site and through 
archaeological processes. 
Processing the surface artifacts was daunting. This was due to the fact that there was just 
so many artifacts recovered, and the lack of a real classificatory template for our contemporary 
world of plastics or homelessness in general. Also, the level of repurposing witnessed at the site 
made it difficult to classify objects into types based on an ascribed single use. Nonetheless 
classification was necessary in order to analyze such a mass of objects and present them 
scientifically. While we can pick out single objects and discuss the multivalence of each object, 
when handling over 26,000 surface artifacts there has to be a system established for processing 
and presenting information in a timely fashion. I needed a typology in order to both assemble 
artifacts and to reflect the assemblage of artifacts on the surface.  
  I spent months combing through pre-established historical archaeological typologies, 
with artifact classes such as “household”, which is defined based on activities associated with a 
recognizable dwelling structure, or “personal”, which requires a specific notion of the individual. 
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These classifications have the prerequisite of particular forms of habitation, the body, and static 
singular “uses” associated with singular objects, which the artifacts recovered pushed back 
against. For example, pens were designed to be used for writing, but they also have qualities that 
make them useful for the consumption of drugs. Tampons are feminine hygiene products 
designed to absorb and hold menstruation fluids, which also makes them useful first aid 
materials. Cosmetic sponges found on the site are designed for the application of make-up, but 
can also serve as a cheaper alternative to tampons. Furthermore, most historical classification 
systems based on an initial sorting of material type had no category for plastics (or it was just 
“plastic”), which composed 96.7 percent of my assemblage.  
From that point I researched manufacturing processes and classifications for plastics, 
hoping I could change identifications of “thin-brittle-milk plastic” to something less vague and 
more concrete as a starting point. I figured that by looking at the root qualities and attributes of 
different types of plastics I could identify specific qualities innate in the materials that made 
them desirable and allowed for particular uses.  What I discovered was that while there were 
larger classes into which plastics could be lumped based on chemical composition, individual 
plastic manufacturers have their own “recipes,” which results in endless complex compounds. 
The very quality of being highly mutable that makes plastic a desirable material for constructing 
things, subsequently makes the identification process without specialized equipment and highly 
destructive processes (burning and chemical analysis) nearly impossible.  
Burn tests for identifying plastics require the least amount of specialized equipment and 
knowledge to conduct. So, with the use of a lighter I selected shords of plastic from the 
assemblage I conducted burn tests in the lab and outside. Whether a shord melts or not when in 
contact with a flame allows for the differentiation between thermoplastic (meltable) and 
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thermoset (non-meltable) types. From there one must look at the flame color, the dripping form, 
and the aroma to place a fragment within one of 44 classes (Appendix, Figure E). This process is 
highly destructive, highly subjective, and toxic (I am sure a few years of my life were given 
away to this process). What resulted from this experiment was an ability to differentiate plastics 
that were designed for specific types of food, liquids, floatation, insulation, restaurant use, and 
automobiles. It broadened my knowledge of the materials, allowing me to see a shord and know 
it was part of a deli food container or a car part, but it was not a practical system for 
classification because it requires the destruction of materials. Also, a system based solely on this 
schema only identifies manufacturing design, which is different than use.    
At this point, I reached out to a plastics expert at the Smithsonian who researches coastal 
plastics to ask for some advice by requesting the typologies she used in the field, but the 
response I received was that one does not exist. When it comes to this material, which almost all 
of my artifacts were made from, researchers and manufactures alike have to construct their own 
typologies. This in effect makes it incredibly difficult to compare data and converse across 
disciplines.  Alas, with this knowledge at hand, I went back to square one, how do I lump and 
split these objects?  I gave the option in an archaeology undergraduate course to process a unit of 
artifacts and create a catalog using excel from which students would analyze that data. Only six 
students took the assignment, but all six came up with their own unique classes and sub-classes 
of objects. Over two years I had approximately 20 student volunteers in the lab (most also 
volunteered for fieldwork) and equally gave them unlimited freedom for constructing their own 
classes and sub-classes for the surface artifacts. The result was approximately 60 classes and 
100+ sub-classes of artifacts for the 18 units that were fully processed. For the sake of time, this 
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is where my processing had to come to an end. I took the final authoritative voice and collapsed 
categories, creating 15 classes and 33 subclasses. 
Classification is a process of naming. The act of naming something is an interpretative 
act that highlights particular qualities and attributes of objects that limit and guide overall 
analysis. The fact that the objects at the Pelham Bay Park site “pushed back” against traditional 
classification systems reveal limits of knowledge and understanding on the part of the interpreter 
and the limits of traditional discourse. Therefore, the experiences and identities of those who are 
naming are revealed through this process. In her work on homeless heritage in York and Bristol, 
contemporary archaeologist Rachael Kiddey (2017) discussed the same issues with regards to 
classifying contemporary artifacts at homeless sites. Her approach to processing artifacts at this 
stage serves as a model for how this practice should be conducted. She articulated the same 
issues with regards to classification that I was experiencing with my materials. Reflecting on this 
process, Kiddey states:  
If we had used a conventional typological focus, the important themes of 
multifunctionality and adaptation of environment and materials risked being lost. Beer 
can would remain beer cans rather than reappear as ‘sin-bins’, bridges might be perceived 
to offer shelter but their function as home spaces to which people return regularly or store 
belongings would have been lost. (2017:135)  
 
To address this issue Kiddey involved both homeless folks and students in the interpretive 
process of assembling things into categories throughout laboratory processing. Kiddey presents 
an ideal interpretative model for this stage of analysis, an approach that addresses the problems I 
faced at this stage as well. She demonstrates how methods of identification are naturally rooted 
in politics of interpretation. The struggle experienced in classifying the objects recovered at 
Pelham Bay Park reveals a lifeway and mode of being that does not conform with the structures 
of archaeological identification formed within and through Western discourse. Identifying these 
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moments of resistance is important for understanding and identifying relationships of power that 
form a homeless lifeway.  I believe that in this endeavor, starting with a traditional approach to 
classifying and identifying artifacts was useful for identifying resistance to that process and 
order.  
The fifteen major artifact classes that emerged from the classification processes explained 
above were: Beverage, Children, Clothing, Container, Decorative, Drug, Food, Hygiene, 
Microplastic, Packaging, Recreation, Regulatory, Structural, Tool, and Unidentified. There were 
very few Microplastics that made it through to the cataloging phase (Appendix, Figure LL). 
While it would have been ideal to conduct floatation samples of the soil to recover these 
omnipresent objects, it was not possible given resources at hand. Instead, we used quarter-inch 
mesh screens on top of buckets to screen the surface layer. We also did not attempt to save 
microplastics during washing, again rinsing materials through quarter inch mesh. The fact that 
any of these plastics (classified as one millimeter or smaller) made it into the final assemblage is 
telling of just how much there was on site. The largest category was naturally Unidentified, 
approximately half of the artifacts on the site fell into this category. While one would think 
modern artifacts would be easier to identify, this was simply not true. We live in a world where 
objects have so many ephemeral components that even some items which we found in the 
hundreds all over the site and we undoubtedly come into contact with remained unrecognizable 
and were tagged as “mystery” items in the catalog. While these two categories could be analyzed 
in their own right, when it comes to gaining a general sketch of surface activity, I will focus on 





Figure 10. Pie chart of artifact classifications depicting general counts and percentages. 
 
  











General counts were used to analyze the data, because weights skew data towards heavier 
artifacts made of metal and glass, and would not accurately represent an assemblage composed 
primarily of light-weight plastics. However, counts can skew the data in favor of more brittle 
materials that fracture easily. So, for instance one large glass bottle could break up into more 
pieces than say a metal can that is exposed to the same disturbance. With an assemblage of 
artifacts mostly composed of plastics, general counts more accurately reflected the materials 
quantitatively than weights. In order to maintain consistency, I used general counts to interpret 
the data throughout excavated contexts, but when I believed that skewing was significant, I 
included minimum vessels counts. This really only occurred in excavated layers with relation to 
glass bottles. 
Figure 12. Bar chart of general artifact counts grouped in sampled quadrants. 
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The surface materials recovered at the site show that there was a lot of eating and 
drinking occurring at this location; over half of the identifiable objects are those related to food 
and beverage. However, the remaining categories are also revealing of the general activities that 
formed the contemporary surface context. For example, even though the class of objects 
associated with drug use only composes five percent of the entire assemblage, there were 645 
items related to drug, alcohol, and tobacco use found in only 18 square meters of the site. We 
found seven pacifiers in four units, twenty tampons and sanitary pads related to female 
menstruation in twelve units, and ten shotgun wads in six different units across the site.  While 
the numbers may seem small, taking a closer look at these smaller 
classes of artifacts reveals the general activities that formed and shaped 
this site from the 1980s until the present.  
Surface collections started simultaneously in units grouped in 
the Southeast quadrant (furthest away from the eastern trail entrance) 
and Northwest quadrant (the closest to the trail entrance). As these 
artifacts were taken to the laboratory first for processing these two 
quadrants were fully cataloged in a traditional database (Figure 12; Table 
1). The remaining two quadrants were only partially cataloged, with the 
remaining artifacts recorded photographically. However, every item 
collected in the 32 units was documented, washed, bagged, and tagged, 
but for the sake of time a judgement call had to be made as to the worth 
of entering the artifacts from the last 14 units individually into a 
database. I decided to record each of the remaining 14 units 
photographically with bar scales to document artifact size. Unique 





























Table 1. General 
artifact count for 
units, labeled by Unit 




objects were photographed individually to scale. Therefore, I have not calculated the counts or 
weights of these items, but there were no types of items present that were not recorded in the 
database from the initial 18 units.  
The units in the Northwest quadrant had a greater artifact density than those collected in 
the quadrants further away from the site’s entrance. These eight units from the Northwest were 
placed near a large rock, ideal for sitting and which we later named “needle rock” due to the 
frequent appearance of new needles that appeared throughout our time on the site. As the first 
most obvious place to sit when entering the site, it is little wonder that the surface contained a 
denser number of artifacts than those in the other units. There was the notable exception of units 
5 and 16 from this quadrant, which produced the least number of artifacts across the site (Table 
1). This is undoubtedly due to the fact that these two units were placed on the slope marking the 
500-year flood plain that helped form the northern boundary of the site. The artifacts in these 
units were subjected to the effects of slope wash during heavy rains, and wash down into units 
12, 13, 14, and 15, which rendered some of the highest artifact counts (Table 1).  
General counts reflect this pattern between the two quadrants within most classes of 
artifacts, there were more items recovered in the Northeast units. The notable exceptions of this 
pattern were seen with Packaging (Figure 14) and Clothing (Figure 13). While there was a lot of 
clothing on the site, mostly shoes and coats, we only recovered small cloth fragments, retail tags, 
a few buttons, and labels (Levi and Tommy Jeans) from the units sampled. This type of artifact 
simply was not represented in the units sampled, despite there being clothing else-where on the 
site. Photographs were taken of an NFL Seattle Seahawks Superbowl Coat, lacy women’s 
underwear, and a sparkly women’s high heel shoe noticed by volunteers as they walked across 
the site with camera in hand. Most of the packaging materials were light-weight wrappers, thin 
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plastics, and chunks of Styrofoam that over time could be washed or blown down the slight slope 
south towards the marsh grasses. These items could also make their way through the grasses 
from the beach over time. Therefore, it is not surprising that this class of artifacts was more 
highly concentrated in the Southeast quadrant. Those two categories aside, the general counts 













One of the largest categories of artifacts collected were items related to beverages. These 
objects were lumped into twelve sub-classes listed in the chart below. What was most striking 
about this category was the 1,626 bottle caps that were recovered. Bottle caps were in absolutely 
every unit on the site. These were mostly hard threaded caps, but they also included waxy soft 
plastic tops with the pull-away ring typical on gallon or half-gallon jugs. Comparing the number 
of caps to the 131 containers (bottles and jugs) found on the site, a question emerges: Why are 
there so few containers? One possible answer is related to the New York State Returnable 
Container Act (“Bottle Bill”), enacted on June 15, 1982 and effective July 1, 1983, which 
assigned monetary value to used plastic bottles. According to the Bottle Bill a value being no 
less than five cents is to be paid by the bottle initiator either directly or via a distributor, dealer, 
or licensed agent to those returning used plastic bottles (DEC 2020, 2016). If this ratio of bottle 
Figure 14. Bar chart of packaging assemblage, surface collection. 
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caps to bottles is generally accurate for the rest of the site, around 90 percent of the plastic 
bottles were removed from surface contexts. Even if they were not all recycled, that number is 
incredibly high and recycling would be one of the only explanations for this absence.  
The plastic bottles at this site held economic value that extended beyond their use as a 
beverage container. With a returnable deposit between 5 and 15 cents per bottle, the 1,495 absent 
bottles associated with caps found have a value between 74.75 and 224.25 dollars.  One morning 
when arriving at the site a trash picker was stuck upright in the middle of site (Appendix, Figures 
F and G); the object was there for a few days and then disappeared. As stated earlier, mining at 
Figure 15. Pie chart depicting beverage assemblage, surface collection. 
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the site for firewood was frequent, but the possible presence of plastic bottles also drew people to 
this location and resulted in the transverse movements of artifacts. To state whether an individual 
who is doing the recycling is homeless or homed is not something we can definitively state from 
the archaeological record. Given the time and effort it would take to hike out to this location for 
the collection of a few dollars, I would say individuals mining this particular site for returnable 
plastics are at best in a precarious economic position.  
 Straws, like bottle caps, were also found en masse all over the site. Some volunteers and 
individuals working in the laboratory classified straws as ‘tools’, which we defined as an artifact 
used to create another artifact or a thing that is used to facilitate a particular activity. Straw use is 
common in the city, mostly as a form of hygiene so one’s mouth does not touch the surface of 
cans or cups that have been in contact with a number of environments and people. Straws are 
major contributor to plastics pollution (along with plastic bags), as recent “no straw” movements 
have been pushing for restaurants and businesses to ban straws or switch to a paper-based 
alternative.  
The problem with cataloging the straws at the Pelham Bay Park Homeless Site is that a 
large amount of them were modified, typically cut at 45-degree angles (Appendix, Figure H). A 
45-degree cut-tipped straw could be seen as simulating those manufactured for juice pouches and 
drink boxes. Some of the modifications indicated a use other than drinking. One such straw was 
cut at a 45-degree angle, was double layered, and the end was placed in a plastic sheath. Another 
cut straw had a tightly rolled waxy paper placed in the tip. A third was found with a rolled up 
empty drug baggie placed in the tip (Appendix, Figures I and J) While I cannot explain exactly 
what these cuts straws were used for, at least some of them were modified for something other 
than drinking fruit drinks. It seems unlikely that hundreds of straws would need to be modified 
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for a specific type of drink that was found on the site in relatively small quantities. Eight juice 
containers were recorded in 18 units and these types of containers have no deposit value to 
explain their absence.  
A pointed straw could be used for puncturing other objects or the skin. It could be used as 
a scoop, which would handy for delivering substances from tiny one-centimeter baggies. This 
use would explain the finding of a straw with a rolled-up drug baggie inside. The pointed end 
could have been used for scratching or etching surfaces. While I cannot explain definitively why 
the straws were cut in this manner, the point is that such a common modification found in large 
quantity all over the site makes it difficult to lump all straws into one category. What a straw is 
or how it should be classified is understandably ambiguous at this site due to high levels of 
modification and reuse in ways that do not always conform with the original design of these 
objects.  
A large number of coffee related items were collected from unit three (Figure 16). It was 
a pattern that went unnoticed until the objects were cataloged and the results graphed visually. 
For one unit to have 115 coffee items is striking in comparison to the other units. Looking at 
where unit three is located, I was once again was brought back to “needle rock.” As explained 
earlier this rock is the first and most obvious place to sit when entering the site. This made it an 
ideal place to sit and use drugs, hence the frequent appearance of fresh needles. The equal 
appearance of coffee cups and lids in this unit can be understood in the same manner as we 
understand the large presence of the drug needles, people are looking for a place to sit and rest 
while drinking their coffee. Among addicts there is a connection between coffee use and drug 
use. As I learned while volunteering with street outreach programs and in drug recovery 
programs, coffee helps to ease withdrawal symptoms. That is not to say all coffee consumption 
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at the site should be interpreted in direct relationship to the drug paraphernalia present in this 
location, it is merely pointing out another “closeness” of association between the two types of 
items. What we can say about the coffee-related artifacts found in this unit is that people who 
drank coffee here were looking for a place to sit down and rest while drinking their coffee.  
Water is necessary for sustaining human life. The absence of bottles at this site makes it 
difficult to know exactly how much water was being consumed at this location. Since there are 
no sources of drinkable water within close proximity to this site, people would have to bring 
their water out to the site if they were staying in this area for any length of time. There were no 
public restrooms or water fountains within walkable distance from the site. The easiest way to 
secure water would be purchasing smaller bottles from convenient stores located along the bus 
route or those located on City Island. Unfortunately, water bottle caps (“softer” opaque waxy 
threaded tops) were not sorted out from the rest of the caps, but there were many in the 
assemblage. The mass of smaller, individual-sized, bottles at the site opposed to larger vessels 
can be explained by the portability and reusability of these objects. A few bottles that contained 
water were found on the site, including a Powerade bottle (Appendix, Figure K) that 
demonstrated the reuse and refilling of these smaller bottles. Smaller vessels are easier to carry 
for those who have to trek any distance to secure water, while larger vessels would be heavy, 














Even though smaller vessels were more heavily used on the site, there was some evidence 
of water storage and caching of larger jugs located along the main trail to the site (Appendix, 
Figure L), but these were located along trails just off the sidewalk along Shore Road near the bus 
stop. Carrying large jugs of water on foot would require a lot of effort and time. Those who 
would attempt this feat would undoubtedly utilize public transportation or would have a bicycle 
to aid in the process, which explains the caching of these objects closer to the main road opposed 
to further out in the woods. The larger vessels would also be more difficult to refill, if not 
impossible, in say the City Island Dunkin Donuts or subway station bathrooms. Therefore, it is 
not shocking that the few larger vessels of water found were hidden in the woods along main 
paths and Shore Road north of the site.  If someone went to such trouble to secure a larger 
amount of water, they would not want to carry it around with them, but would want to secure it.  
Food 
Food related items composed the third largest class of artifacts at the site. Most of the 
food items are listed as containers, which was a subclass composed of take-out food containers-
Styrofoam clamshells and clear plastic deli containers. As the graph illustrates (Figure 17), there 
were a lot of unidentified food wrappers listed under the subclass of “packaging”; plastic cutlery, 
single-serving condiment packages, and candy was also sorted out of the assemblage.  
Evidence of food preparation at the site was minimal. People were fishing and preparing 
fish on fires down by the beach, south of the site. Spices related to flavoring foods were included 
in this assemblage. A few fruit pits indicate some fresh food was consumed on site. However, 
most of the food items recovered depicted a diet primarily composed of surgery processed and 
ready to eat foods secured from convenience stores and fast-food joints. Ready-to-eat foods are 




This food consumption pattern is similar to the habits I observed in my previous research 
on homeless encampments in Indianapolis. At those encampments fires and hearths were not 
actually used for cooking. They were created for warmth, light, and purposefully destroying 
other artifacts. This is because fires draw the attention of authorities and the public, which is 
something homeless folks avoid. Using fire for frequent meal preparation is not common practice 
in general amongst the homeless, particularly in populated urban environments. However, the 
location of the Pelham Bay Park camp being in the woods and the fact that the park is a place 
where weekend barbeques are frequent, and I did expect to see fire used more frequently for food 
preparation than in inner-city camps. While there definitely was more fire use on the beach as an 
extension of site activity and more burning on the site, pre-prepared foods still composed the 
majority of the diet at the site.  The fact that the diet represented in the surface assemblage in 
Pelham Bay Park is strikingly similar to that observed in the inner-city camps means there are 
other factors influencing food selection beyond the simple legal restriction of fire use.  
One of these factors is indicated in the complete absence of cookware and tableware 
(outside plastic single-use items) within the assemblage. When people are mobile and have to 
carry their goods on their person, they cannot accumulate items necessary for food preparation. 
Food preparation requires a pot or pan, utensils, access to water, and dishes. Access to water, as 
stated earlier, is extremely limited at this location and thus impedes the development of food 
preparation activities. Not only are pre-prepared foods easier to procure within this environment, 
they also provide all items necessary for consumption with individual condiment packages, 
plastic cutlery, and containers to hold the food, in a hygienic form. Plastics have made the 
routine ephemeral act of eating easy and affordable while still maintaining social hygiene 




is clear that single-use plastics are crucial for sustaining homeless foodways that have been 
shaped by this technology. Single-use plastics allow people to cope with restrictive practices 
imposed upon them that limit fire use, access to fresh foods, food storage/preservation practices, 
and dispossession due to forced mobility.  
The distribution of food items within the sampled units is interesting in that more 
containers and food items were recovered from the Southeast quadrant. This quadrant is the 
furthest away from the main path, the least accessible area of the site, and provides no natural 
sitting spots.  After clearing the surface and conducting excavations, the concentration of food 
items here made more sense. During excavation we unearthed part of a boat that had been 
modified in a manner that would indicate possible shelter use. The higher presence of food 
containers in this area, where we would expect lower numbers, would support the interpretation 
of this feature as being some form of shelter. The boat was located directly beneath this surface 
layer. As lightweight food containers tend to move upwards with water movement, it is little 
surprise that we found a concentration of food items on the surface above and around the boat. 
Someone or multiple people were selecting this spot to eat because there was a man-made 

















More so than the other classes of artifacts, “tools” is a naturally ambiguous category, but 
it is a useful ambiguity in regards that many of these items are recognizable even if their purpose 
is “fuzzy”. Without this category these objects would either be classified in other classes and 
prescribed functions that might be way off the mark or they would find themselves in the 
“unidentified” category, which is readily written off as being unrecognizable. A tool is defined 
here as a recognizable object that is primarily used in combination with other artifacts or the 
human body to carry out a particular activity or activities.  
The largest sub-class depicted in the graph (Figure 18), “writing”, should be relabeled as 
“marking” because objects in this category were designed to create marks upon something else 
and writing is only one mode of marking. Out of 493 total items in this category, 447 of these 
items were pens or fragments of pens. In addition to the 144 whole pens found on the site, 206 
separate ink tubes were recovered. This means that there were at least 350 pens collected in the 
18 units cataloged. As stated earlier, pens were regularly modified and burnt, which would 
indicate use beyond “marking”. The burn pattern typically seen on the burnt casings show direct 
contact of one end of the casing to a small flame, which was applied along one side starting at 
the tip and moving upwards (Appendix, Figures M and N). This pattern is typically seen with the 
burning of drugs. The burning combined with the fact that there were so many dismantled pens 
highlights alternative uses.  
The components of a pen when taken separately have attributes and qualities that allow 
for use beyond the pen as a whole. The tubie-ness of pen casings means they can be used to 




used to reinforce another object, or a string or rope could be strung through them. Ink tubes can 
be used to puncture, dig into small places, and poke. Pen caps and clips can be used scoop and 
dig things out of small places. These attributes of pens make them versatile objects capable of 
aiding in any number of activities.  
The handiness of a pen with regards to using cocaine in powder and crack forms as well 
as smoking heroin is known amongst drug users. Pen casings are used as make-shift pipes to 
inhale smoke burnt off of another object (for example foil, cans, broken crack vials, or hard 
plastic bottle caps). They are also the perfect size to fit up one’s nose for snorting, even though 
they are longer than ideal and cut straws or rolled up paper money would better serve that 
function. The clip of pen caps can be used to scoop drugs out of small bags or used to clean out 
one’s ears. While I believe that a pen’s use for marking things is a valid attribute of the object to 
highlight for classification, I would argue that due to the quantity and modifications seen on this 
site, these other attributes and uses of pens are equally valid and present at this location. 
Therefore, a pen is a sort of swiss army knife; a tool that can be used in multiple ways. However, 
unlike a swiss army knife designed for multiple uses, a pen was designed for the single purpose 
of marking. The difference in designed intended use and modifications that signal potential uses 
makes the classification of these objects, like the straws, difficult.   
Other objects within the tool category (Figure 18) can be interpreted as related to 
activities such as fishing (lures and fishing line), sweeping (brushes), burning (lighters), storing 
(containers), shooting (shotgun wads), or building (hardware and fasteners). However, the 
interpretation of many artifacts within these classes are just as problematic as those exemplified 




Shotgun wads definitely were used for shooting, but for what purpose it is difficult to say. 
Wildlife is present within the area of the encampment, which includes waterfowl and deer; thus, 
hunting is a possible explanation of their presence. The isolation of this site allows for the 
creation of a make-shift practice range (shooting bottles and cans), even though no supporting 
evidence of that activity was found. Another explanation for shotguns at the site could be their 
use for safety or violence. Pelham Bay Park does have a history of violence and for being a 
dumping ground for bodies. According to a New York Times article between 1986 and 1995 at 
least 65 bodies were discovered, some with their fingers cut off- a sign of mafia presence 
(Fernandes 2011). During the summer of 2017 our site was shut down due to the police 
investigation of a body discovered on the beach of an individual who had been shot “execution 
style” according the police officer at the site. Shotguns are a type of firearm (long gun) that does 
not require the same licensing and registration as other types of firearms in New York State. 
New York City does require a permit to purchase and carry long guns they can be easily obtained 
outside city limits where permits are not required. Therefore, long guns are easier to purchase 
and are not as regulated as short-barreled guns. It cannot be known for sure what people were 
using them for on this site even though they were shooting at something.  
Likewise, brooms, car wipes, and air fresheners were listed under “cleaning”, even 
though those objects could be used in other ways. Brooms and brushes have the dominant 
attribute of brushing, but brushing what? Through excavation we found areas of earth that had 
been cleaned of artifacts, brushes would undoubtedly be helpful for clearing the ground of 
broken glass and debris. Air fresheners smell, scent is the dominant attribute of that object. Was 
it used on the body, clothing, to scent the air, or perhaps something that has nothing to do with 




tools. A tool’s attributes combined with the context within which they are found present limits 
that allow for an interpretation of possible activities happening in and around the encampment 
even though specifics might remain elusive. While I cannot say for sure what these items were 









Figure 18. Bar graph of tool assemblage, surface collection. 
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Drugs 
The use of drugs was very prevalent on the site, reflected in an assemblage of artifacts 
including everything from eye drops to heroin baggies. There were two subclasses of artifacts 
that were labeled as medicine. One category was composed of medicines that one could obtain 
over the counter at a corner store or pharmacy without prescription. There were five fragments of 
single-use eye drop packaging found in four different units all in the southeast quadrant. The 
southeast quadrant was again, the furthest from the pathway leading to and away from the site 
and had no beach access. It is unlikely that the individual or individuals using the eye drops were 
simply passing through this area of the site to access the beach, but were primarily resting in this 
specific location. This location was not an idyllic resting point for visitors, but would be for 
someone seeking refuge. Nasal spray and cough drops were recovered in the northwest quadrant. 
These forms of over the counter medication are used to treat symptoms typical of colds and 
allergies. All of artifacts within this category illustrate practices of self-care that do not require 
access to formalized medical institutions and also represent means of coping with extended 
exposure to the natural environment.  
The other medicinal category was composed of medicines like fentanyl patches (a drug 
associated with heroin use), drugs that require a prescription to obtain, and medical 
paraphernalia, including an inhaler and diabetes testing needles. There were 14 fragments and 
caps of medicinal bottles found throughout the units sampled. Identifiable by their the color, 
finish, and cap, these are containers that would have contained prescription medication. While 
some drug users will reuse these bottles for the storage of marijuana because they have an air 
tight seal or other drugs, the bottles reflect some access to medical institutions whether being 
reused or not.  The other items, such as three fragments of measuring cups with drams labeled on 
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the side (Appendix, Figure O) and the two dermal patches (Appendix, Figure P) also could only 
be obtained through formalized medical institutions. Along with the two dermal patches there 
was an empty amber glass bottle that held an unidentified liquid medicine designed to be injected 
(Appendix, Figure Q). The artifacts composing these two categories reflect practices of coping 
that exist within the legal limits established by society and demonstrate access to these spaces. 
Even though fentanyl patches can be abused as well as other prescription medication, they were 
still originally prescribed and obtained through socially accepted regulatory channels. Short of 
park employees who might show up for work despite feeling sick, no one else would be required 
to inhabit this space while sick or not feeling well save someone who had nowhere else to go. 
Alcohol and tobacco related objects were also classified as drug related items, even 
though they are legal to purchase and consume by adults over the age of 18 and 21 respectively. 
Visibly, there were a lot of miniature alcohol bottles scattered on the ground, but few alcohol 
related items showed up in the sampled units. What was not initially visible while conducting 
surface sampling were tobacco related items. Cigarettes, cotton filters, and paper cigarette boxes 
were not recovered or seen anywhere on the site, only small byproducts of smoking remained 
that were hard to see in the mess of items on the ground. It was only through lab processing that 
we were able to identify plastic recessed filters from “True Brand” cigarettes (Appendix, Figure 
R and S), cellophane wrapping from individual packs, and cigarillo tips (Appendix, Figure T). 
The distribution of drug related items is fairly consistent across the site (Figure 19). Most of the 
tobacco related artifacts recovered were cigarillo tips and True brand cigarette filters.  
Considering that these small plastic based byproducts of smoking were all that remained, it is 
safe to say that tobacco use on the site was incredibly high and other brands of cigarettes were 
being used.  
 






Figure 19. Bar Graph of Drug Related Artifacts, Surface Collection. 
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True brand plastic filters and cigarillo tips are both forms of filters applied to tobacco 
products. True cigarettes were introduced by Lorillard in November 1966 as a low tar, low 
nicotine, cigarette in both menthol (True Green) and regular (True Blue) forms (SIRTA 2019). 
The introduction of “light” cigarettes was in response to the health scare prompted by articles 
linking cigarette smoking to lung cancer in the 1950s (Pollay and Dewhirst 2002). True 
cigarettes were popular throughout the 1970s and 1980s promising smokers all the flavor with 
less tar. Patents for recessed filters explain the processes whereby tar collects on the filter and 
Figure 20. Pie chart of drug assemblage, surface collection 
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avoids direct contact with the mouth cavity and lungs (丁晋贤 1989). Lorillard manufactured 
many brands of cigarettes, but their most popular brand was Newport cigarettes.  
Recessed filters also serve another purpose beyond filtering out tar. Parliament cigarettes 
are the most popular brand of recessed filter cigarettes today, nicknamed P-Funks on the street. 
These cigarettes are popular amongst cocaine users who pack cocaine in the recessed cavity, 
which delivers the drug orally and numbs the mouth. Some cocaine users will scoop up the drug 
in the filter and first snort it (known as bumping) before smoking the cigarette to achieve a 
numbing of the mouth, throat, and lungs. Therefore, the selection of True cigarettes might not be 
purely out of a desire for a “light” tar and nicotine product.  
Plastic tips for small cigars, cigarillos, were also found in mass on the site. Cigarillos are 
larger than cigarettes and smaller than traditional cigars. Plastic tipped cigarillos are all machine 
made with tobacco-based paper. They are not meant to be inhaled, but smoked like a cigar. Due 
to a difference in how the two objects are taxed, cigarillos have historically been cheaper than 
cigarettes (Blank, et al. 2016; Nasim, et al. 2016). Cigarillos also have fewer restrictions 
surrounding flavor additives than cigarettes, resulting in a variety of fruit and spiced cigarillo 
flavors. We found a variety of tips in the surface assemblage reflecting a diversity in brands and 
flavors. Without a doubt the most popular type of tip was associated with Black and Mild, the 
most popular cigarillo type in the United States. Studies on cigarillo use show a preference for 
plastic tips versus wooden or no tips because it makes the cigarillo easier to modify (Nasim, et 
al. 2016). A common practice called “hyping”, removing the inner binding paper, is believed to 
lower carcinogens and increase flavor and burnability of cigarillos (Blank, et al. 2016). Another 
common modification of cigarillos, for which a plastic tip is preferable, occurs when one 
replaces the tobacco with marijuana forming a blunt.  
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The sub-class of “hard drugs” was composed entirely of drug baggies. Without a residue 
analysis and in-depth research on local drug branding practices, there was no easy way to 
identify if the baggies contained heroin, crack, cocaine, pharmaceutical pills, or MDMA (and its 
cut pressed form of ecstasy). Syringes, burnt plastic spoons and bottle caps, crack vials, and 
branding is evidence that cocaine, crack, and heroin was definitely used at the site. While it is 
possible that other types of hard drugs are present at the site, we cannot say definitively based on 
any evidence recovered. Based on size, most of the baggies would not have been used for selling 
marijuana.   
The smallest baggies measured only one square centimeter and most likely contained a 
powdered form of heroin or cocaine. Most of these tiny baggies had the tops ripped off or cut off. 
These baggies would be difficult to open for anyone with bigger fingers or without nails due to 
their size. When combined with the fact that an individual trying to open these bags was either 
high or at some stage of detoxing, it makes sense that the tops would be ripped off. Unlike the 
crack vials recovered at the site, the reuse of these drug baggies was not common practice and so 
there was no was no incentive for preserving the baggies.  
Some of the baggies recovered at the site were branded with what are called “dope 
stamps” which included dolphins, 8 balls, poop emojis, dinosaurs, Batman, Superman, four leaf 
clovers, smiley faces, Mercedes Benz symbols, “Just Do It” Nike swooshes, “Red Rum”, Skulls, 
Black Diamonds, and many more. Volunteers at the site regularly found their “favorite” baggies 
while walking through the surface debris and during surface collection. There was an array of 
colors and sizes present that ranged from one centimeter squared to 4x6 centimeters (Appendix, 
Figures U, V, and W). We found a few small baggies that were still connected together, 
indicating that the bagging of drugs for selling was occurring on the site in addition to using. 
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Criminal Justice Doctorate, Travis Wendel, and Anthropologist, Ric Curtis, from John 
Jay College (2000) have worked extensively on heroin use in New York City. Their research 
traces shifting patterns of branding practice from 1960 to the late 1990s in the city through dope 
stamps. They argue that dope stamps are a piece of material culture indigenous to the heroin 
subculture that reflects shifting relationships between users, dealers, and law enforcement 
throughout time.  Commenting on the origins of heroin stamps they state, “Other drugs have 
seldom been sold by brand, either in New York or elsewhere, nor is heroin generally sold in this 
way in other markets outside the city, except in areas where pre-bagged heroin has been brought 
from New York or where the practice of selling branded heroin has diffused from its New York 
origins” (Wendel and Curtis 2000:225).  While branded crack vials from the 1980s recovered at 
the site may counter the argument that no other drug has been branded, their detailed work on the 
shifting patterns of these stamps over time helps to explain and date the assemblage of drug 
baggies at the Pelham Bay Park Encampment.  
According to Wendel and Curtis the 1980s was the heyday of heroin in the city. With 
over 400 documented dope stamps circulating in the 1980s, the heroin market stabilized and 
heroin was universally sold in stamped ten dollar “dime bags” (2000:231-232). Dope stamps 
served as a stabilizing force within the heroin market, not only identifying strands of heroin, but 
sourced this drug within an anonymous market. Some of the stamps stayed in circulation for 
years, others only existed for a few days and disappeared. Dope stamps gave consumers a sense 
of product quality and consumer safety while also creating an “insider” discourse that defined a 
unique heroin subculture. However, the heroin heyday of the 1980s coincided with a rapidly 
expanding crack market and by the late 1980s crack had radically transformed the heroin scene. 
Dominance in heroin trade shifted from Puerto Ricans to the Dominicans, who entered the drug 
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market with crack and expanded to the selling of cocaine and heroin. This shifted the city-wide 
structure of how drugs were sold, with the introduction of small level “start-up” distributors 
flooding the streets. When combining that with a marked change in policing tactics, dope stamps 
became more unstable and unmarked baggies started emerging. By the mid-1990s policing had 
become more intense, dealers started using “beepers” and delivery services, and unstamped 
baggies in multiple denominations flooded the market (ibid:224).  
The fact that we have evidence that the packaging (bagging) of drugs happened on the 
site, a predominance of unmarked baggies, and a variety of sizes and colors along with stamped 
bags would mark this assemblage as being in the late 1980s and 1990s. Two of the baggies, “Red 
Rum” and Nike “Just Do It”, are classic brands from the mid to late 1990s8.  The days when 
heroin dealers would hang out on street corners and operate out of nearby stores or housing units 
had passed. Instead dealers would purchase product, bag it themselves in a safe location, and 
then deliver the substance elsewhere. During this time, users and street-level dealers of these 
drugs would have been forced into areas like the Pelham Bay Park Encampment, which was 
close to public transportation while also incredibly isolated and safe from policing tactics.  
When we first started to encounter crack vials at the site no one knew exactly what they 
were. As some of the tops were quite elaborate, they looked as though they could be associated 
with children’s toys (Appendix, Figure X). They were obviously meant to contain something, but 
no one knew what exactly would be small enough to fit inside the tube. After researching the 
vials, they were correctly identified as sample perfume containers, which only led to more 
confusion as why so many perfume sample vials would be on the site. It just did not make sense. 
As luck had it one student, while visiting the Whitney Museum encountered a piece of art 
 




   
constructed of 308 curated crack vials and toppers created by Candy Jernigan in the mid-1980s. 
The vials were collected by Jernigan as she walked the streets around her East Village home. A 
friend commenting on Jernigan’s artwork to Forbes reporter Susannah Breslin (2015) stated, 
“She was one artist who pointed us in the direction of beauty within the scum of the city. She 
wanted to make desirable the undesirable and she succeeded”.   This unexpected encounter with 
Jernigan’s art also led to the correct identification of these tiny objects. It was reassuring that 
another person walking the streets in the 1980s would also see the innate beauty reflecting a sort 
of innocence of these items, which initially made us think of children’s toys. 
Crack, the crystalized form of cocaine, hit the streets of New York City in 1985 with the 
first police reports of crack cocaine use dating to the Fall of that year (United States Congress 
1987). Crack first came into being South of the US border and flooded LA streets in 1983 
(United States Congress 1987; NCJRS 197). The drug hit New York City fast and hard, catching 
policing agencies off guard and at a loss with how to gain control over the sale and use of the 
substance. Crack use requires the additional paraphernalia of a pipe and high heat lighter. Crack 
houses offering a safe place to use and the necessary paraphernalia for a rental fee boomed in the 
early years. Harkening back to the opium dens of the 1920s and 1930s, these places were 
“underground” and usually guarded (United States Congress 1987).  
Unlike heroin and cocaine production, the process of freebasing or cooking cocaine to 
produce crack is incredibly simple and inexpensive. This made tracing the drug from street level 
use to a large-scale distribution or manufacturing centers impossible for law enforcement. Robert 
Stutman, Special Agent in Charge of the New York Drug Enforcement Administration Field 
Division elaborated on this problem before the House of Representatives in 1986:  
As Previously stated, the numerous individual entrepreneurs in the crack trade have 
created a proliferation of cottage industry crack marketers, thus, the crack trade does not 
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have the traditional structure which is found in the illegal distribution of almost all other 
controlled substances. This renders our traditional law enforcement strategy of 
interrupting drug distribution by immobilizing major organizational traffickers far less 
effective. (United States Congress 1987:268) 
 
This led to a strategy that targeted paraphernalia associated with crack use in 1987, the 
manufacturing and distribution of crack vials (McKinley Jr. 1990). This strategy first manifested 
by confiscating the imports of vials from other countries (Japan, Taiwan, Korea), which pushed 
manufactures to mislabel the imports and smuggle paraphernalia into the country. As smuggling 
the vials into the country became harder, manufacturers started creating plastic plants 
domestically to produce these goods. In New York, these small plastic manufacturing plants 
were predominantly run and operated by Chinese organized-crime groups (McKinley Jr. 1990).  
Crack vials do have a legitimate use beyond the packaging of crack, they are 
manufactured and legally sold as containers for perfume samples. As such, they are an artifact 
that has particular qualities and attributes designed specifically for the transportation and 
packaging of scented liquid that made them well suited for the packaging and transportation of 
crack. The vials recovered on site were small and therefore easy to conceal and carry. Users 
could purchase the rocks in the vial quickly without having to take the product out of the vial 
because the vials were transparent. Two crack vials recovered still contained crystals that were 
readily visible without opening the containers. These vials are waterproof, which successfully 
protected the crack rocks in the two vials recovered for decades.   
Arianna Injeian, an undergraduate at City College, conducted an independent study on 
the crack vials recovered at the Pelham Bay Park Encampment. She cataloged and researched 59 
crack vials and tops within the assemblage. She found that three sizes were present: Small vials 
(0.25 g), medium vials (0.40g), and large vials (0.5g). In the 1990s small vials sold for 2-5 
dollars; medium vials sold for around 10-15 dollars; large vials sold for 20+ dollars (Johnson and 
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Golub 2005). As a cheaper version of cocaine, which would cost 60+ dollars a gram, crack was 
accessible to even the poorest of the city. Twenty vials in this collection showed evidence of 
burning at the base of the vial. For those who did not have access to materials for burning and/or 
a pipe for smoking crack, the crystals could be burnt in the vials and the smoke inhaled directly 
out of the vessel, which was obviously happening on the site. 
Injeian also documented twenty-four vial tops branded with the letter “T”, “M”, crown 
shaped tops, roses, and stars (Appendix, Figure Y). These branded vials did not operate in the 
same manner as dope stamps, meaning brands did not signify the strain of drugs or a particular 
(yet still anonymous) source. While dope stamps were a stabilizing force within the unstable 
heroin market, making the product seem consistent and reliable, these branded tops did not serve 
the same general purpose. Some crack vial branding did operate in a similar manner, such as the 
black tops associated with the Black Top Gang which operated out of Harlem in the 1980s 
(Brown 2001) and the red tops associated with the Cowboys of the Bronx (Stone 1993). 
However, the crack vials were never used systematically as a form of branding as they were in 
the heroin market. In some situations, the vials were actually placed in stamped baggies as an 
attempt at strand branding. Crack brands encountered in this hybrid form (bagged vials) by law 
enforcement agents in Manhattan in 1986 included “White Cloud,” “Cloud Nine,” “Super 
White,” “Serpico,” “Conan,” “Lido,” “Baseball,” and “Handball” (Congress 1987: 261-62). The 
“8 Ball” baggie uncovered on the site could reasonably have been associated with crack in this 
manner, as “8 ball” references one eighth of a gram of cocaine or crystal on the street. Eight-ball 
is not a reference used with heroin.   
Crack cocaine’s high has the intensified effects of cocaine, resulting in a quicker and 
more intense high combined with an equally fast and intense depression. The intensified 
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withdrawal from the drug results in strong urges to maintain the high and more frequent use than 
heroin and powder cocaine. This means that once hooked so to speak, dealers had themselves a 
captive market and greater demand over a shorter period of time in comparison to heroin and 
powder cocaine. This quick turnaround also required an increased demand for packaging 
materials. The reusability of vials gave them an additional value on the streets. The New York 
Times ran a story of children collecting vials on the street and returning them to dealers for five 
cents per vial or a free vial of crack for the return of 30-40 vials (Melvin 1987). Of course, burnt 
or damaged vials would lose their worth, which is why we probably see a larger amount present 
on the site. This reuse of crack vials also helps to explain why the markings on the tops did not 
operate in the same manner as dope stamps as vials were circulated more widely among dealers. 
As our initial inability to correctly identify the objects reflect, the packaging of crack in 
these stylized vials has since come to pass. Not only has packaging of crack changed today as 
local vial manufactures who mass produced the stylized vials of the 1980s were targeted and shut 
down, but overall crack consumption in the city has plummeted in comparison to the 1980s 
“epidemic”. Starting in the 1990s crack use in New York City began to decrease dramatically. 
The relatively short period between 1985-1988 saw a massive explosion of crack use on New 
York City streets with an estimated 434,000 people addicted to crack cocaine in 1988 (Johnson 
and Golub 2005:113). Crack addicts born between 1955 and 1969 continued to use through the 
1990s, but crack use among those born after 1970 dramatically dropped (ibid.). 
The negative consequences of the crack era were most gravely felt among the lower 
classes and minority communities in the city. While the drug was more accessible and cheaper 
than cocaine or heroin in regards to a single use, the crack high lasted approximately 20 minutes 
and required more frequent use. Individuals with a lower income were able to easily purchase a 
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vial in their neighborhood where the drug was frequently sold. However, crack users ended up 
spending more money on the drug over time, quickly draining money from already economically 
disadvantaged populations. Crime in and around lower income and minority neighborhoods 
where crack was dealt and used dramatically increased from 1985-1990 (Johnson and Golub 
2005) as users’ need for the drug required more and more money. The policing tactics that 
emerged during this time also targeted street level users and dealers in these neighborhoods. As 
stated earlier, traditional methods that targeted large scale operations were ineffective and they 
could only really get a hold within the market at the street level. The predatory practices by drug 
dealers mixed with the tactics of law enforcement created massive disruption and conflict in 
within minority and low-income communities. It is believed that children growing up within 
these contexts (born after 1970s) avoided using crack after experiencing the personal and social 
effects of the drug, which led to the overall decline of crack use (ibid.). While the crack era only 
lasted less than a decade the effects of the crack generation on low income and minority 
communities was long lasting. 
Health and Hygiene 
There were 93 items cataloged as being related to hygiene. As discussed in depth in 
chapter two, complex social habits surrounding hygiene tend to focus on objects of disgust: food, 
excrement, sex, dirt, and things that can penetrate the body and cause illness like germs, bugs, or 
viruses. In practice, social habits emerge in relation to signs of these objects like foul smells, 
mucus/pus, dirty clothing or skin, objects that penetrate the body like needles, condoms, and 
tampons. Hygiene practices are defined as habits that exist to protect individuals and by 
extension society from these mysterious dangers and thus this class of artifacts is composed of 
items related to those protective habits. While the class of hygiene artifacts is composed of 
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objects related to bodily care, I would argue that homeless foodways, composed of pre-prepared 
foods and single use plastics, also reflect hygienic practices related to food consumption.  
However, as those have been previously discussed, I will focus briefly on artifacts related to 
health and hygiene that reflects practices of self-care at this location. 
There were nine condoms recovered in the surface assemblage, seven of those were 
unopened. We did not find used condoms, which indicates that sex was not occurring frequently 
on the site or at least that condoms were not being used if it was occurring despite their 
availability. Two of the unopened condoms were New York City brand male condoms, which 
were developed in 2006 and launched in February 2007 as the world’s only municipally branded 
condom (NYC 2020). By the summer of 2007 it was estimated that three million NYC Condoms 
were being distributed each month (ibid.). These condoms were packaged in black wrappers with 
the iconic NYC subway system lettering spelling out “NYC CONDOM”.  The NYC Health 
Department started distributing free male condoms in STD clinics in 1971. With the HIV scare 
emerging the 1980s, condom distribution targeted HIV clinics and social service organizations 
(ibid.). Gay men and African American men were the target populations for this program. It was 
not until 1991 that condom distribution moved out of these institutional spaces associated with 
HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases into the public-school system as a means to target 
unwanted pregnancies amongst young women (ibid.). In 1998, the city added female condoms to 
the program. By 2008 they introduced seven additional condom styles and types in response to 
consumer surveys. In 2012 the city created mobile units so that users could access condoms “on 
the go” and created mobile phone applications as well as a “condom finder” application on their 
website (ibid.).  
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The rapid growth of the NYC condom distribution program correlates the growth of HIV 
rates in the city and their objective to eradicate HIV and unwanted youth pregnancies by 2020. In 
order to meet their objective, distribution centers targeted areas where high rates of STDs and 
pregnancies were reported (Renaud, et al. 2009). Today, the highest concentration of distribution 
programs exists in Lower Manhattan and in the Bronx (the borough where Pelham Bay Park is 
located). Across the board, from 2001 until present, the rates of HIV diagnosis of both men and 
women have steadily decreased as have teenage pregnancies for girls between the ages of 15 and 
19 years old (NYC 2020). However, this trend also correlates to the implementation of 
antiretroviral treatments for HIV in the late 1990s/early 2000s and the large-scale 
implementation of syringe exchange programs in the mid-1990s (Des Jarlais, et al. 2016, 1989).  
While confined to STD clinics in 1971, NYC Condom Awareness Program today has an active 
advertising campaign, participates in community events city-wide, and holds hundreds of 
educational presentations in clinics (NYC 2020).  
The fact that condoms found at the Pelham Bay Park Encampment were unopened makes 
one question the success rates of the program, which is based primarily on the numbers of 
condoms distributed with no way of knowing if those condoms are actually being used. While 
that is in no way meant to criticize this program, which has obviously been successful in 
extending access to “safe sex” materials and has strong community support, the possibility that 
people who are living homeless have condoms and are still opting not to use them also needs to 
be acknowledged. The fact that people so readily have condoms on hand in this area of the Bronx 
is a testament to the success of the NYC Condom Awareness Program in extending access to 
these materials. It is interesting that at the Pelham Bay Park site people are choosing to discard 
unused condoms. This could point to market saturation of condoms in this area.  
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While condoms are freely and easily dispersed within New York City, menstrual 
products are not. Homeless outreach programs list tampons and sanitary pads as being one of the 
least donated and in demand items by those dealing with periods while homeless (Bess 2015; 
The Renewal Project 2018; Shay 2015). As explained in chapter two, these products have been 
taxed as luxury items until recently making them costly necessities for people who have monthly 
menstruation cycles. While these are listed in the subclass as “women’s health”, it is important to 
note that transgender men and nonbinary folks also menstruate. The fact that these are labeled as 
women’s products reflects a heteropatriarchy within society on a number of levels. With that 
said, volunteers and I came into contact with a large number of used tampons and sanitary 
napkins on the site. Some of these items were not collected due to the presence of bodily fluids 
or they were concentrated in areas not sampled.  
Tampon applicators were spread all over the site, but were heavily concentrated in areas 
to the south in the taller marsh grasses which undoubtedly provided privacy for people as they 
changed or inserted these items. There was also a noticeable concentration of these at the ends of 
small dead-end paths that shot off the main path to the site alongside toilet paper and human 
feces. This spatial pattern demonstrates an attempt to isolate these actions from view and the 
containment of the refuse away from the main camp. This meant that most of these items fell 
outside our sampled area, but their presence was recorded in a field notebook.  
Two of the tampon applicators were modified; the curved plastic ends were cut off 
(Appendix, figure BB). As this modification would make insertion into the body more difficult, 
it is believed that the user was not actually using the modified tampon for menstruation. While it 
is unclear why exactly the tampons were modified, qualities of the tampon itself gives us some 
possibilities.  A tampon has been used on occasion by US Army medics to bandage severe 
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bleeding and “plug” gunshot wounds (Mikkelson 2019). While this is a possible alternative use, 
that explanation would not require the removal of the tip of an applicator. Since tampons will 
burn at a high heat for approximately five minutes they can be used as a fire starter. To aid in this 
endeavor they can be dipped in lighter fluid (which was present out on the site). They also are 
known to be used for water filtration in desperate times, as the cotton part is placed in a bottle 
opening and water is filtered through it, or one can drink directly out of the end of the tampon 
applicator as a make shift straw filter. This is also unlikely as we would expect to find the 
tampon in the event it was used as a water filter, which we did not. Likewise, a piece of the clean 
synthetic cotton composing a tampon could be used as a filter for cooked drugs, as cotton or a 
sponge absorbs and filters out impurities. This explanation is more probable than the first given 
the context in which these applicators were found. Overall, there are a couple of possible 
explanations for modified tampon applicators found on the site, however the all of these 
possibilities are related to hygienic practices of self-care.   
In relation to interpreting the modified tampons, but working in the opposite direction, 
were the number of make-up sponges found all over the site (Appendix, Figure CC). No less than 
40 triangular make-up sponges were recovered in the surface levels (some making their way into 
excavated levels as well). Initially, these were cataloged as “unidentified” because we did not 
recognize the items. After repeated contact with these same objects over and over in the lab, I 
began to think someone could identify them and placed pictures on social media asking for help. 
Three cosmetology friends from across the United States messaged back, not only identifying the 
object as a cosmetic sponge, but also sending information about their use in the pornography 
industry as women on their period could insert these sponges like a tampon to shoot close up sex 
scenes (Aronowitz 2017; DeGrey 2017). Friends also sent videos of homeless women describing 
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cosmetic sponges as a cheap tampon alternative (Bustle 2016). The sponges can also be used as 
filter sponges for drug use in the same manner as the cotton from tampons. While I am sure 
someone used the make-up sponges for the application of cosmetics, the amount of these items 
on the site would indicate some alternative use, either as a cheaper tampon alternative or a drug 
filter for intravenous use.  
Bustle’s online video documentary series NSFWomen (Not Safe For Women) featured a 
story titled “How Do Homeless Women Cope with Their Periods?” (2016) in which they 
interviewed homeless women in NYC on the topic of feminine hygiene practices on the streets. 
In the video a small group of homeless women listed alternative materials they have used when 
they could not access tampons or pads. The women list napkins from restaurants, toilet paper 
placed on top of plastic bags, towels, cotton balls, makeup sponges, socks, tank tops, or tampons 
made from pads as materials they have used for their period when they could not afford feminine 
hygiene products from stores. There seems to be a preference for tampons due to their ability to 
lessen odor and contain bodily fluids within the body. In 2016 New York City became the first 
city to provide free tampons and pads in jails, public schools, and homeless shelters (New York 
City 2016; Whitford 2016). While this was an attempt to address a serious lack of access to 
feminine hygiene products for folks who are in precarious economic positions, it does not help 
those who avoid those institutional spaces.  
Some of the other products recovered and classified within the hygiene category included 
deodorant, hand sanitizers, lotions for face and body, lip balms, a variety of combs and hair 
picks, dental floss, dental picks, dissolvable Listerine strips, cosmetics, bandages, and a couple 
of disposable razor blades. The thing that one can notice immediately when looking at these 
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items is that they require no water. We found no shampoos, conditioners, toothpaste, liquid or 
bars of soap, nothing related to health and hygiene that requires the administration of water.  
The lack of water seems to be the largest limiting factor in defining the hygiene practices 
at this location. The assemblage of health-related items would suggest that people are not bathing 
at this particular site, while still practicing some bodily care. This is not to say people are not 
bathing, but they are by necessity doing it elsewhere. Since no objects associated bathing 
practices were recovered, one would assume that the associated artifacts are either accessible at 
off-site locations or that folks are carrying them with them and disposing those items after use at 
those locations.  
The lack of clothing present at the site is also relevant to the topic of hygiene practices. 
Generally, the homeless change clothes rather frequently and dispose of used clothing in places 
where they change. This is due to the inability and/or expense of laundering such items mixed 
with the relatively easy access to new clothing provided by a number of service organizations. 
There are many organizations that provide clothing to the homeless free of charge, which means 
it is easier to change dirty clothing than washing and reusing them. The combined absence of 
clothing at this location mixed with the absence of other hygiene items related to bathing would 
suggest that people are accessing resources provided by social service organizations or are 
utilizing public restrooms for bathing and changing clothing.  
The history of public bathhouses in New York City is complex and fascinating as it was 
the first city in the United States to implement city-wide practices of public bathing seen in other 
European countries (Renner 2008). Architectural Historian, Andrea Renner, pin points the start 
of New York’s revolution in hygiene practices to June 22, 1842, when the Croton Aqueduct 
opened and provided a clean and continuous water supply to the city (2008:505). This allowed 
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for the construction of bathing rooms, bath closets, in the private homes of those who could 
afford the costs of connecting to the public water infrastructure, leaving the majority of those 
living in the city’s condensed overpopulated tenements without. In the 1880s germ theory made 
the connection between the spread of disease and cleanliness, and in application located the 
source of disease within urban “slums”.  
This connection between disease and city slums, composed of the lower classes and 
immigrants, conscribed the dwellers within those “unclean” spaces as social threats. Slum 
dwellers became disgusting objects.  As Renner explains: 
Poor working-class hygiene was viewed as a sign of moral failure as well as a threat to 
public health. When the New York Board of Health described the tenements as ‘offensive 
and disgusting,’ these terms were aimed at the ‘germs of disease.’ But disgust is a strong 
form of repugnance; it views its object through a moralizing lens, collapsing aversion for 
the germ with disdain for the carrier. ‘Clean’ and ‘dirty’ took on connotations that ran 
deeper than bodily hygiene as bathing habits diverged along class lines…Like other 
abstract qualities, such as ‘white’ or ‘middle class’, cleanliness became part of the 
normative discourse surrounding ‘Americanness’. (2008:506) 
 
The early Reformers focused on public bathing within the slums as an attempt to cleanse what 
they saw as violent social threats posed by the poor as well as an attempt to assimilate 
immigrants in American culture.  
The public bath movement was initiated in 1890 as a philanthropic action by a group of 
wealthier individuals. The first public bath house, located in the Bowery and named “The 
People’s Baths”, was opened in August 1891 (Renner 2008). Modeled after the European 
bathhouses, The People’s Baths motto was “Cleanliness Next to Godliness”, highlighting the 
moralization of hygiene practices. In 1901 New York City created new tenement codes as an 
attempt at social reformation, but due to the cost involved in reconstructing tenement housing 
and the loss of valuable space, they did not require bathing rooms in the new codes (ibid.). 
Instead they shifted focus on the construction of public bath houses. Shortly after the emergence 
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of The People’s Baths, public bathing became a part of New York City’s political agenda 
(ibid:512). From 1901 to 1914 twenty-six public bath houses were constructed in four of New 
York’s five boroughs clustered in immigrant neighborhoods (ibid:513).   
Renner’s article documents the ultimate failure of the pubic bathhouses as their 
architecture incorporated more and more features of social control in the name of efficiency. 
New York City bathhouse architecture stripped away elements of luxury and pleasure seen in 
European models and The People’s Baths. New York City’s public baths were constructed with 
hundreds of small individual shower stalls in which people were required to systematically move 
through with strict time limits placed on bathing, approximately 20 minutes. The single objective 
of the bathhouse was cleansing the poor, who were meant to be pushed through a ritualized 
cleansing process similar to animals being hosed down in stalls. Reflected in the new 
architectural form, the cleansing process was not meant to be pleasant, but efficient. The actions 
of bathhouses patrons of course resisted the controls placed upon bathing in these facilities as 
patrons frequently negotiated means of extending shower time and played in the facility (Renner 
2008).  
Ultimately, the public bathing movement did not have the effect designers wished, nor 
did they fulfill the needs of the poor who used them. In response to this failure, a shift occurred 
in which public bathhouses were transformed into public pools. Reformers saw the failure of 
bathhouses as a failure of the poor to understand basic habits of cleanliness, and thus looked to 
public pools as means to educate the poor on hygiene habits through play. When upper class 
individuals started using public swimming pools, class distinctions collapsed within these spaces, 
and the overall goal of bathing reformation failed as a city driven endeavor. The last public bath 
house from this era closed in the 1970s as the buildings were transformed into public pools, 
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gyms, non-public buildings, or closed down completely. According to the New York Historical 
Society, “In the 1980s, in response to the AIDS epidemic, the city closed several commercial 
establishments,” private communal bath houses (NYC Media 2018). Today the only access to 
public bathing facilities exist in shelters, jails, and some day centers. Public restrooms also 
provide access to informal bathing practices, but are not designed or intended for such use.  
While New York City’s public bath houses failed, the movement was successful in normalizing a 
moral discourse surrounding bathing, cleanliness, and hygiene. Reformers and city officials just 
neglected pleasure as an important factor in their quest for social control.  
Artifacts related to health and hygiene practices reveal a deep history revolving around 
objects of disgust. The city has historically stepped in with social services only when an issue 
has been perceived as a threat to and crisis for those in positions of power within society. 
Condoms were a response to the spread of STDs, primarily HIV, and unwanted teenage 
pregnancies. Tampons have only recently been available on a limited basis via public funds due 
to social unrest surrounding gender equality. Public bathhouses only emerged in response to the 
threat of disease spreading out of the “slums”, poor minority neighborhoods.  Now that is not to 
say that social service programs are not effective, successful, and supported by the masses, but it 
is to say when they emerge within a state of “crisis” felt by those in power they ultimately lead to 
the objectification of people whom they identify as targets. These social service programs are not 
simply trying to control a social health threat, they aim to control threatening people. When 
programs are set up within this state of crisis felt by the wealthy, they not only objectify people, 
they turn people into objects of disgust. 
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Child’s Play 
Children’s play is an integral part of early psychological development as well as 
processes of acculturation. Artifacts associated with children’s play are rich in social symbols 
that reflect broad socio-cultural structures and psycho-cultural constructs as children are taught 
not only cultural norms through play, but form social identities as they find their roles within 
cultural systems. While there is little supporting evidence that children were living homeless at 
this site in the post-1980s context, the presence of these items reveals a certain closeness that 
sects of “homed” society has with homelessness. The most predominant types of play reflected 
through the surface assemblage at the Pelham Bay Park site could be classified as object play and 
war play (Smith and Pellegrini 2008). 
There were a large number of pacifiers, small plastic barrettes, and plastic toys strewn 
across the site.  As there is no evidence of larger dwelling structures present within the 
contemporary context and limited water access, it is unlikely that families with small children 
were sleeping in this location. We did not find any bottles or diapers around the site, which 
would be expected if small children were present for any length of time.  Children were 
witnessed playing on the beach during fieldwork. The children were free to wander through the 
woods while their adult companions fished or they wandered through the site from barbeques 
being held approximately a half a mile east of the site on the weekends. Therefore, the pattern of 
children’s toys through the site is more closely connected with both the local fishing and 
barbequing activities of park visitors.  
The artifacts of play seen at the site were mostly small plastic molded toys, no electronic 
or battery-operated toys were found. The assemblage dates generally between the 1980s and 
2000s with the rest of the materials in this context. The only toy found that would require 
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electricity were plastic craft beads melted in the shape of butterflies and geometric shapes. This 
craft toy requires the application of an iron across waxy paper in order to melt beads placed that 
was placed on a mold. There were also coloring items and water-color paints and brushes on the 
site, showing that crafting was dominant type of play around the site. The other toys were 
generally small items that would be easily carried by children to the site. They were generally 
inexpensive and thus if lost, were probably not actively retrieved.  
Small molded plastic figurines require a general level of imaginative active play. Two 
plastic dinosaurs, several toy soldiers, and animal figurines were recovered on the site. Toy 
soldiers and ring caps (Appendix, Figures Z and AA) from toy guns were recovered from 
shooting games. At least twelve ring caps were found from toy guns, which have been banned in 
New York City since 2003. They were red and blue with slight visible variations that indicated 
they represented at least two different brands. As a response to these toys being used in criminal 
activity and numerous fatal police shootings of individuals carrying these toys, New York City 
has had legal restrictions on the selling of toy guns since 1955 (Sender 2003). The 1955 law 
required that all toy guns sold in the city must be painted with bright colors and have a colored 
cap at the end of the barrel to quickly and easily mark them as toys and not real guns, this 
became a federal law in 1988 (New York City Consumer Affairs 2016). Even with these 
restrictions in place, fatal police shootings of people carrying toy guns continued and led to the 
complete ban on selling these items in the city in 2003 (Sender 2003). 
The cap rings found on site belonged to revolver pistols. Caps became popular after 
World War II, mimicking the sound and smoke of real guns as children emulated characters seen 
on Western television shows and movies. Most of the models during the 50s and 60s had western 
names like “Pony”, “Mustang”, “Stallion 45”, and “Cowboy” (Collectors Weekly 2019). As 
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these shows waned from mainstream media, spy versions of these toys continued to be marketed. 
Ultimately, the market for cap toy guns diminished and major cap gun toy manufactures sold out 
to other companies and/or moved on to other types of toys. While they are still bought and sold 
despite legal restrictions placed on them in New York City (Lewis 2015; Sender 2003), it is not 
common to see children out in crowded public spaces playing with these toys. At the Pelham 
Bay Park Homeless Encampment, this type of play would be free from restrictive authoritative 
gaze and risks of being shot by police for brandishing such an object. In this manner, the 
qualities that make this site an ideal homeless space also makes it a safe place for illicit 
children’s play. 
One small doll arm from a white doll and one doll head from a black baby doll was 
recovered on site. The arm was bent and larger than a Barbie’s arm, but more than that could not 
be deciphered from the artifact. The black baby doll face had some hair remaining, though it had 
noticeably been given a classic child’s “hair cut” (Figure 21). The plastic of the doll was brown 






   
 
Black baby dolls like this were not widely available until the 1960s (Hoffmann and 
Bailey 2014:32-33). Before the 1960s the doll industry in the United States was dominated by 
white men and thus black dolls reflected damaging and negative stereotypes of black women that 
were rooted in slavery (Hester 2019; Pilgrim 2012; Wilkinson 1987). The most iconic mass-
produced early black dolls were the Aunt Jemima dolls manufactured in the early 1890s and 
“Darky” Nurse Rag Dolls of the early 1900s (Martin 2014; Wilkinson 1987). Both of these dolls 
reflect the “Mammy” archetype, the most enduring and popular caricature of African American 
women born in slavery arising from the plantation system. The Mammy was an obese, round-
faced, older, dark-skinned, uneducated, domestic slave with a bandana covering unkempt hair, a 
white kerchief over her shoulders, and a long apron worn during the never-ending domestic work 
she jovially performed (Martin 2014; Pilgrim 2012; Wilkinson 1987). The Mammy was not only 
fiercely loyal to and protective of the white family that owned her, but she fought to remain 
Figure 21. Photo of baby doll head, surface collection. 
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enslaved. The Mammy was a happy slave; she did not want to be free. The qualities and features 
of the Mammy made it a politically safe image for mainstream white culture, as a non-violent, 
agreeable, hardworking, uneducated, sexually undesirable maternal figure, the Mammy image 
was used in advertising to sell almost any household item (ibid.).  She was a black female 
caricature that white mainstream culture could trust and love (Pilgrim 2012). 
Until the 1960s the stereotypes embodied in the Mammy figure proliferated the doll 
industry, dolls were made by and for white society. As an affluent African American middle-
class emerged in the 1950s doll manufactures attempting to tap into this new market started 
“dipping white dolls in chocolate” (Goldberg 2019; Wilkinson 1987). That was until two L.A. 
black civil rights activists, Robert Hall and Louis Smith, founded Operation Bootstrap Inc.- a 
not-for-profit dedicated to the Black Power movement- were contacted by Mattel in 1965 (Hester 
2019; Garrett 2008; Goldberg 2019). Mattel, the world’s largest toy maker, provided capital, 
industry contacts, suppliers, and training to Hall and Smith for the formation of a new toy 
company that specialized in black dolls. The new company, Shindana, created toys designed, 
manufactured, and marketed by African American toy makers for African American children.  
Baby Nancy was the first doll designed by Shindana and had ground breaking effects on 
the toy industry (Hester 2019; Garrett 2008). Baby Nancy was designed with features that looked 
different than Caucasian dolls, but did not replicate those of the Mammy. According to the 
manufacturers, Baby Nancy was not a white doll with black skin, nor was she a black doll with 
“features that were unpleasant to look at”, “she was an authentically beautiful black doll” 
(Goldberg 2019). Since the American toy industry had never tried to recreate natural African 
American hair Shindana had to use hair provided by the suppliers, the first Baby Nancy had 
black fine straight hair worn in pig-tails (ibid). In 1969 Shindana had a special oven imported 
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from Italy and heated the synthetic doll hair to achieve a crimped matted texture. Factory 
workers then used a hair comb to fluff out hair to give it a coarse short curly texture and style 
(ibid). The changes that Baby Nancy represented to the American toy industry were 
groundbreaking and in the 15 years Shindana was in business they continued to add to the 
diversity of black and non-black doll lines (Garrett 2008).  
While I personally do not know enough about dolls to identify the doll head at the 
Pelham Bay Site as Baby Nancy, Baby Nancy was at least a close precursor to its production. 
The doll’s facial features resemble Baby Nancy, with short fuller lips, round cheeks, and big 
brown eyes. The actual plastic of the doll is brown with a darker finished applied. Most 
importantly, even after what is obviously a child’s attempt to cut her hair, one can see the doll’s 
hair is coarse and curly. One of the most politically potent qualities of a doll is its hair, which can 
be easily stylized and transformed through child’s play. As children learn the symbolic 
mutability of embodied and stylized fashion, at some point every child gives at least one of their 
dolls a haircut. For a child learning to fashion hair for the first time that usually means the doll 
gets a choppy cut close to the scalp with some serious bald spots. The Pelham Bay Park doll has 
this cut.  
Decoration 
The last category within the surface assemblage that I will discuss is one of the smallest 
and yet is quite significant to this study. The group of items lumped within the class of 
“Decoration” were almost exclusively plastic flowers (Appendix, Figures DD and EE). The 
obvious reason for their significance is that Nan Rothschild remembered there being wooden 
shacks at this site during the late 1970s that were adorned with plastic flowers. These flowers are 
thus supporting evidence that we were in the place that she remembered. They are also 
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significant in that plastic flowers serve no other function, but to visually beautify an object or 
space. This practice reveals an aspect of caring that extends beyond survival and moves into 
practices of home-making that invokes a particular aesthetic. The presence of these flowers 
within this context illustrates a quality of home just as fundamental as those related to basic 
human survival, qualities of comfort and pleasure. The creation of an aesthetically pleasing place 
in which one dwells extends the notion of care from the body into the space one occupies.  
It is interesting that plastic flowers were used in the woods, where there is an abundance 
of natural florals. However, natural flowers do not endure the length of time that their plastic 
replicas do. Nor do plastic flowers require the same effort of caring necessary to sustain life and 
beauty that natural flowers require. Plastic flowers are also less susceptible to weather changes 
and maintain their colorful brilliance year-round. Compared to plastic flowers, natural flowers 
are ephemeral. The cultivation of plastic flowers in this location shows a desire to create beauty 
in a place that one inhabits, it is a process of place-making that signifies stability and permeance 
in comparison to the surrounding ever-changing natural environment.  
Conclusion: A Tense Interpretation 
As a noun, tense is a form of verb that indicates a point of time when an action or state of 
being exists. As a verb, tense is the applying of tense to something; positioning an action or state 
of being in time. As an adjective, tense indicates signs of stress or strain, not relaxed. In all of 
these senses of the word, the interpretation of surface materials at the Pelham Bay Park site of 
homelessness is tense.  
Archaeologists study the materiality of the past to understand what happened and existed 
before now. However, archaeological work is conducted in the present. Because of these two 
temporal occupations, the archaeological process itself is innately rife with tension between the 
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past and present as artifacts of the past become artifacts of the present through archaeological 
movements. At the Pelham Bay Park homeless site this movement between two tenses is also 
experience through the repurposing and reusing of objects. The reusing of straws, pens, plastic 
bottles, and wood on the site give these objects multiple interpretations and meanings that 
conflate past and present.  The classification of objects not only assigns them a name, but a time. 
The surface artifacts that the Pelham Bay Park resisted this process. The surface of the site itself 
is formed through contemporary human actions as people use this historical site and artifacts of 
the past in the present tense. To understand what something means thus requires a certain 
imagination of possibilities. This leads to a tension within the interpretation between what was, 
what is, and what could be.  
Tense as a verb, applying tense to something, is exactly what we as archaeologists do. 
Archaeological processes of mapping and artifact collection require the imposition of structure 
and stability upon things, the act of applying tense. The things at the Pelham Bay Park site 
pushed back against these processes, creating stress and anxiety within the interpretation. This is 
naturally related to the grounds upon which recognition occurs, as an act that is rooted in the 
personal experience of the interpreter. However, the process of classifying objects is revealing in 
the way that objects push back against classification. The tension present throughout the 
classification process (a processes of assembling) is exactly where we see ontic differences 
between the interpreter and the interpreted revealed. There is a different lifeway being expressed 
through the material traces at this site that is difficult to articulate and recognize within 
traditional archaeological discourse.  
Primarily the objects that pushed back did so because they were being used in a manner 
that was different from what was intended by designers of the objects, or they were used 
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differently at different times. The surface assemblage at this site is marked by modifications and 
reuse. This tells us that the lifeways of those who are experiencing homelessness or are close to 
homelessness are dependent upon their ability to modify and reuse objects which shows high 
levels of adaptability and skill.  People are turning used plastic bottles into money. They are 
turning pieces of wood from other structures into fire, or tables, or benches. They are turning 
pens into crack pipes or other tools. They are turning cosmetic sponges into tampons or drug 
paraphernalia. They are turning rocks into benches, debris into objects, and public space is 
turned into private space. These transformations might permanently alter the qualities of a thing, 
like burning, or they might temporarily utilize qualities of a thing, like sitting on a log or pooping 
in the woods. The point being, that reuse and modification are fundamental activities that form a 
lifeway seen at this site, but these activities are difficult to articulate archaeologically.  
The assemblage of objects reveals tension as people navigate restrictions that are imposed 
upon them. People at this site are restricted by access to clean water, which absolutely shapes 
foodways and hygiene practices. Furthermore, social restrictions placed on drug use, certain 
forms of play, fire use, and mobility have shaped this place as people are forced to seek refuge 
from authoritative gaze and policing tactics. Forced mobility within public space is a restrictive 
act placed upon people who have nowhere private to rest their bodies. The presence of the logs 
demonstrates an act of forced mobility through a spatially disruptive act. Foodways composed of 
prepackaged foods can be seen as an effect of forced mobility, restrictive fire use, and the lack of 
clean water access. The site offers protection and safety while people eat, rest, use drugs, play, 
and create fires, but only in so far as the site of these activities remains hidden. This is a place 
and a site, only because it is not a place or site. There is an anxiety present between being and 
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not being that the site represents, which is exactly what it is and what makes it difficult to study 
archaeologically.  
Based on the archaeological evidence, I cannot say definitively that trash pickers, people 
fishing locally, or drug users at the site are homeless, what can be said is there is a closeness 
reflected in the material culture between these groups of people and homelessness. As a 
condition that people regularly move into and out of, homeless is state that many families and 
working-class folks are precariously close to at all times. The history of both toy guns and the 
baby doll head found on the site is deeply woven into histories of racial inequality in the city. 
The creation of Black baby dolls like that found on site was a radical shift in the oppressive and 
damaging images of African American women that proliferated within popular culture until the 
Civil Rights Movement, and reflects structural inequalities that keep Black communities close to 
homelessness. The history of crack and heroin use is also interwoven with racial and class 
inequality in the city as well as policing tactics that broadly target people within those 
communities. This is true with regards to hygiene practices and the distribution of condoms 
within the city as well. So, when I talk about a closeness to homelessness that the materials on 
the site show, histories of structural racial, class, and gender inequality reflect that some groups 
in New York City are closer to homelessness than others.  I think this closeness is important 
when trying to understand contemporary homelessness within broader social and political 
systems and how homelessness is experienced as a social problem. 
By focusing on the movements of artifacts within the contemporary contexts a sketch of 
activities and histories of this site start to illustrate a vague form. They represent a vagueness that 
when embraced leads to a better understanding of an experience of homelessness. I am not trying 
to define lines within this assemblage because it cannot be done. Instead I have attempted to 
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sketch out possibilities in order to see a general form. The practice of sketching means that some 
of the lines I have drawn through archaeological practice were rushed, not accurate, and traces 
were left after erasures. I have tried to be transparent about the processes of this contemporary 
archaeological practice, showing where I have attempted to erase lines, correct them, or when I 
have had to accept a line as a “best fit” due to present circumstances. As the site pushes back 
against a clear understanding, this sketching is really the limits of what I can do as an 
archaeologist. I am not able to present a clear detailed image of homelessness at this site, but 
what I have come to see is that is the exact reality of the phenomenon; it defies definition within 
our society. What I hope to have demonstrated here, is that that tension is meaningful. This 
tension reveals just as much about the lived experience of people at the Pelham Bay Park site of 
Homelessness as it does about the contemporary archaeological process itself. The interpretative 
process is rife with stress and anxiety, because the lifeways present on this site are also rife with 




   
 
Chapter 4: Boulder Dwelling  
 
Figure 22. Photo of the Boulder Dwelling site. 
Ephemeral Sites 
Pelham Bay’s irregular coastline, boulders, and exposed pocketed bedrock speak to a 
time when the world was cold and covered with ice. The story of the erratic boulders of Pelham 
Bay Park begin around 10,000-15,000 years ago as the 5,000-foot-thick Canadian glacier began 
to retreat exposing a newly transformed landscape sculpted by ice. As the ice melted, sea levels 
rose dramatically, and anything the ice sheets had forcefully dislodged from the earth was 
dropped in foreign places. The boulders marking the Pelham Bay Boulder site and the Pelham 
Bay Park homeless camp share this history of cold displacement. As the ice retreated up the 
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Hudson Valley around 10,000 years ago a new world emerged and with it new possibilities for 
human dwelling, as groups of people continued to migrate through this landscape. 
Prehistoric occupations at the identified sites were temporary, with evidence of multiple 
occupations between the Late Archaic to Late Woodland periods, and display a dispersed 
settlement pattern.  Archaeologists Nan Rothschild and Lucianne Lavin (1977) argued in their 
analysis of 1973 excavations conducted at the Kaeser Shell Midden site (Figure 23, number 7), 
the shell midden feature was originally thought to have been constructed in a singular event, but 
after archaeological analysis it is believed to have been made over the course of multiple 
occupational periods. It is a single feature signifying multiple periods of use by different groups 
Figure 23. Map of prehistoric sites within Pelham Bay Park (Kaeser 2008:150) 
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of people.  The contemporary homeless site of Pelham Bay Park is located directly to the east of 
the Kaeser Shell Midden site.  
Archaeologists also unearthed an ossuary located just northeast of the lagoon (Figure 23, 
number 9) and north of the Pelham Bay Boulder site (Figure 23, number 4) that contained 
several burials, at least two were identified as fetuses and one an adult male. The Pot-holed knoll 
site (Figure 23, number 3) was used for curing hides and cooking.  This site would have been 
(and still is) viewable from the Pelham Bay Boulder site.  Evidence of hide working at the Pot-
hole Knoll Site speaks to fall occupation as fresh hides would have preferably been worked 
during the autumn over the hotter summer and spring months. It is also argued that this activity 
would have taken place away from places where people slept, due to the smell and debris that 
results from such work (Kaeser 2008). We therefore see a landscape constructed over many 
years as people returned to this place to sleep, fish, eat, work hides, give birth, and bury their 
dead.  
Taking the archaeological evidence recovered from all of the sites in Pelham Bay Park as 
a whole, Kaeser believed that prehistoric hunting and gathering families would reoccupy these 
sites during their seasonal migrations, returning to these familiar places across many generations 
(Kaeser 2008). No post-holes or evidence of permanent sleeping shelters have been discovered 
dating to this time (10,000-1,200 years ago). However, stone tools, ceramics, zooarchaeological 
remains, and human burials indicate the predominance of activities related to hide working, food 
procurement, and ritual activities at these prehistoric sites.  Those that occupied the Pelham Bay 
Boulder site stayed longer than a few days, but these were only way-points along their journey. 
There have been no C14 tests conducted on materials that date to the transitional period between 
the Late-Archaic and Early Woodland periods, but dates can be roughly established through 
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diagnostic ceramic and projectile point traditions.  Such evidence could be interpreted as 
discontinuous artifact deposits, but when taken as a whole they reveal a long history of human 
dwelling in a pattern that is spatially and temporally dispersed. This long history and the 
endurance of such sites should call into question or at least problematize notions of ephemeral 
dwelling sites or the argument that people were not “occupying” places because they did not 
construct shelters meant for continuous occupation across generations. For thousands of years 
this landscape did shelter and provide resources for people before a European man, Thomas Pell, 
purchased the land from Siwanoy tribal leaders as part of a 1654 treaty and constructed his 
bounded estate. 
Archaeologist Edward Kaeser (2008) described the Pelham Bay Boulder site as being, 
“located between the woodlands and wetlands, the glacial boulders appear as natural stopping 
places, commanding favorable views of the bay to the east, and the salt marshes and woodlands 
to the west.” He went on to hypothesize that due to their size and shape, prehistoric peoples 
would have found that camping on the south side of the boulders provided ideal natural shelter 
against the wind and rain.  In his subsequent revisits to the site, Kaeser noted that a squatter 
community had in fact been using these boulders to construct shelter. Based on these 
observations, excavation units were placed around the largest boulder in the Pelham Bay 
homeless encampment site.  
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Figure 24. Photo of tarp recovered at the boulder site. 
While raking and removing surface materials around the boulder, a small ripped and 
weathered tarp was discovered buried within the contemporary surface artifacts (Figure 24; 
Appendix, Figure FF). A tarp is a type of basic water-proof material that can serve as a mutable 
barrier under, above, or around something. The location of this tarp next to a large boulder that 
provides natural shelter against the wind blowing up from the sound is evidence that someone 
was sleeping around this boulder within the contemporary context (post 1980s). Due to its size, 
the tarp would have only sheltered one, possibly two, individuals. Based on the surface material 
analysis, there was little supporting evidence that people were sleeping in this location for long 
periods of time. The presence of this tarp would indicate that someone slept next to the boulder 
for a day or two before moving on to somewhere else, leaving the weathered tarp behind.  
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This place, next to a boulder in the center of the site, has certain qualities that allow for 
the construction of shelter and possibilities of sleeping at the site. The boulder is a stable anchor 
and provides protection from the wind and rain blowing in from the water, while also providing 
visible shelter from the main path to the east. The central location within the site allows for sight 
lines across most of the site except the entrance from the main path. The center of the site also 
provides a clearing from the wooded and grassy areas surrounding it, making it an ideal space for 
the construction of fires. The topography is also flat, sleeping and resting on the ground would be 
more comfortable and the construction of shelter easier than on sloping ground.  
Four adjacent excavation units were placed around this boulder creating a four-meter 
squared unit located on the southeast side of the boulder. Natural layers were excavated, meaning 
that layers were exhumed according to changes in stratigraphy and not according to an arbitrary 
number. Most of the surface materials were removed as preparation for excavation. However, the 
first level in every unit marked the end of the surface context and exposed a solid soil matrix 
underneath. There was no vegetation over the top of these units. The dense layer of 
contemporary artifacts inhibited vegetation growth and resided directly over a soil surface. When 
we removed the surface layer a large amount of soil stains and soil features could be identified. 
Most noticeably small circular soil stains that were created from indents as sticks were poked 
into the ground. These sticks could have been used as poles to prop up a tarp or they could have 
simply been used to hang something up off the ground.  Considering we found the nearby tarp it 
is likely that these small features were associated with that artifact.  
The soil features beneath the contemporary surface materials thus identify a transition 
stratigraphically into a new layer and phase on the site, a layer that could be seen as a historical 
phase that dates to the mid to late 1980s. There were two ash features indicating the presence of 
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small fires that were found in unit 36, the unit nearest to the boulder. These fires would have 
been small and the boulder would have shielded the heat, pushing it to the east, while containing 
fire spread and shielding visibility from the main path entrance. This location of fire so near to 
the boulder face would mean that no permanent overhead shelter could be present. If people were 
sleeping here and using overhead shelter, it would need to be removable or structured in a 
manner that could accommodate the rising smoke and flames from the fires. This would all point 
a form of dwelling that was highly mutable and short in duration. The small size of the fires 
would also point to this being an individual either seeking warmth, light, or energy to complete a 
task at this spot. These soil features marked a transition between the contemporary phase and 
level two which was defined by the presence of a stable soil matrix that did not exist in the level 
one.  
1980s phase 
Artifacts recovered in Level 2 were more materially diverse than those recovered in 
Level 1. The assemblage included more glass and metal objects along with the plastic artifacts 
found in the contemporary layers such as crack vials, plastic children’s barrettes, and Styrofoam.  
In Level 1 plastics composed approximately 97 percent of the assemblage. In Level 2 plastics, 
while still the largest material type, only composed 32 percent of the objects recovered (Figure 
25). Unlike the contemporary phase, the material composition of artifacts recovered in Level 2 
were pretty evenly distributed between plastics, glass, and metal. Organics composed 16 percent 
of the assemblage, but those artifacts were mostly burnt or worked wood fragments. While many 
artifacts collected in the surface layer were still present in Level 2, the artifacts in Level 2 were 
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older (nothing present would date past the late 1980s), they were more materially diverse, and 





Figure 25. Pie chart of artifact material composition for Level 2, boulder site. 
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Level 2 artifacts were classified into eight general categories, with some objects being 
classified as both hardware and structural leading to a ninth category depicted in the (Figure 26). 
Unidentified objects composed the largest category within this context. Ninety-eight percent of 
the unidentified artifacts were plastic shords9, and fourteen percent of those were melted.  There 
 
9 Shords is used specifically to reference fragments of plastic in this dissertation. Students on the site entered into a 
typical discussion about the proper use of the terms “sherd” and “shard”. I explained sherd is used for pottery as a 
shortened version of “potsherd” and shard is used typically for glass or other material fragments. The terms come 
from the Old English word sceard, from which sherd and shard are both derived. Students researched the etymology 
Figure 26. Pie chart of artifact classifications for Level 2, boulder site. 
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were only two non-plastic items within this category, foil and a piece of leather. These two 
objects, while identifiable, could not be classified within other categories because foil can be 
used in a variety of ways or could be a part of any number of objects. The leather fragment was a 
part of something, but what that larger object was could not be stated with any degree of 
certainty. My instincts would say foil is used for cooking something and the leather was a part of 
upholstery. 
Artifacts composed of metal were primarily screws, nails, and wires that are related to the 
partial wooden structures scattered across the site. As stated, wood is regularly repurposed in a 
multitude of ways. Most of the wood arrives on the site with metal hardware already embedded 
within them. If the wood is burnt in place these objects will remain in the soil after burning. 
However, some of the screws and nails showed evidence of reuse; they were bent through the 
process of removal and some of the screw heads were stripped. The wear pattern on screws and 
nails could have been done before objects were deposited at the site, but probably not all of 
them. Many of these artifacts were modified through scavenging behaviors, and their presence as 
building materials at least provides the possibilities that construction activities were taking place 
around the boulder.  
Small shifts in material composition of the assemblage can be seen in the recovered 
artifacts from level two. Energy source is a category composed of burnt wood, coal, and one 
battery cover. Seventy percent of these items were wood and 29 percent were coal. Within this 
 
of the term and found that sceard, scherd, scheard, schord, shard, and sherd were all Anglo-Saxon words referencing 
a piece of broken pottery, glass, metal, and so on. There is no real reason why we archaeologists make such a 
distinction, but it is jargon that seems to distinguish archaeologists from non-archaeologists. Considering our 
materials were mostly plastic (a distinct material marker of modernity), the students jokingly used the term shord to 
distinguish what we were dealing with in the field and laboratory specifically for plastic fragments. In all honesty, it 
was a useful distinction and everyone continued to use the term. In all rationality, it makes just as much sense as our 
traditional distinctions and points out the antiquated language we use as archaeologists that has become a form of 
jargon. So, it is a term that is used ironically and practically at the same time.  
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context coal starts to emerge as an energy source, which was only barely present in the surface 
context. While drug baggies, crack vials, and tobacco related items were still a part of the level 
two assemblage, alcohol related items formed the largest subclass of drug materials within this 
phase. Sixty-five percent of alcohol related artifacts were from liquor bottles and thirty-five 
percent were from beer cans and bottles. There were no hygiene related items recovered in this 
context. Most of the items related to food and drink were plastic beverage items, with the notable 
exception of a milk bottle dating to 1927-1931 and fragments of a jar from industrial food 
packaging.  Modifications and reuse were not documented as much on with artifacts in this level 
compared to level one, with only around three percent of the items showing evidence of 
modification. Most of the items showing evidence of modification and reuse were nails and 
screws. These objects are signs that people were constructing or scavenging constructed shelters 






Figure 27. Pie chart of drug assemblage for Level 2, boulder site. 
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1960s-1970s phase  
 
Between levels 2 and 3 were two features identified as a fire scar and possible post-hole 
within unit 34, these features marked a transition between levels two and three along with the 
soil matrix changing from a silty/sandy loam to a clay loam. Artifacts recovered from levels 
three have terminus post quems (TPQ) ranging from 1940 to 1965. This layer also contains 
bottles that have terminus ante quems (TAQ) that range from 1951 to 1976. The TAQ for objects 
cannot be used to establish a date range for the context, but it is helpful in looking as 
manufacturing-depositional lag within the context. The general assemblage of artifacts 
associated with these layers would indicate a mid-1960s to 1970s context for the site. This layer 
also contained a feature that was identified as a floor. It was a compact, hard and dense, soil 
feature that was contained few artifacts, and spread through all four units.   
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The floor feature was initially encountered in the first unit excavated, Unit 34 (Figure 
28). The soil color of the feature matched the surrounding soil except that soil surrounding this 
feature was looser and contained a concentration of artifacts (mostly broken glass and metal). 
We therefore initially excavated the unit as one context, noticing the difference but not signaling 
it out as a unique feature until halfway through the excavation of this layer in Unit 34. As 
described by Kent Flannery in the introduction, the misidentification of these subtle soil features 
is a common result of excavating telephone booth units, which frequently leads to the destruction 
of these features as they are difficult to identify when encountering them within such a limited 
horizontal frame. As excavation within this unit continued it became clear that while no clear 
boundary was visibly present with regards to this feature, it was in fact different from the 
surrounding matrix. The soil was so hard that it felt like we were digging through dried clay. We 
Figure 28. Photo of Level 3 opening photos for unit 34 at boulder site. 
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started “thumping” on the soil with trowels, noticing the difference in sound between the packed 
hard soil and the looser soil located in the eastern portion of the site. Not knowing what exactly 
the feature was, I decided to concentrated on the removal of the looser soil that surrounded the 
packed earth with the hopes that whatever “it” was would take some recognizable form.  When it 
became clear that this packed soil extended into the surrounding area, I opened up three joining 
units simultaneously (Appendix, Figure MM).  
We found the same densely packed soil in the other three units as well. There was no 
change in soil color between packed and unpacked soil, nor was there a recognizable geometric 
shape; the boundary defining this feature was fuzzy. Excavators could tell when they were 
definitely in the feature and definitely not in the feature, but knowing exactly where the feature 
ended required careful attention while troweling. It is important to note that that boundary was 
more of a gradient change in places near the root system that ran near the boulder. The root runs 
undoubtedly blurred the boundary as the roots and water moved artifacts around the areas where 
they grew. However, after the surrounding soil associated with level three was removed the 




   
 
Figure 29. Planview map of floor feature at boulder site. 
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Another attribute of this packed earth which was identified after removal was that it 
contained relatively few artifacts. Only 18 artifacts were recovered within the feature. Sixteen of 
the artifacts were small metal can rims and pieces of slag, and two were small shards of glass.  
Artifacts were found in greater density and size in the soil surrounding this packed earth. Given 
these two attributes, densely packed earth and a lack of artifacts, this feature was identified as a 
floor. As one can see in the plan view (Figure 29) the shape is not geometrical. This dirt was 
undoubtedly packed due to the repeated presence of bodies resting in this location or repeatedly 
moving within this small space. The resilience of this feature would indicate that it remained dry 
for a continuous length of time, possibly due to the presence of a structure placed over it.  This 
feature was formed through the processes of continuous dwelling within this particular place. 
The material composition of artifacts surrounding this feature shifted in relation to levels 
one and two, with increasing quantities of metal and glass objects (Figure 30). Plastics continued 
to wane within this context, composing only 18 percent of the total assemblage. Metal rims and 
vessel wall fragments from cans composed the majority of metal objects recovered. Glass objects 
were almost exclusively fragments of glass bottles. The categorization of these artifacts fell 
primarily into nine classes, with unidentified, drug, food and drink, and energy source (burnt 
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Figure 31. Pie chart of artifact material compositions for Level 3, boulder site.  
Figure 30. Pie chart of artifact classifications for Level 3, boulder site. 
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Table 2. Bottle assemblage for 
Level 3, boulder site. 
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There were 188 glass artifacts recovered in layer three; 187 of these artifacts were 
remnants of glass bottles. The bottles were grouped into alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. 
Of the 187 glass bottle fragments, 123 of those were related to alcoholic beverages and 64 were 
related to non-alcoholic beverages (Table 2). Alcohol bottles composed 67 percent of bottles 
recovered (Figure 32). Twenty percent of those were identified as liquor bottles, one percent 
identified as beer bottles, and 45 percent undifferentiated alcohol bottles. Nonalcoholic related 
bottles comprised 34% of the bottle assemblage, with five percent identified as milk bottles, five 
percent identified as soda bottles, and 24 percent undifferentiated beverage bottles (Figure 32). 
We also unearthed one fragment of a wide-mouth canning jar.  
Nine artifacts were recovered from Pepsi Cola bottles that were manufactured from 1940 
to 1951 (Stoddard 2002:112-124). Founded in 1898 by Caleb Bradham, Pepsi was intended to be 
the “healthy” soda alternative within the soda market. Pepsi contained no harmful ingredients 
and was believed to aid in digestion (Kickler 2016). While the company experience some quick 
success in its early years, high sugar prices that resulted from World War I led to the company’s 
first of two bankruptcies. In 1934 Pepsi finally turned the corner financially with the introduction 
of 12-ounce bottles sold for five cents. This price was about half the price of other sodas on the 
market. Their marketing campaigns stressed Pepsi Cola’s greater volume for half the price of 
their competitors. During the Great Depression Era, this campaign was very successful. 
According to Pepsi collector Bob Stoddard, Pepsi (2002:116) transitioned to no deposit bottles in 
1964 because “automobiles had made America the most mobile society in history.”  No-deposit 
bottles were composed of thinner and cheaper glass compared to the previous reusable bottles. 
This transition in packaging freed up consumers who previously had to return bottles in the same 
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states where they were purchased by allowing them to dispose of the bottle as they moved across 
state lines.  
The Pepsi bottles found within the 1970s context at the site are the last reusable bottles 
produced by the company before the transition to no deposit bottles and aluminum cans. This 
artifact is significant in that it was specifically 
marketed to those who were economically 
struggling during the Great Depression 
(Stoddard 2002). The history of packaging also 
points to nationwide shifts in dwelling habits, 
habits of increasing mobility and transience on 
a national scale. It also marks a shift in 
manufacturing practices to the production of 
thinner, cheaper, unrecyclable packaging in 
order to accommodate increased social 
mobility. As this context ranges from the late 
1960s through the late 1970s, there is a lag between the last possible manufacturing date (1957) 
and when this artifact shows up within this archaeological context of the site. If this pattern was 
only witnessed in this single object, one could say that the remaining bottles were still in 
circulation after the company discontinued manufacturing and it just happened to be deposited 
after use in the 1960s. However, an Owen’s Illinois alcohol bottle was recovered in layer three 
with a date code of 1947 on the base which also shows a longer manufacture-depositional lag 
period than one would expect for this object as well. The context’s TPQ is 1965 based on a 
Rheingold beer can and beer cans tops recovered in this layer that date from 1962 to 1965, which 
Figure 33. Photo of the history of Pepsi bottle 
design. (Stoddard 2002) 
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supports a date range of the mid1960s- late 1970s for this context. A lag period of over ten years 
for these objects is notable because soda bottles tend to have a manufacture-depositional lag 
period of less than five years (Hill 1982:298). One possibility for the lag is that these items could 
have been recycled and deposited first in the nearby Pelham Bay Landfill before coming to this 
location. 
Thirty-seven percent of the artifacts recovered in level three were composed of metal. 
The majority of those items were rims and vessel wall fragments from tin plated-steel cans. In 
the 1960s some beer manufacturers were packaging beer in aluminum cans, which accounted for 
seven percent of the metal artifacts recovered. Steel cans coated with tin are more often used for 
the packaging of foods because it is more resistant to corrosive properties of acidic foods than 
aluminum. Steel-tin can fragments composed 82% of the metal artifacts recovered in layer three, 
with a count of 156 objects identified as fragments of steel-tin cans. This object illustrates a 
transition in foodways at this site during the late 1960s and 1970s. The previous contemporary 
contexts, post-1980s, were defined through single use plastics, fast-food containers, and plastic 
wrappers from convenience store foods. This context shows that canned foods were central to 
homeless foodways at this site throughout the 1970s. 
The history of the tin can be traced back to 1813 with the opening of the first tin can 
factory in Bermondsey, London. The emergence of the canned food industry is intertwined with 
British and American military expansion. Food supplies were a major limiting factor to colonial 
expansion, as military forces moved further away from their homelands, they required larger 
quantities of food capable of being persevered for longer periods of time (Shepard 2002). Tin can 
technology allowed for the supply of meat, fruits, and vegetables to military personnel who could 
spend increased time and distance away from their homeland. The introduction of canned foods 
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was embraced by the British Navy as an answer to their food supply needs. However, during an 
inspection of canned meats in Navy depots in January 1852 inspectors found 264 cans out of 306 
inspected contained putrid meats. The 42 remaining cans from the 306 inspected were promptly 
“given to the poor” (Geoghegan 2013). This incident sparked a series of British Navy depot 
inspections which found the problem of rotten canned meat to be wide spread. In 1853 officers 
of The Plover, a Royal Navy ship, threw 1,570 pounds of canned “pulpy, decayed and putrid” 
meat overboard in the Bering Straits (ibid). Reports of these incidents tainted public opinion 
during the Victorian Age against canned meats and almost killed the budding industry. The 
introduction of condensed canned milk in the 1850s saved the industry in the court of public 
opinion (Nutting 2016). Canned milk changed the face of cities as urban farms gradually 
disappeared people turned from fresh to canned condensed milk (ibid).  
The canned food industry also boomed within the United States, radically transforming 
and extending the nation’s food industry. The Civil War resulted in the expansion of the 
American metal canning industry, as government contracts for military food supplies provided 
financial security for domestic industries. According to author of Pickled Potted and Canned: 
How the Art and Science of Food Preserving Changed the World, Sue Shepard, “by the 1870s 
America was packing more different kinds of food in far larger quantities than any other 
country” (2002:247). In The Story of Canned Foods James Collins comments, “Canning gives 
the American family-especially in cities and factory towns- a kitchen garden where all good 
things grow, and where it is always harvest time. There are more tomatoes in a ten-cent can than 
could be bought in city markets for that sum when tomatoes are at their cheapest, and this is true 
of most other tinned foods” (qtd. in Shepard 2002). After the Civil War canned meats, fruits, and 
vegetables were packed and transported across the globe in the late 1800s and early 1900s. 
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Canned foods allowed for the transportation of American style foods across greater distances and 
extended preservation, which lessened industrial food waste (ibid).  
After World War I canned food production increased dramatically to meet widespread 
demand for canned “American” foods across the globe. A BBC article covering the history of 
canned foods stated that, “Previously a military tool of European colonialism, the tin can would 
this time become a symbol of capitalism, serving the interests of the American Empire” 
(Geoghegan 2013). The BBC article documents how advertising campaigns after World War II 
presented canned food as “aspirational and convenient,” typically depicting “happy children 
being fed by beaming housewives in sparkling 1950s kitchens” (ibid). These goods were also 
seen as a solution to feeding the nation’s growing poor populations that were most affected by 
the Great Depression in the 1920s. As part of the New Deal, President Franklin D Roosevelt 
delivered 692 million pounds of canned food to poor people across 30 states (Goeghegan 2013; 
Shepard 2002).  The fact that canned food had become an unnoticed ubiquitous feature of 
everyday modern life in America is what made the Campbells Soup can such an appealing 
symbol for 1960s artist Andy Warhol. By the 1950s canned foods were a staple of modern 
everyday life in the United States, while also extending American economies and culture into the 
American South.  
The history of canned foods reveals deep symbolic meanings surrounding an object that 
was formed through European military expansion, colonialism, and American imperialism. 
Canned food not only sustained colonial military forces, the industry itself expanded into 
conquered lands, transformed native economies, and disrupted indigenous foodways. The tin can 
also became a class-based symbol, associated with poor and needy populations in the United 
States. In both the United States and Great Britain, the state struggled with providing food to the 
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urban working class and poor who did not have access to fresh foods (Shepard 2002). The 
industry formed in response to the growth of urban poverty as industrial cities developed. The 
New Deal is but one national campaign that supplied canned foods to America’s poor, and 
canned food drives for the homeless are still common events across the United States despite the 
fact that contemporary foodways have since shifted away from canned foods within homeless 
communities. While canned fruits, vegetables, soups, and condensed milk are common place 
items in pantries across the economic spectrum, canned meats are still viewed with an air of 
disgust among the upper classes. This object thus becomes a symbol impregnated with meanings 
associated with both American imperialism as well as class-based distinction in the United 
States. It is a technology driven both by the expansion of European states and the development of 
urban poverty formed through industrialization.  
As a matter of practicality, canned foods extended access to a variety of food types for 
urban poor populations who could not afford regular access to fresh foods sold in urban market 
places. Canned foods are preserved years after canning and require little to no preparation for 
consumption. Small fires can be applied directly to the can to heat up food, which can then be 
directly eaten out of the can. Some of the fragments recovered in level three showed evidence of 
burning. A melted adhesive film appeared on the surface of some fragments that had a paper 
label applied to the exterior of the can. This indicates that heat was directly applied to the can. 
Preparing canned foods for consumption requires no accompanying tableware, save a knife and 
cutlery. Steel-tin cans can be opened with a knife and do not require a specialized can opener.  
While tin-plated steel cans were indeed convenient and relatively inexpensive compared 
to fresh foods, the shift to single use plastics seen in the 1980s require no additional tools to 
consume foods nor do they require the application of fire to prepare. Pre-prepared foods 
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packaged with single use plastics are simply more convenient and inexpensive for highly mobile 
poor populations. Canned foods are valuable due to their ability to store foods for long periods of 
time without refrigeration. The presence of canned food in the level three context indicates that 
people were probably dwelling in the same place for longer periods of time in the 1970s versus 
contemporary times at this site. The fact that we have a floor feature supports the idea that people 
were dwelling in place longer in this context. It is important to note that both contemporary and 
1970s foodways are defined by their convenience with regards to minimal food preparation 
requirements, their inexpensiveness, and accessibility at local corner stores.  
Along with a shift in foodways and construction activities on the site was a notable shift 
in drug related activities at the boulder dwelling site during the late 1960s through the 1970s. 
There was only one non-alcohol related drug object found in this context, a medium sized crack 
vial without a top. I believe the crack vial could have reasonably fallen into the unit during 
excavation. Excluding the one crack vial, drug use at this location during this historic phase is 
exclusively alcohol related with liquor dominating over wine and beer consumption. Out of the 
123 alcohol related items recovered in this context 14 items were related to beer consumption, 78 
were related to liquor, and 21 were brown curved bottle glass. There minimum alcohol vessel 
count for the glass bottle assemblage is nine bottles, seven of which were liquor bottles.   
Drug and Alcohol related items composed nine percent of the surface assemblage, four 
percent of level two at the boulder dwelling site, and 24% of the level three assemblage at the 
boulder site. This indicates a dramatic increase in the relative incidents of drug related activities 
at this site during the 1970s. However, when it comes to forms of drug use, alcohol requires the 
consumption of a greater volume of drugs to achieve the same high that other drugs produce. We 
would therefore expect to find more objects, more debris, produced from frequent alcohol use 
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than other drug use. Given this, it is hard to say whether drug use increases or decreases at this 
site over time. It is safe to say that drug use is still prevalent, and the dominant form of at this 
location in the late 1960s and 1970s is alcohol related.   
Evidence of modification was recorded in three percent of the artifacts associated with 
level two and five percent in level three. While evidence of modification and reuse did not 
significantly increase in level three from artifacts recovered in level two, increased evidence of 
burning was significant. Evidence of burning was documented on 25 percent of the artifacts 
recovered in level three opposed to 15 percent of the objects associated with level two. This 
shows a significant increase in burning activity at this location during this phase, which supports 
the hypothesis that there was an increase in small fire use associated with canned food 
preparation and longer-term dwelling during this time.  
1960s phase 
 
There was a change in soil color from a Dark Grayish Brown to Dark Brown beneath 
level three and the floor feature that marked the surface of level four within the units. TPQ’s for 
artifacts in this context date from 1914 to 1951. However, there were two Owens-Illinois bottles 
found with a single digit date code, one was 6 and the other was 8. According to research done 
by Lockhart and Hoenig (2015) on single digit date codes for Owens-Illinois these date codes 
reference years within the span of the 1960s to 1980s. Manufacturing end-dates associated with 
Owens-Illinois bottles stamped with a single date code range from 1958-1981. Based on the 
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known TPQs for other objects and the materials found in the context residing above this level, 
the context of level four dates sometime around the late 1950s through the 1960s.  
  
Figure 34. Pie chart of artifact material composition for Level 4, boulder site. 
The material composition of artifacts recovered in level four shows a radical transition 
towards glass objects along with a sharp decline in metal use (Figure 34). Glass objects 
composed 36 percent of the level three assemblage. In level four 56 percent of all the objects 
recovered were glass. In contrast, metal objects composed 37 percent of the level three 
assemblage and only nine percent of the level four assemblage. The recovery of small burnt and 
worked wood objects also increased from five percent in level three to 12 percent in level four. 
Organic, non-wood, materials also increased from four percent in level three to 11 percent in 
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level four. These objects were categorized into six classes (Figure 35), the majority of identified 
objects being associated with three activities defining this context: Burning (22%), Drug Use 
(18%), and Eating and Drinking (41%). 
Figure 35. Pie chart of artifact classifications for Level 4, boulder site. 
Unidentified objects compose 16 percent of the assemblage. Half of the unidentified 
objects were burnt plastics. Approximately a quarter of the objects were unidentified curved 
metal fragments. Ten pieces of thick cloth were also lumped into this category, but the material 
looked to be a cloth tarp or possibly part of upholstery. This material would not have been used 
as clothing, but could reasonably have been repurposed for the construction of overhead shelter 
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or floor covering. There was simply not enough of the material present to identify for sure if it 
was being reused or if it was simply a byproduct of savaging activities.  
 
Figure 36. Pie chart of bottle assemblage for Level 4, boulder site. 
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There were 134 glass bottle fragments recovered 
in level four (Table 3) that were pretty evenly divided 
between alcoholic and non-alcoholic bottles (Figure 
36). A minimum of 18 vessels can be identified from 
the glass bottle assemblage. There were at least five 
milk bottles identified within this deposit and three soda 
bottles. There was only one liquor bottle and four wine 
or beer bottles identified. One vessel was flask shaped 
with an art deco design embossed on the heel of the vessel. This object was likely either a liquor 
bottle or the fragment of a decanter, but was classified as unidentified. Also, within the glass 
bottle assemblage was one medicine bottle and a small perfume bottle base. These objects were 
not included in the table and graph of bottles in order to focus on the differences between 
beverage types, but will be discussed later. 
There were three different types of soda bottles recovered. Nine aqua green bottle 
fragments looked to be from Coca-Cola bottles based on the color. Three thick curved glass 
pieces matched a crown molded bottle finish from a plain soda bottle. Two glass shoulder pieces 
were recovered with “COLA” embossed on them that were from Pepsi bottles similar to those 
identified in level three. Pepsi produced four generations of bottles with this lettering on the 
shoulder from 1940 to 1951 (Soddard 2002).  
Of the four identifiable milk bottles within this context, two of them were from Sheffield 
Farms.  One of the bottles recovered had a light unevenly distributed amethyst tint to the glass. 
This purple-ish tint is the result of manganese, which is added as a decolorizer to glass that is 
naturally rich in iron. While the manganese makes the glass colorless, it also increases its 
Table 3. Bottle assemblage for 
Level 4, boulder site. 
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sensitivity to ultraviolet radiation. Over prolonged exposure to ultraviolet rays the manganese 
will turn clear glass bottles a light purple or amethyst color (Lockhart 2006). This particular 
amethyst milk bottle also had the Sheffield “S” embossed on the bottle along with “165th Street”. 
This street address references one of the largest milk bottling plant in the country at the time of 
its opening in 1914, the Sheffield Farms milk plant located in the Bronx at 1075 Webster Avenue 
and 165th Street.  
The history of the Sheffield Farms Company is complex and fascinating with regards to 
how 30 New York City milkmen from four different New York State farms came together to 
form the country’s first mega corporation (Lockhart 2002). Sheffield Farms pushed the dairy 
industry forward with regards to technological advancement in the realm of food safety. Starting 
from humble beginnings in 1841, New York businessman Robert M. Hartley led a one-man 
campaign trying to convince neighboring dairy farmers to “bring fresh, pure milk into 
Manhattan” (Hartley 1842). His drive came from soaring child mortality rates experienced in the 
city that resulted from ill-fed cattle. At that time approximately 300,000 people lived in lower 
Manhattan, which created a demand for milk that suppliers struggled to meet. In order to meet 
this demand, dairy farmers regularly purchased cheap fodder from brewers and millers who sold 
rye and corn mash byproducts (ibid). If one remembers the history of the tin can industry, 
condensed milk arrived on the market in the 1850s and because of this demand for milk saved 
the canned foods industry after wide-spread reports of the sale of putrefied meat. Here two 
threads of history come together to illuminate wide-spread social health problems related to 
increased urban population densities for which basic resources could not be provided. Hartley 
was one of the first generation of milkmen that formed Sheffield Farms. 
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Sheffield Farms Corporation formed in response to the crisis of tainted milk through the 
merging of local farms, building resources and power within the local dairy industry. By the time 
they opened their milk plant on 165th street in the Bronx in 1914, Sheffield Farms employed 
2200 men for 501 milk routes in Manhattan, 106 in Brooklyn, 158 in the Bronx, 38 on Long 
Island, 31 in Yonkers, and 31 in New Jersey (HAER 2014). They also operated 94 retail stores, 
owned 23 automobiles, eight trucks, 40 heavy trucks, 1163 horses, and several hundred milk 
wagons (ibid). In 1925 National Dairy Products (later renamed Kraftco Corporation) acquired 
Sheffield Farms Company, which had annual sales of $50,000,000 before the merger (ibid). This 
act merged dairy producers and retailers from New York, Pittsburg, and Chicago creating a 
company with one billion dollars of annual gross sales by 1951 (ibid).  
For Sheffield, the merger ultimately absorbed the company and the once prominent name 
vanished altogether in the 1970s. By 1949, National Dairy Products had already begun to divest 
itself of many Sheffield buildings (HAER 2014). By the 1950s, milk delivery services were 
decreasing as customers chose to buy milk from stores and the company closed most of their 
city-based plants, opting to disperse pasteurizing and bottling operations to outlying areas (ibid). 
In 1969, when National Dairy Products changed its name to Kraftco Corporation, Sheffield was 
not listed among its subsidiaries (Columbia University 2020; HAER 2014). Starting in the 1950s, 
Sheffield Farms would have started to disposed of their milk bottles in mass. For their Bronx 
Plant the natural place for these items to have gone is the Pelham Bay Landfill located directly 
across the water from the Pelham Bay Park homeless site.  The discoloration seen in the 
amethyst bottle and the notable manufacturing-depositional lag time of these milk bottles suggest 
that they came from this landfill.  
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Drug use in level four was reflected primarily through beer bottles and beer cans that 
dominated the assemblage. Nine fragments of a square based medicinal Owens-Illinois bottle 
was recovered with a plant code 17. The plant code corresponds to a Pennsylvania plant that was 
in operation from 1930 to the present. The date code was a single digit code, six, which probably 
references 1966, though the time frame for single digit codes for the Owens-Illinois company 
ambiguously ranges from around the 1960s through the 1980s. Other than this medicinal bottle 
there were 75 shards from four beer bottles, seven aluminum beer can fragments, and one liquor 
bottle found in these units. A fragment of glass with an embossed art deco design was also 
recovered that looked to be from a high-end liquor flask or it was part of a decanter. Drug use at 
this location seems to drop between level three, in which alcohol related artifacts composed 24 
percent of the total assemblage, and level four, in which alcohol related artifacts compose 18 
percent of the assemblage. Also, of note is the presence of more beer related objects in 
comparison to liquor. Overall, there is a progression from beer, to liquor, to hard drugs 
throughout time at this site.  
Most of the items classified under food and beverage were soda bottles and milk bottles 
described above. Only 20 items were recovered associated with food consumption. Metal cans 
were still present on the site, but not in the same quantity as seen in level three. There were only 
eight steel-tin can fragments recovered in this context. However, we also recovered seven shards 
of glass from two different industrial canning jars used for food packaging. Industrial produced 
glass canning jars are more fragile, rigid, and more costly to produce than metal cans.  Due to 
these factors this type of packaging was reserved for “high end” foods (“Canning” 2020; Shepard 
2002) that were sold in grocery stores. Five pieces of hard, yellowed, plastic were also collected 
from a deli style food container in this context. All together there were only three types of food 
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containers identified within the assemblage: two glass jars, one plastic deli container, and small 
fragments from metal cans.  
Fire use at the site continued to increase with 32 percent of the objects recovered being 
burnt. Coal use also increases in this context. In level two (1980s) only five percent of the burnt 
items were coal fragments. In level three coal use increases to approximately 39 percent of the 
burnt items classified as energy sources, with the remaining 61 percent being burnt wood 
remnants. In level four, 46 percent of the burnt items listed as sources of energy were pieces of 
coal, with 54 percent being burnt wood remnants. Between the 1960s and late 1970s coal is a 
major source of fuel for fire on the site. In the post-1980s contexts there is a dramatic decrease in 
coal use and burning activity in general around the boulders. Upon researching coal use trends in 
the city at large, two major events were identified that related to and shaped the Pelham Bay Park 
homeless encampment in the 1960s. 
New York City experienced two major episodes of “killer smog” that resulted in the 
deaths of hundreds of people in 1953 and 1966. The first incident in 1953 went by unnoticed 
until statistical reports connected an increase of 170 to 200 deaths to high rates of air pollution 
almost ten years after the event occurred (US EPA 1986). Public reports connecting air pollution 
to these deaths in 1953 did not emerge until 1962 (ibid), which local newspapers used to 
highlight the potential health threat of a spike in air pollution that occurred on November 23, 
1966. It is argued that the warnings issued on the front pages of newspapers saved thousands of 
New Yorker’s lives that day, but the death toll directly connected to the spike in air pollution that 
day still reached nearly 200 (ibid). After the second incident in 1966, the burning of coal was 
identified immediately as a clear contributor to New York’s deadly air pollution. Austin Heller, 
the city’s Commissioner of Air Pollution, with the aid of Conrad Simon, a New York University 
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scientist, almost shut the city down on Thanksgiving Day 1966. The city’s coal burning 
municipal incinerators were immediately shut down, apartment complexes were asked to turn 
temperatures down to 60 degrees, apartment complexes were asked to stop using incinerators, 
trucking companies ceased deliveries, and people were asked to stop using personal vehicles (US 
EPA 1986:28).  
Urban smog originates from of two major sources that have come to define what is called 
London-type smog and Los Angeles-type smog. London-type smog is primarily a result of 
stationary industrial coal and oil combustion sources that mix with naturally occurring fog (Klob 
1965; Kuttler 1979). Los Angeles-type smog is photochemical smog that is largely a result of 
petrochemical plants and car exhaust (Goklany 1999; Kuttler 1979). New York City’s smog is a 
combination of these two types, arising due to pollutants from both industrial coal-burning and 
automobile exhaust.  The disaster of 1966 sparked a series of changes in the city that focused on 
municipal and apartment garbage incinerators, the coal-burning Consolidated Edison company 
(ConEd), and city busses (US EPA 1986). Already struggling with garbage disposal in the early 
1960s, the shutting down of garbage incinerators led to a garbage crisis in the city in 1966 and a 
rapid push to create of more landfills. Pelham Bay Park was identified as the possible location 
for a massive city landfill to hold the additional waste.  
The Pelham Bay Park Landfill  
The analysis of bottles recovered at the boulder dwelling site and the shift in coal use 
between the pre-1980s and post-1980s contexts, points to a large nearby feature on the 
landscape, the Pelham Bay Landfill. The location of this large garbage heap is directly across the 
bay from the Pelham Bay Boulder site on Tallapoosa Point. Prior to the landfill Tallapoosa Point 
was one of two public beaches in Pelham Bay Park (the original Orchard Beach being the other). 
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The New York City Department of Parks and Recreation claims that this area was used for 
swimming and fishing until the 1930s (Pons 1987). In a publication documenting the impact of 
garbage disposal management in public parks a staff writer for Van Cortlandt and Pelham Bay 
Parks Administrator’s Office, states, “Until the 1960s, Tallapoosa offered a promenade with a 
view of Eastchester Bay, Long Island Sound, and City Island, a Bronx community located off the 
park’s shore” (ibid:9). A picture of Tallapoosa Point when it was an active swimming beach 
depicts a row of wooden dressing rooms and restrooms constructed on a stilted wooden platform 
with wooden stairs leading down to the narrow beach. A gazebo can also be seen in the 
background (ibid:10). The wood stairs look similar to a section of steps found during the initial 
survey of the site in 2014 (Appendix, Figure GG), that had disappeared by 2015 when surface 
collections were initiated.  
There is no clear understanding of exactly when the Sanitation and Parks Departments 
identified Tallapoosa for the location of a landfill, but a plan proposing an 80-acre municipal 
dump at this location was submitted to the City Board of Estimate in December 1961 (Pons 
1987). Most of the articles document the dumping of garbage at Tallapoosa as starting in 1963 
(Goldstein and Izeman 1990:18; Hartocollis 2006; Lee 1999; Lorch 1989; NYCPD 2020), with 
an occasional outlier citing the start of operations in 1964 (Pons 1987). However, when the 
garbage arrived there was an immediate public outcry against the landfill, primarily from nearby 
residents of City Island. One outspoken resident was Virginia Gallagher (Pons 1987; Rocchio 
2011). Gallagher claimed, “the Sanitation Department simply started a landfill there. City Island 
was in the direct line of the odor. We’d have to close our doors and light cigarettes to get rid of 
the smell. It was heartbreaking. There were no community planning boards yet. Once the City 
decided to do it, it was an accomplished fact” (qtd. in Pons 1987:9). Gallagher organized the 
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community and successfully fought the City’s plans to expand the landfill during the 1966 
garbage crisis that resulted from the “Killer Smog” and ultimately led the charge to close down 
the original landfill around 1978 (Lorch 1989; Pons 1987), though reports of final use range from 
1977 to 1979 (Dinkins and Schaffer 1992; Lee 1999).  
Local residents cited the landfill as a health hazard and linked the landfill to at least four 
incidents of childhood leukemia, though the city claimed that the location of the landfill was a 
safe distance from neighboring residents (Hartocollis 2006; Rashbaum 2013; Rocchio 2011). 
Patricia Nonnan, a resident of the Pelham Bay neighbor Country Club believed her daughter 
contracted leukemia after playing around the landfill (Rashbaum 2013). Describing the effects of 
living next to the garbage heap, she stated in a New York Times article (Lorch 1989), “There was 
always a stench. In summertime, it was like a yellow haze on the whole area.” The same article 
goes on to state that, “In a 1982 trial, a driver for the Hudson Oil Refining Company said that 
from 1975 to 1979, hundreds of thousands of gallons of waste oil, sludge and solvents were 
illegally dumped at five municipal landfills, including Pelham Bay” (ibid). In 1982, a consultant 
hired by the Sanitation Department to test water toxins found contaminated ground and surface 
water at the site, but stated that the contaminants were typical of standard municipal garbage 
(ibid). Six years after this testimony, in 1988, the landfill was designated a hazardous waste site. 
Carol Ash, regional director for the Department of Environmental Conservation stated to 
reporters that the department believed serious chemicals, including cyanide and dichlorobenzene, 
may have been dumped at the Pelham Bay Landfill (ibid). The city responded to this problem by 
constructing a wall to prevent seepage out of the landfill and capped the surface with clay. While 
the permit to extend the landfill was revoked in 1968 due to community activism, the latest 
documented dumping in the original 80-acre landfill did not cease until January 1, 1979 (Pons 
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1987). The landfill is estimated to contain 12 million tons of general refuse in a 164-foot heap 
(Lee 1999; Pons 1987).    
The period that this landfill was in use, circa 1964-1979, coincides with levels three and 
four at the boulder dwelling site under study. The logs dumped at the encampment sometime in 
the early 1980s coincides with efforts to shut down the Pelham Bay Landfill.  
Archaeologist Edward Kaeser (2008) referenced a relationship between the landfill and 
homeless encampments twice throughout his extensive 380-page archaeological report of Pelham 
Bay Park. In the section on Reconnaissance at the Kaeser Site, Kaeser observed that, “During the 
construction of the landfill on the south bank of Eastchester Bay, locally called ‘garbage 
mountain’, squatters utilized boulders backed by beach embankments to build makeshift shelters. 
Their debris, and that blown or washed up on the Kaeser site located on the opposite shore, not 
only became an eye sore, but also shameful” (2008:285). I believe that Kaeser’s expression of 
shame reveals a connectedness that Kaeser wishes to have with a prehistoric past in an untainted 
natural landscape that is inhibited by the presence of both the municipal garbage and the squatter 
settlement. The squatters are an “eye sore” that block a positive relationship between him and 
sites of indigenous pasts. The closeness that the squatters, people who are dwelling within this 
park, have to waste becomes the grounds upon which they are recognized within that scene. 
Kaeser equates squatters (people) to garbage, as an undesirable and destructive force in the 
moment of encounter.  
Kaeser referenced the destructiveness of the Pelham Bay landfill construction and 
squatter encampments again in a review on Parks Department projects with relation to the 
Bartow Lagoon Site. In reference to the landfill he explains: 
Besides introducing hazardous waste into the water, a squatter community of trash 
pickers developed whose shelters lined the opposite northern shore. The backs of some of 
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the shelters and the squatters cooking hearths were dug into the beach embankment 
accelerating erosion, and destroying the shoreline known to contain cultural material 
diagnostic of Archaic and Middle Woodland period components. (2008:303) 
 
Kaeser again describes this squatter community as a destructive force upon prehistoric 
landscapes, but he more directly links the squatter community’s presence to the construction of 
the landfill. His observance here, that they were “trash pickers”, supports and is supported by the 
archaeological record. The long manufacture-depositional lag period of bottles as well as the 
uneven discoloration attributed to prolonged UV exposure found in the 1960s and 1970s contexts 
can be explained by the fact that people who were dwelling in this encampment were mining the 
landfill for resources. The garbage of the city becomes a resource within a lifeway that is 
dependent upon repurposing and modifying discarded objects.  
Beneath the 1960s context at the boulder dwelling site was fairly sterile soil.  The only 
artifacts found in level five were small pieces of burnt wood, indicating fire use at this location. 
Level six was excavated in units 34 and 37 with only one small piece of burnt wood being 
recovered in unit 37 and excavations ceased. The focus of this project was to look at 
contemporary forms of homelessness in this location, and so I was trying not to disturb possible 
prehistoric contexts at this site, which is why excavation did not continue to bedrock. The range 
of contemporary occupation of this site dates from the 1960s until the present, with a marked 
shift in site use occurring in the late 1970s or early 1980s, when the landfill was shut down and 
the logs were dumped on the site.  
Conclusion 
Based on dates recovered from artifacts and soil features present, the layers of this site 
thus represent four distinct phases of use and occupation around the boulder. The contemporary 
surface level discussed in detail in the previous chapter ranges from the late 1980s to the present, 
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which includes the tarp found at the boulder. Level two represents a phase of occupation that 
dates circa 1980s. The level three context dates circa 1970s. Level four at the boulder site dates 
circa 1960s. There are thus four different phases of site use identified through the archaeological 
record of the boulder location, with evidence of sleeping present in the contemporary phase and 
in the 1970s phase.  With regards to contemporary homelessness at the Boulder site, we can thus 
see a continuous human presence that spans from the 1960s until the present, around 50 years.  
The materials recovered illustrate a lifeway that is defined by repurposing and 
modification of discarded materials, societal debris. It is a lifeway that has been formed and 
shaped through social crisis that emerges in the tension between stability and mobility, sedentism 
and transience, as urbanism developed in the United States. In the previous chapter it was the 
drug epidemic, hygiene crisis, and HIV epidemic that shaped forms of social services and public 
institutions that target and name sects of the city’s population as “dangerous people”. The fear of 
the spread of disease is rooted in the closeness of people living within dense urban centers, and is 
exacerbated by class and social distinctions within those centers; the have-nots are too close to 
the haves. In this chapter we see how a food crisis, milk crisis, environmental crisis, and garbage 
crisis transformed industrial technologies and spaces that sustain homeless lifeways. These crises 
were caused by urban population densities that require more resources than could be supplied to 
sustain a growing population. What the material culture of the homeless encampment reveals is a 
group of people who are simply trying to live within the dynamic and precarious social context 
of urban development. Individuals inhabiting the boulder site are not at the edge of capitalism or 
the fringe of society, they are an integral part of the modern urban social landscape.  
Mobility has generally been used to differentiate ephemeral modalities or “primitive” 
lifeways in opposition to sedentary “complex” societies. However, forms of large-scale social 
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mobility can be seen in the origins of the tin-can food industry and reflected in the packaging of 
the Pepsi Cola bottles. The history of the tin-can shows a national desire for mobile military 
forces and the expansion of American industry into the America South as part of an imperialist 
agenda. The transition in Pepsi packaging demonstrates the increase of consumer mobility due to 
automobile travel, and a cultural shift towards mobile consumption habits. This transition in 
packaging resulted in an increase of consumer waste and a decrease in recyclable materials. It 
also freed the bottlers as well as the consumers from the responsibility of recycling their 
packaging. Ultimately, the cost of increased waste that results from ephemeral packaging is 
passed on from private industry to the public. The surface assemblage reflects this relationship 
between mobility and packaging as increased mobility results in an increase of single use 
packaging, which increases waste. Greater mobility equals greater waste, or a greater number of 
items being discarded.  
New York City is a place shaped through migrations of people into and out of the urban 
landscape, as well as the mobility of people within the city. Thus, the flow of people and goods 
is always in tension with a drive for permanence and stability. Mobility is a destabilizing force 
that is always present and because of this it becomes a target for forms of state control through 
practices of accounting, surveillance, and regulation. Forms of mobility that can be controlled 
within and through these practices are capitalized upon by those in power, while other forms of 
mobility are approached as threatening social order, or threats to the permanence and stability of 
those who hold power within the current social order. A homeless lifeway is one that reflects this 
tension between stability and mobility as well, but because it is a condition that is arises and is 
shaped through moments of crisis it is viewed within our society as a destabilizing force and 
destabilized lifeway. It is thus approached as an ephemeral condition. 
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Prehistoric archaeological research illustrates the existence of what has been called 
ephemeral and transient modes of dwelling within this location since the glaciers retreated and 
humans first appear on the landscape. From the perspective of deep time, this form of dwelling 
has a longer and more stable presence on the landscape than Western urbanism that places 
emphasis on permanent structures and sedentism.  It is important to note though, that as materials 
in this chapter indicate, sedentism and permanence are more of an illusion and aspiration of 
Western urbanism, and in fact, mobility has always been present within urban infrastructure and 
industrial technology. A homeless lifeway defined by forging for local resources, dispersed 
settlement patterns, and transience is not a modern phenomenon. The broader social landscape 
within which this mode of dwelling exists is simply a modern landscape, which marks this form 
of existence as a modern problem.  I am not attempting to equate homeless lifeways with some 
overly simplified picture of indigenous lifeways, but I do mean to show how the practices and 
habits that shape homelessness are rooted in politics of settler colonialism, which were used to 
rationalize the dispossession and social exclusion of indigenous peoples from this land in the first 
place.  
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Figure 37. Harris matrix for boulder site.  
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Chapter 5: The Boat Dwelling Site 
Thirty feet past the encampment’s main entrance south on the main path is the shore of 
Eastchester Bay, the body of water between the south shore of Pelham Bay Park and the north 
shore of Pelham Bay Landfill. The shoreline is sandy with large rock outcrops that extend out 
into the water. The coastal area on the southern border of the park is designated marshland, with 
tall grasses giving way to small outcrops of sandy beach along the coast. At least once a day 
large barges with heaps of metal waste pass through Eastchester Bay from the Hutchinson River 
moving towards the Long Island Sound following a route that weaves between large rocks rising 
out of the water (Figure 38). To the east of Pelham Bay Park resides City Island, a New York 
island with a rich nautical history.  
Figure 38. Nautical map of Eastchester Bay, Pelham Bay Park, City Island. (NOAA 2014) 
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City Island was originally settled as a small fishing community just north of New York 
City in the 17th century, known particularly for oyster fishing until the mid-1800s. As 
recreational boating increased in the city, City Island developed a yacht and ship building 
industry that was world renowned. In fact, seven yachts constructed by City Island builders went 
on to win the America Cup Race (City Island Nautical Museum 2019). They also produced 
minesweepers, tug boats, and beach landing crafts during both World Wars (ibid). The Island’s 
ship yards, sailboat makers, yacht clubs, and marinas line the coast of city island, which is still 
recognized as a New York fishing and boating hub today. In a New York Times article written in 
1974 journalist Dan Carlinsky described City Island as three distinct places:  
1) A white, middle-class weekend spot, where visitors can rent a boat to fish in the Long 
Island Sound, learn how to sail, eat fresh seafood, browse in overstuffed antiques shops 
and buy pottery and other handicrafts. 2) A quick escape for urban blacks and Puerto 
Ricans, who crowd into the southern end of the island, where the atmosphere is like that 
of an amusement park-penny arcades, fast-good counters and blaring radios. 3) A 
sheltered small community, 4,930 residents at the latest census, 96 percent white, that 
sees in the first waves of warm spring weather a yearly headache-the weekend invader 
who come to see City Island. 
 
The island was founded and developed as a white working-class community, remaining 
somewhat isolated from the nearby metropolis by the water of the Long Island Sound and the 
wilderness of what would become Pelham Bay Park. Only one bridge connects the island to the 
mainland on the eastern edge of Pelham Bay Park. In the same article local resident Warren 
Sonberg explained, “the island has been called a ‘nautical slum’, but when I come over that 
bridge I’m in a different world” (qtd. in Carlinsky 1974). 
After World War II new housing complexes were built in the Bronx to accommodate the 
nearly 170,000 people, mostly African-American and Puerto Ricans, that were displaced (and 
dispossessed) through slum clearance projects in Manhattan (Hermalyn and Ultan 2015). As 
housing became scarce, rent control was established to keep housing affordable. However, many 
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landlords who found they were unable to keep up with building maintenance turned to arson in 
order to collect insurance money (ibid.), while some tenants opted to set their dwellings ablaze in 
order to access public housing. This was such widespread practice in the 1960s and 1970s that 
the Bronx became a symbol of urban crisis and blight. During a televised World Series game in 
1977 sportscaster Howard Cosell announced “The Bronx is burning” (ibid.). Condominiums 
were built in City Island during in the late 1970s in response to this phase of displacement. The 
slum clearances in Manhattan during the 1950s and 1960s started a transition in the 
demographics of City Island as poor minority communities were pushed out of Manhattan into 
the surrounding boroughs many coming to dwell in City Island by the 1980s.  As of 2010 
approximately 30 percent of City Island residents self-identified as Hispanic or Latino on the 
census. 
During warm weather hundreds of sail boats and fishing vessels can be seen off the coast 
of City Island.  Outside of the narrow shipping channel marked on nautical maps (Figure 38), the 
western portion of Eastchester Bay tends to only see small flat-bottomed watercrafts like rowers, 
canoes, and kayaks.  The long tradition and history of maritime industry on the island has 
resulted in a large number of abandoned ships within the waters around City Island, including 
Eastchester Bay. Nautical maps mark only larger wrecks in the Bay as navigational hazards, but 
there are many more abandoned vessels in the water. The amount of abandoned ships along the 
coast have led to numerous residential complaints. In 2008, the nonprofit Environmental Task 
Force Operations removed between 30 and 40 abandoned boats off of City Island (Rocchio 
2008). A Daily News article posted in July 2010 documented a 30-foot abandoned boat that was 
given to a local homeless man known as Gilligan (Jaccarino 2010). Residents claim that Gilligan 
would use a dingy to go back and forth between the boat and land. At some point the boat started 
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taking on water in December of 2010, and Gilligan packed up his belongings and abandoned the 
vessel (ibid.). Naturally, the owners of the numerous abandoned ships off the waters of Pelham 
Bay Park and City Island cannot be identified and no crimes can be linked to the boats, therefore 
no government agencies are willing to take on the costly and time-consuming task of removing 
the vessels from the water (Kilgannon 2015). The habit of abandoning vessels has transformed 
the waters around the island into a ship graveyard. The array of decaying skeletons of water craft 
vessels provide resources for those who transform waste into objects of dwelling. This chapter 
focuses on one such object unearthed at the Pelham Bay homeless encampment. 
The Boat: An Ephemeral Structure 
At the Pelham Bay Park homeless encampment, two portions of boats were found on the 
site. The first was the back end of a simple flat bottom rowboat that was cut in half. The back 
half of the boat was discovered while surveying in 2015, just beyond a large treefall that defined 
the eastern boundary of the site. The presence of this boat beyond the treefall indicates that the 
site historically extended further eastward passed our contemporary boundary established by the 
large tree that blocked access. The boat was nearly impossible to physically access, requiring a 
machete and saw to tunnel through thick branches intertwined with thorny brush. A group of five 
individuals made it through the thicket and passed the treefall to see that the light blue, 8 to 10-
foot, fiberglass boat had been intentionally cut in half. The second boat was encountered during 
excavation in 2017 in the southeast quadrant of the site. It was only the fiberglass front (bow) 
portion of the top deck of a sailboat. This portion of the boat was completely buried one to two 
inches beneath the surface.  
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As described in previous chapters, the southwest quadrant of the Pelham Bay Park 
Homeless site became a site of interest after the completion of mapping during the summer of 
2017 and after an analysis of the surface materials recovered in this quadrant in 2015. Unlike the 
Boulder Dwelling site, methodical surface collection of eight square meters was conducted at 
this location in 2015. Surface collections at this location recovered all surface artifacts located 
over a consistent soil matrix. What one can see clearly in Figure 39 is a difference between the 
bottom left unit and the remaining units strung out within this quadrant. Surface collection in the 
bottom left unit had just been completed when this photo was taken in 2015. Surface collections 
had already been completed in the other units (as one can see when looking at the uncollected 
surface surrounding the units). All of the units looked like the bottom left unit when surface 
collections were completed. However, due to rain, wind, and human activity the thin layer of 
loose soil that was exposed after surface collection washed away, exposing even more materials.  
Figure 39. East-facing photo of surface collection units taken summer 2015, 
boat dwelling site. 
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The southeast quadrant contained a large amount of flat worked wood from various 
structures that were not encountered in other areas where surface collection was concentrated. As 
the soil washed and blew away, even more wood became visible. As a valuable resource on the 
site, a majority of the wood was removed at this location between 2015 and 2017 by folks 
dwelling within this area and using the site during those two years. One can see in the site maps 
produced in 2015 and 2017, even the large wooden structures in this quadrant had been removed 
within the two-year span (Figure 40). In 2017, some of the wood documented in the Southeast 
quadrant was found in the Northeast quadrant where a large number of wood burning activities 
were documented. A shift in vegetation pattern was documented on the southern half of the site, 
which not only indicated the possibility of a subsurface feature in the southeast quadrant, but also 
documented a pathway between the southeast and northeast sections of the site. This pathway 






   
 
Figure 40. Maps of site completed in 2015 and 2017, wood features and vegetation zones. 
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Activity within this area between 2015 and 2017 co-mingled two contexts that would 
have correlated to the contexts identified as Level 1 and part of Level 2 at the Boulder Dwelling 
site. Therefore, we only excavated three layers at this location and conducted shovel tests to 
ensure there was sterile soil beneath Level 3. Before excavation units were gridded out in this 
location, contemporary surface materials were cleared away in attempt to identify the size of the 
hard object just beneath the surface deposits. A hard fiberglass sheet attached to particle board 
was less than an inch beneath the surface. As we brushed surface materials off the object, 
measuring approximately six by six feet, it became clear that it was a fragment of a sailboat. 
Accordingly, a three-meter square unit was then strung out around the object and maps, 
photographs, and a video were taken of the object. This object was so large that there was no 
way to physically collect it and transport it back to the laboratory. We carefully flipped the 
object over (Figure 41) and produced a detailed drawing of the underside, photographed it, and 




   
 
Figure 41. Photo of boat decking after flipping. 
The topside, the side that was facing up while resting in the ground, had a layer of thin 
particle board which was attached to the blue fiberglass shell. Due to weathering, the wood had 
started to decay. The eastern half of the item was surrounded by more soil than the western 
portion, which was surrounded mostly by surface debris. The soil on the eastern portion had held 
more moisture than the debris, which led to a greater state of decay illustrated below (Figure 42). 
Screws were consistently distributed every 50 centimeters along the western perimeter of the 
boat, with two screw holes being placed between a set. There was also an arc of screws and 
screw holes running along the bottom of the object. What was immediately noticed was that the 
screws present were of various sizes and some were newer than others. Some of the screws were 
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large and rusty, four were small and brightly silver. A piece of silver duct tape was also coming 
through a crack at the bottom of the object. The screws and duct tape indicate a series of repairs 
had been done to this object.  
Four people carefully flipped the object over and we figured out the underside of the 
object was actually the topside of a boat deck. The arc of screws was securing metal strips that 
held two flat pieces of wood in a triangular pattern at the base of a hatch hole (Figure 42). The 
screws distributed evenly along the perimeter of the object were from railing surrounding the top 
deck. The duct tape covered a hole in which expanding foam had been sprayed in an attempt to 
patch the hole. These repairs probably took place when the vessel was still water born and would 
indicate that this vessel had been in use for a long period of time. However, the repairs were 
relatively cheap, quick fixes. Someone who is invested in the long-term upkeep of this vessel 
would have repaired the hole with a fiberglass patch, or at least shaped the foam before applying 
duct tape. I would say the repairs seen on this object were done near the end of the vessel’s life 
in the water, when long-term fixes were not economical.  
There were wear patterns and modifications noted on the top of the deck that undoubtedly 
occurred on site after the vessel had left the water. First, there were scratch marks on the left side 
of the metal strips. These scratches look to be from a hammer claw or crowbar, which was used 
to remove the wood attached to these metal strips. The scratches give one the impression that the 
removal of the wood was not an easy task. Most of wood remained intact on the right side of the 
object, which would indicate that the individual or individuals attempting to scavenge the wood 
gave up halfway through the process. There were also two burn scars present, one from a larger 
fire on the left side of the object, and one small scar at the tip (Figure 42). However, these scars 
were not visible on the backside of the object, meaning that at one point this side was a surface 
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on which people were creating fires. To summarize, this object shows that there were numerous 
quick-fix repairs done when it was still part of a functioning boat. At some point after the vessel 
had left the water, this portion of the top deck was actually the ground surface on which people 
scavenged and created small fires. After this period, the object was flipped over before it was 
abandoned before being unearthed in 2017.   
  








   
 




   
 




   
 
 
Level 1: Post-1980s Context 
After the boat decking was removed, the contemporary context that had surrounded the 
boat was collected as level 1. This initiated the excavation of unit 39 on October 31st, 2017. As 
the boat had taken up a majority of the nine-meter area, the surrounding level 1 context, 
composed of loose black (10YR 2/1) loam, only returned 20 artifacts (Table 4), but did contain 
five different soil features (Figure 45). Excavations of level one reached a maximum depth of 3.5 
centimeters when the soil features shifted and a new context was identified. The objects 
recovered in level 1 were typical of post 1980s contexts, save the tail light bulb. The presence of 
Figure 44. Level 1 opening photos of boat dwelling site, taken up in a tree on the western 
edge of the unit. 
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this object is undoubtedly linked to scavenging activities of 
watercraft vessels at this location, meaning more of the 
vessel had been present at one time. 
The largest soil feature present in this context was 
the boat footprint (feature O, Figure 45). This soil feature 
contained heavy mottling of 10YR 5/2, grayish-brown sandy 
loam, and 10YR 4/2, dark grayish-brown sandy loam. There 
were two soil stains (dark brown) that corresponded with the 
burn scars on the top deck. These were not ashy fire scars, 
but looked to be stains from decomposing wood and soot 
that had leached through small cracks in the fiberglass shell created by the fire scars on that 
object. A portion of decomposing particle (parquet style) board was located on the bottom right 
of the footprint. The soil matrix under the boat indicated that it had been resting in this location 
for years, as the fiberglass portion of the decking kept the ground relatively dry. Mottling was the 
result of moisture leaching through the cracks in the fiberglass, as this pattern disappeared in the 
Level 2 context.   
The most striking feature was the presence of an empty square hole in the left half of the 
boat footprint (Figure 45). The hole looked to have been dug with a small spade tipped shovel. It 
was 22 centimeters deep and completely empty. This feature was either a post hole for a larger 
piece of wood that was subsequently removed after use or it was a hole used to hide or store 
objects. The cut marks on the soil surface indicated that a spade shovel was used, so the hole was 
purposefully dug under the shell. As we excavated it became clear that this feature was probably 
dug during the 1960s occupation phase of the site, as this specific area within the boat footprint 
Level 1.39
Row Labels Sum of Count
baggie 1
chapstick 1
large top crack vial 1
random odd objects 3
screws 3
Slag 1
small crack vial 1
small drug baggie 1
tail light bulb 1
tiny bee hair clip 1
vial tops 6
Grand Total 20
Table 4. Artifacts recovered from 
Level 1, boat dwelling site. 
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had remained sheltered from the 1960s until the boat decking came to rest on top of it sometime 
in the 1980s.  
After excavating approximately 3.5 centimeters down in this unit, the soil features 
radically shifted and a new context was called. The soil matrix surrounding the boat footprint 
shifted to 10YR 3/1, a very dark gray silty loam, while the boat footprint morphed in shape 
extending further east and west beyond the original footprint boundaries (Figure 47). The 
mottling of the footprint had disappeared leaving a consistent light brownish (10YR 6/2) sandy 
loam matrix. A portion of metal strips from the boat were found both inside and outside the 






   
 
 Figure 45. Planview of Level 1 opening for boat dwelling site. 
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Level 2: Transition Point 
 
Figure 46. Opening photo for Level 2 of boat dwelling site. 
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Figure 47. Plan view taken of boat dwelling site, opening of Level 2. 
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Almost immediately as excavations started 
on Level 2 a layer of dark heavily decomposed 
wood was encountered in the northwestern corner. 
As troweling continued across the unit it became 
clear that the wood covered most of the unit and a 
new context was being revealed. The maximum 
depth of Level 2 was 2.5 centimeters. Only 53 
artifacts were recovered from level two within the 
nine square meters of this unit (Table 5).  
The relatively small number of artifacts 
recovered from this layer makes it difficult to 
identify any general trends or patterns within this 
context. However, there were some noticeable 
objects present and some notable absences within 
the assemblage. First, there was one glass beer 
bottle fragment that was the only artifact associated 
with drug and alcohol use within this context. As 
small drug baggies and crack vials were found in every post-1980s context sampled on this site 
and were not found in pre-1980s contexts, the fact that no baggies or vials were found in Level 2 
is indicative of a pre-1980s context.  
There were three plastic fragments recovered from a Vitarroz rice bag. Vitarroz was 
founded in 1955 and is the second largest supplier and distributor of Hispanic foods in the 
Table 5. Artifact recovered in level 2 
of boat dwelling site. 
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Northeastern United States (IDT Corp. 2006).  Vitarroz specializes in canned and dried food 
distribution. In 1965 Vitarroz Corporation brought a suit against River Brand Rice Mills for 
replicating their packaging of rice, specifically the use of yellow background on packing for Blue 
Rose type rice marketed and sold to the “Puerto Rican market” (Vitarroz Corporation v. River 
Brand Rice Mills 1967). In reference to the Puerto Rican customer Vitarroz claimed that River 
Brand Rice Mills was misleading and deceiving “illiterate”, “uneducated” people whose 
“economic condition is unhappily fare below normal” by mimicking the packaging of Vitarroz 
rice (ibid).  Ultimately this lawsuit was dismissed, but it highlights the close linkage between this 
food item and a poor Puerto Rican market in New York City. The lawsuit also reveals how 
lower-income Puerto Ricans were targeted and viewed by big business in New York City. This is 
the second instance of food items associated with Latino foodways, the first being Mexican 
candies found in the surface context.  
Identifying ethnic identity from the archaeological record is difficult; because these foods 
are mass produced within the city, anyone could be consuming these items. However, Latinx 
communities do have a historical presence and symbolic relationship with Pelham Bay Park, 
particularly Orchard Beach located on the eastern shore approximately 1.6 miles from the 
encampment.  Anthropologists Setha Low, Dana Taplin, and Suzanne Scheld conducted 
fieldwork around Orchard Beach between 1996 and 1998. In their book, Public Space and 
Cultural Diversity (2006), their research focused on how: 
Visitor groups, Latinos in particular, communicate cultural meaning through symbolic 
forms of expression such as music, dance, food, recreation activities, and ways of talking 
about knowledge and experience of the park. These kinds of communications reflect how 
marginalized groups within the city can feel ‘at home’ in a park and how they can make it 




   
These researchers demonstrate how an historic laissez-faire approach to park management and 
economic marginalization and spatial segregation of Latinos living in the Bronx have influenced 
the creation of a space in which the broader Latino community in New York City feels a sense of 
inclusion and belonging within the park. In the 1990s 63 percent of park visitors identified as 
Latino and over 23 percent identified as African American (Low, et al. 2006:131), which 
composed the two largest demographic populations of park visitors. It is not surprising then that 
Latino foodways are present within the context of homeless encampments within this park.   
Rice is an economical food source. Today, a five-pound bag of medium grain Vitarroz 
white rice costs between four to five dollars. Rice provides 242 calories and 53 grams of 
carbohydrates per cup (Arnarson 2017). One of the pieces of plastic was from a five-pound bag 
of dry rice, which would yield 12 cups of cooked rice. Rice is a staple starch in a majority of 
foodways in the world because of its versatility with regards to flavoring and seasoning (ibid). 
As a grain, rice can be stored and preserved for long periods of time in dry environments. The 
cooking of rice is also significant to understanding this site in that it requires a more involved 
process of preparation than the canned foods and pre-prepared foods seen in units around the 
boulder and in the surface context. Rice requires a fair amount of water (2:1 ratio), a pot, and a 
stable fire that can maintain a boiling point for at least 20 minutes. The presence of rice indicates 
a consumer who is looking to maximize food quantity while on a budget, someone who 
possesses the necessary cookware, and someone who has some form of stability and permanence 
in place. A diet composed primarily of fast food and other pre-prepared foods require the 
constant movement out of this landscape in order to secure food, whereas food like rice and 
canned foods allows for an individual to stay within the park for days before needing to leave to 
secure food. A bag of rice is similar to canned foods found in pre-1980s contexts in that 
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preserved foods increase food security and thus stability within the park landscape. Both of these 
food items demonstrate the possibilities that people could stay in place longer, and are evidence 
that people were staying in place longer. 
Figure 48. Pie chart of artifact material composition for boat dwelling site. 
While the assemblage of level 2 was still predominantly composed of plastic objects 
(Figure 48), there was an increase of non-plastic materials, mostly in the form of hardware and 
structural components that could be traced back to the boat. Two screws were found without 
heads, which could have broken off during the process of trying to pry them out of an object. 
There were also pieces of fiberglass similar to the top decking found in this context and warped 
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particle board. The particle board was a parquet style board, typical of wood flooring. This item 
was probably the flooring inside the boat’s cabin. This same wood was found in the northeast 
quadrant of the site, where wood was gathered for burning. The dismantling and repurposing of 
objects marks a point of transition, signifying the beginnings and endings of an objects use. The 
headless screws and dismantled wood would signify a period when part of the boat was being 
transformed and dismantled for individual components. Thus, the wood flooring became an 
object and resource on the site in its own way, as did the fiberglass decking. It should be 
assumed that prior to this dismantling the individual components were held together (probably 
with screws and metal stripping) as one form and the use of that object differed from the use of 
the individual components. 
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Level 3: Occupation Phase 
 
Figure 49. Planview of boat dwelling site opening of Level 3. 
As soon as excavation began on level two large areas of heavily decomposed wood were 
unearthed. The wood was incredibly fragile due to its state of decomposition and so great care 
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was taken to preserve it in situ. The wood covered the majority of the unit (Figure 49) with only 
two small sections of the boat footprint remaining visible. While the individual pieces of wood 
generally could not be discerned, at places the width of an individual piece measured around four 
inches outlining planks. The direction of the planks could also be identified by grain patterns, 
which reflected the direction in which the wooden structures fell. The grain radiated from the 
center of the boat footprint, indicating that wood generally surrounded the center of the site. The 
direction of the wood reflected a vertical orientation, meaning this was probably not the hull of 
the boat (or if it was it had been taken apart and reconstructed), but stood perpendicular to the 
ground. The fact that this wood remained on the site and was not scavenged for firewood means 
that it was probably used as a sheltering structure over a relatively lengthy period of time. Had 
the wood been in a solid and dry condition after the structure became obsolete there is no doubt 
that it would have been used for firewood. Therefore, one must assume that the wood decayed 
slowly in place to the degree that it could no longer be burnt when the structure was no longer in 
use.  
This feature marked a point when the boat decking was a part of a larger wooden 
structure. The part of the “inside” footprint of the boat that remained discernable is what 
contained the empty hole. Again, it cannot be known for sure whether this hole was used as a 
post hole or a storage hole, but it did remain “inside” the wooden structure during this phase. 
There were three small additional soil features within the structure, located near the parameter of 
the footprint. These were shallow soil stains that contained decomposed wood. These three 
smaller features are believed to be small postholes. The matrix of the soil that defined the boat 
footprint was predominantly sand, which means the compaction that defined the boulder floor 
feature would not be present. A sandy matrix will not compact like a clay matrix. This transition 
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in structure at the site, which is identified by the wood feature, marked the beginning of the level 
three context within this unit. The wooden structure seems to have been formed around the shape 
of the piece of boat decking, which was undoubtedly roofing material during this phase. Unlike 
layers one and two, there were no fire scars present within layer three. The burning of the 
decking happened after the structure collapsed and the decking was subsequently used as ground 
cover.  
Figure 50. Photo of boat dwelling site, opening of Level 3. 
Excavation of Level 3 started the second week in November of 2017, and the first snow 
of the year. It was brutally cold at the site during this time as the wind whipped up through the 
bare trees from the water. As such, less attention was given to documenting more minute soil 
features and artifact patterning within this context. This context was excavated to a maximum 
depth of 16.5 centimeters, making it the deepest context at this location. Under the wooden 
planks, the soil was consistently a very dark brown (10YR 2/2) silty sand, which surrounded 
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portions of the sandy dark grayish brown footprint. Level three was completed the last week of 
November, 2017 when the boat footprint completely disappeared, which coincided with the 
transition into sterile soil. Shovel tests were conducted in the northern and southern ends of the 
unit to a total depth of 43 centimeter from the surface where bedrock was encountered. The soil 
beneath Level 3 transitioned into a dark yellowish-brown (10YR 3/4) sandy clay.  No artifacts 
were recovered from the screened soil of contexts beneath level three.  




   
There were 584 artifacts recovered from the level 3 context.  Glass compose 46 percent 
of the assemblage, metal 23 percent, and plastics compose 15 percent (Figure 51). The 
predominance of glass and metal in the assemblage resembles the composition of the 1960s 
context of the boulder units. Unburnt worked wood composed nine percent of the assemblage, 
while the “Organic_Other” category is exclusively composed of burnt wood and charcoal. TPQs 
from glass bottles recovered in this context range from 1840 to 1940 and TAQs for artifacts 
range from 1925 to 1947. However, a plastic plunger from ice cream known as “push-ups” was 
also found within this assemblage. This packaging and delivery device for ice cream was 
invented in Ohio in 1969 and patented in 1971 (Stump, et al. 1969). Based on the presence of 
this object, the context cannot predate 1969. This means that there is a long manufacturing-
depositional lag period for glass bottles recovered in this context, similar to what was identified 
in the boulder units, which points to the scavenging of glass bottles from the Pelham Bay 
Landfill.  
Level three artifacts were classified into nine classes, with items related to food and drink 
composing the bulk (41%) of the assemblage. Structural items were directly related to the boat, 
mostly worked unburnt wood fragments and parts of a metal stripping from the boat. Hygiene 
was composed of two small cotton fragments that looked to be from menstrual pads. Hardware 
was composed of three screws. As one can see from the chart (Figure 52) the assemblage is 
dominated by items related to eating and drinking at this location.  Structural components are 
also predominant, related to the construction of shelter. Since there were no identified hearths or 
fire scars within this location, the presence of burnt coal and wood indicated the use of small 
fires scattered around the structure.  
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Of the 584 artifacts recovered in level 
three (Table 6), 269 of these objects were 
fragments of glass bottles (Appendix, Figure 
HH). Most of the fragments (224) were from 
non-alcoholic food and drinks, while 45 
fragments were from alcoholic beverages. 
From the 98 fragments of milk bottles, a 
minimum of four vessels could be identified. A 
minimum of six alcohol bottles were identified 
from the 45 fragments recovered in this 
context. There were also fragments from at least two different soda water/mineral spring water 
bottles. The total minimum vessel count for this level is 13 vessels, 12 beverage bottles and one 
jar.  
Manufacturers could be identified for three vessels. There were at least two bottles that 
were also recovered from mineral spring water. One of these bottles was a G. B. Seely’s Son 
soda water bottle with their trademark bartender pouring drinks embossed into a cup embossed 
on the side (Appendix, Figure II and Figure JJ). G. B. Seely’s was established in 1857, located 
319 West 15th Street (American Bottler 1915; Baybottles 2016; New York Times 1901:34), as a 
New York manufacturer and bottler of soda water, sarsaparilla, ginger ale, and root and 
raspberry beer. The company was purchased in 1928 by Canada Dry and no longer appeared in 
NYC Directories after 1932 (Baybottles 2016). There were also two Sheffield milk bottles within 
the assemblage. One of the bottles was from a round pint glass milk bottle, and the other was 





threaded beer bottle 16
Wine Bottle 4
Food/Drink 224
Bottle mineral spring 12
Carbonated Drink Bottle 53
clear curved glass 42
curved unidentifiable glass 18
milk bottle 97
milk bottle rim piece 1
rim jar piece 1
Grand Total 269
Table 6. Bottle assemblage for Level 3, 
boat dwelling site. 
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history of Sheffield was discussed in the previous chapter, but it is worth reiterating that as a 
result of Sheffield plant closings starting in the 1950s many bottles undoubtedly ended up in the 
Pelham Bay Landfill that opened in 1961. 
The Seely’s Son soda bottle is interesting because Seely’s closed before the 1930s, 
meaning the bottle would have been in circulation or stored somewhere for over three decades 
before ending up in Pelham Bay Landfill. According to Sarah Hill’s research on manufacture-
deposition lag for glass bottles in the United States, fresh beverages, which includes soda, 
mineral water, milk, and juice, typically have the shortest lag period. The lag period between 
manufacturing date of bottles and when it is deposited in the archaeological record for fresh 
beverages in the early to mid-1900s, according to Hill, is less than five years (Hill 1982:298). 
She notes that although milk bottles are reused by bottlers on an average of 20 times, they are 
usually discarded less than one year after manufacturing (ibid:296). As the bottling plants for 
Sheffield bottles is located in the Bronx, the long lag can be explained as the old bottles were 
stored or held in the building until it closed and was cleaned out.  One would assume some 
bottles would be left lying around the bottling plant for years before they were disposed. For the 
Seely’s Son soda bottle it is unclear why there is such a long lag period for this object; it is likely 
that it was reused, recirculated, or stored for at least three decades before it was discarded. Due 
to its age and the presence of other scavenged artifacts it is still safe to assume that the object 
came from the landfill. 
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Figure 53. Photo of Level 3 closing, boat dwelling site. Photo taken from tree located 
on the western edge of unit. 
 
Excavations on Level three were completed the last week of November, 2017 and shovel 
test pits were conducted in the northern and southern ends of the unit to ensure that we had 
reached sterile soil. No artifacts were recovered from the shovel test pits. Excavations would 
have continued one more level at this site had the weather allowed, but snow and freezing rain at 
the site made further excavation impossible. The unit was backfilled on November 26, 2017. 
With that said, excavation of the level three context ended due to a soil change and the absence 




   
Figure 54. Soil profiles and levels for boat dwelling site. 
 
Conclusion: An Ephemeral Structure 
The boat dwelling site cannot be defined through a set of stable features and fixed signs 
typically used to identify sheltering structures, it represents fluidity and transformation. The 
piece of boat decking seems to be the most consistent and central feature within this unit though 
its use changes dramatically throughout time. At one point it was part of a boat that was used 
over many years to transverse the water surrounding Pelham Bay Park. The fact that the decking 
is water proof and shields the wind makes it ideal building material for overhead shelter or 
flooring. It came to this specific location and was used some time before the construction of the 
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wooden walls and internal post holes, because the footprint of this feature extends beyond those 
post holes. In a period between the late 1950s to sometime before the 1980s it was part of a 
wooden structure. Based on the location of post holes within the boat footprint It would be 
assumed that this was roofing material, but it likely had many uses before it took this 
recognizable form. At some point it became ground cover on which people created small fires 
and scavenged wood from the object. The double layer of fiberglass and particle board would 
have provided insulation from the ground, serving as a floor mat. This marked another transition 
in this object’s life, as components of the whole were identified as separate resources. After 
scavenging one side of the object, it was flipped over in place and shortly abandoned.  
The activities at this site change in a similar pattern. In the Level 3 context the 
assemblage is predominantly composed of glass bottles that have been scavenged from the 
landfill. There were some beer, wine, and liquor bottles recovered, but not an excessive amount 
compared to other assemblages. In fact, this assemblage of alcohol related bottles is more diverse 
than those found in the boulder dwelling units, which were mostly liquor bottles and the same 
form of beer bottles. If beer is being purchased to consume on site one would expect to find 
several of the same type of bottles because they are typically purchased together. This unit shows 
a diversity in the alcohol bottles that makes it difficult to assume whether someone was drinking 
at this location or if these were scavenged bottles. Because of the diversity in bottle types at least 
some of the beer bottles were probably scavenged.  
There is a notable lack of food related items present in the level three context, meaning 
that food consumption and preparation were happening somewhere else away from this structure 
or that food debris was purposefully placed away from this structure. Archaeologists tend to look 
for food preparation, most notably hearths, as a sign of longer-term habitation, while I would 
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argue that the absence of food related items around this structure is more indicative of long-term 
use. Food remnants attract animals and so if one were sleeping in the same location for a period 
of time, they would place remnants away from the places where they slept. In the contemporary 
context fire scars were concentrated down by the beach area and food remains, which would tell 
me that generally speaking most of the food preparation and consumption occurred down by the 
beach. This is reflective of the dispersed settlement pattern witnessed in homeless encampments 
I have encountered in Indianapolis and in Washington DC.  
Rice and canned foods appeared in the 1970s context of this site at both locations, which 
would indicate some practice of food storage and also the consumption of foods near individual 
dwelling locations. This behavior can be seen to reflect both camp organizations, as individual 
autonomy is maintained within the encampment, as well as adaptable food consumption habits. 
Perhaps during colder weather, high tide, or rain storms people opted to cook food near where 
they slept. Or, perhaps at the boulder dwelling, people were no longer sleeping in this spot and 
for a period of time it was used to cook and eat canned foods. The point is that no absolute 
boundary delimitating activity areas can be decerned, which reflects opportunistic and adaptive 
behaviors.  
The boat dwelling structure shows permeance at this location circa the late 1950s until 
the late 1970s. During this time the individual or individuals dwelling in this location were 
primarily scavenging materials from the Pelham Bay Landfill.  After this period this location is 
still being used by people, but primarily as a temporary spot for the construction of small fires 
between the 1970s and 1980s. After the 1980s this site is used primarily as a source of firewood 
that is removed from this location to the northeast quadrant for burning. There are three 
distinctive phases of dwelling forms and lifeways reflected in the archaeological assemblage at 
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the Boat Dwelling site, which are similar to the findings at the Boulder Dwelling site. In the next 
chapter I will discuss the lifeways of the Pelham Bay Homeless Encampment based on the 
archaeological record in more detail and bring the interpretation of these two sites and the 
surface collection together.  
The point I want to make in this chapter is that the materiality of the homeless 
encampment is defined by fluidity and adaptable forms of dwelling that shift quickly and are 
highly reactionary to new stresses. It is also shaped and defined by resources within the local 
landscape, at this location both municipal waste and debris from the local boating industry on 
City Island forms and stabilizes a habit of dwelling. The boating industry provides unique 
resources well suited for the construction of shelter, in that boats contain waterproof materials 
like the decking. Small boats like the rowboat found on the parameter of the site could also be 
used to haul materials back and forth from the landfill to the encampment. At some point, when 
the sail boat was still water born, it could have been used in a similar fashion or the hull of the 
vessel could have been salvaged for such use since it was not recovered. The period in which the 
Landfill was in use was between 1961 and 1979, corresponds to occupation phases on the site. 
Glass bottles are the class of objects that reflect regular scavenging activities, as these objects are 
can be dated and clearly shows a significant manufacture-depositional lag period that can only be 
explained by the presence of the landfill. When the landfill is shut down the boat dwelling 
structure underwent dramatic shifts in form and use. The adaptive nature of this structure can 
easily render it unintelligible within archaeological discourse that stresses fixed boundaries and 
clearly patterned activity areas. However, I believe that the evidence clearly demonstrates a habit 
of dwelling in this location and the presence of people who scavenge resources and rapidly adapt 
to environmental and social stresses. 
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Figure 55. Harris matrix for boat dwelling site. 
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Chapter 6: Homeless Dwelling  
In this chapter I will attempt to bring together the interpretations of the surface 
assemblage, the Boulder Dwelling site, and the Boat Dwelling site in order to identify a 
homeless lifeway that is reflected in the materiality of the Pelham Bay Park encampment.  
A lifeway is a coping strategy of individuals as they routinely fulfill basic needs required for 
existing in the world. A homeless lifeway is composed of signs of dwelling that I argue present 
alternative possibilities to house-as-home. While these alternative signs of dwelling can be seen 
as “homeless,” they are signs and aspects of homelessness that extend across boundaries and into 
broader social systems. Therefore, what I present here as a homeless lifeway one might argue 
homed people do as well, and that is the point. At the Pelham Bay Park encampment homeless 
folks are building sheltering structures, occupying space, participating in social systems of 
exchange, eating, sleeping, practicing bodily care, moving, and seeking pleasure and comfort. 
These are all signs of human dwelling that are universal, which manifest in infinite forms and 
structures through humanity. With regard to homelessness at Pelham Bay Park, I argue that these 
signs of dwelling form and are structured as a lifeway through various modes of scavenging.  
Scavenging is mainly referenced in regard to animal and hominid food procurement 
activities that rely on the salvaging of meat from carcasses (Pobiner 2015; Shipman 1986). 
Hunting versus scavenging debates involving hominid behaviors revolve around the 
identification of definitive markers in the evolution of behaviorally modern homo sapiens, 
hunting being seen as human and scavenging being seen as an animalistic remnant (c.f. 
Dominguez-Rodrigo 2002). Outside of these spheres it is typically not used in reference to 
modern human behavior with the exception of anthropological research of human populations 
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that primarily subsist off of modern waste (Patwary 2012; Whitson 2011; Wickens 2012). 
Reference to modern human behaviors as a form of scavenging has been criticized by some 
anthropologists because it invokes negative connotations that when applied to people can 
naturalize negative stereotypes of those participating in alternative forms of labor (Pajo 2016). 
The term evokes notions of social evolution because it has been closely linked to primitivity and 
animality within Western discourse.  
However, I believe this research demonstrates how scavenging behaviors exists 
throughout our society, and will argue that it is because they expose ambiguity and fragility 
within our “modern world” that they tend to evoke negative social responses. Homeless 
scavenging is an advanced and complex subsistence strategy that requires skill and knowledge of 
the landscape, resources, social systems, and technology. The fact that this habit of dwelling 
carries with it such negative connotations is exactly why we should acknowledge and recognize 
it as an advanced subsistence strategy exiting in our world today. The real problem with 
scavenging is that it works against formalized systems that extend state control and authority, 
which is why it carries such negative social connotations. Scavenging behaviors thus become a 
focus of regulatory practices because they manifest as destabilizing acts that expose vagueness 
within a system of order. The homeless lifeway I present here is defined and shaped through 
restrictive and regulatory practices established by the state that I will argue needs to be 
reproached and reconfigured in a manner that accommodates and supports alternative modes of 
homeless dwelling if we wish to address the underlying issues of homelessness. 
Scavenging is defined as an opportunistic subsistence strategy of salvaging resources 
from discarded materials to sustain life. Scavenging requires movement and mobility, which is 
how people access key resources. At the Pelham Bay Park encampment, scavenging can be seen 
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as a definitive mode that shapes the lifeway of those dwelling within the encampment. We can 
see scavenging behaviors form a homeless lifeway at this site in two distinctive and 
interdependent modes. The first, is a mode of procuring materials and resources necessary for 
human dwelling as a process of home-making; the second, is scavenging as a mode of 
participation in informal and unregulated exchange systems within society. In the Pelham Bay 
Park encampment, we can see how water, food, energy sources, money, and space are scarce 
resources in the environment that motivate and shape scavenging behaviors within New York 
City. However, we can also see how scavenging practices are formed and shaped through 
processes of urban development into informal exchange systems. In all of the cases discussed 
here, practices of scavenging can be seen as targets of restrictive public policies and exclusionary 
social responses that give rise to conflict and contestation as the state attempts to impose order 
and authority.   
Creating Homes from Waste 
The Pelham Bay Landfill can be seen as providing valuable resources that sustained a 
homeless lifeway from the 1960s until it closed in 1979. The fact that the encampment formed 
around the opening of the landfill and that there was a marked transition in site use after the 
landfill closed shows how this feature stabilized a homeless lifeway at the encampment. 
Materials from the landfill and waste materials around the landfill were used to construct the 
encampment as goods flowed into and through this site. Archaeologically we can see this use of 
waste materials in the construction of home primarily from glass bottles to the materials used to 
construct shelters on site.  
Scavenged glass bottles, for example, remain in the archaeological record mostly in the 
form of larger milk bottles and soda bottles. The milk bottles on the site date from the late 1800s 
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to the mid-1900s and are predominantly Sheffield milk bottles. The Pepsi and Seely’s Son soda 
bottles range from the 1930s to 1950s. Both of these types of bottles have an unusually long lag 
period between the last possible date of manufacture and when they were deposited at the 
archaeological site. In order to know whether these bottles were scavenged for resale in informal 
markets of goods exchange or if they were scavenged for use on the site as objects of home-
making requires an understanding of the history of the bottling industry in the United States. 
Archaeologist Jane Busch (1987) focused on systematic bottle reuse within the United 
States bottling industry in the 18th and 19th centuries. During this period Busch explains how 
used glass bottles were valued and circulated within localized manufacturing and distribution 
networks in urban centers. During the period when glass bottles were scarcer, the bottles were 
legally seen as the property of the bottlers who stamped the bottles with marks of identification 
of ownership. Bottlers also collected deposits on bottles to ensure their return. Bottles could be 
and were legally confiscated from homes during this period. With the introduction of machine-
made bottles in the 1930s, the reuse and return of bottles actually increased for a short period of 
time. However, Busch explains, this system of bottle reuse broke down as the steady supply of 
machine-made bottles began to outweigh the demand; manufacturing processes grew more 
spatially dispersed; and health concerns arose over the reuse of bottles in the mid-1900s. By the 
1950s bottlers no longer had a vested interest in the return of bottles and consumers had more 
than they could reuse at home. This meant that glass bottles no longer had widespread reuse 
value in either the domestic or economic spheres and were discarded at higher rates. 
Before the 1950s glass bottles were considered the legal property of the bottlers even 
after purchase and consumption of their contents (Bush 1987). This legal status of packaging was 
abandoned when the packaging was no longer valuable to producers, and glass bottles were 
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simply seen as waste. This shift in the legal status of bottles transferred the problem of unwanted 
packaging onto the city and public, who were responsible for handling municipal waste flows. 
Because these bottles were found on the site into the late 1960s and 1970s, one might safely 
assume that these objects had a history of reuse before they were ultimately discarded. Due to 
their dates, it is equally probable that they were brought to the site from the landfill for reused on 
the site and not selected due to a market exchange value. This is supported by the fact that these 
older bottles show up next to bottles produced in the 1960s and 1970s. It is difficult to know 
from the shards of glass what specifically the items were reused for on the site, but use for either 
food/liquid storage or drinking vessels seems reasonable. Largemouth milk bottles can also be 
used to store non-consumable materials so could simply have served as general storage vessels. 
As the glass bottles were scavenged from the landfill for use on the site it is safe to assume other 
waste products were used in the construction of the encampment even though it is more difficult 
than the dated glass bottles to directly connect them to the landfill without excavating the 
landfill.  
Building materials at the Boat Dwelling site demonstrate the scavenging of waste 
materials from the surrounding landscape as well. The decking was reused in combination with 
other wooden materials that were modified in the construction of a shack-like structure around 
the late 1960s and existed in this form until the late 1970s or early 1980s when parts of the 
decking were scavenged for firewood and used as ground cover. This illustrates a process of 
home-making that was dependent on the scavenging and repurposing of discarded materials in 
the local landscape. Furthermore, subsequent scavenging of these materials after the 1980s for 
firewood and use as ground cover demonstrate both the continued presence of human dwelling at 
the site, but also a marked difference in the mode of dwelling from relatively longer-term to 
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short-term occupation periods. The transformations of the discarded materials into a shelter 
marks one period of occupation. When shelter-construction materials are eventually seen as 
discarded materials to be further scavenged, they mark a shift into what this site becomes next.  
Given the correlation between the landfill and the encampment based on the date ranges 
of use, the presence of materials that can be traced back to the landfill, and the observations 
noted by Edward Kaeser (2008) in the 1970s I believe more objects were being mined from the 
landfill and recirculated than appear in the archaeological record or that can be identified within 
the archaeological record. This encampment was formed as a place of dwelling in relation to 
waste that was mined for resources that sustained and formed a homeless lifeway. Glass bottles 
were reused as objects within the campsite as either storage or drinking vessels. Wood and the 
boat decking were repurposed and transformed from waste into shelter that was used for 
approximately a decade. The fact that goods were coming into the site for reuse shows a process 
of accumulation, which indicates a stability of people residing in place. The presence of waste in 
the landfill stabilized folks allowing for the creation of a place of dwelling. 
There is a long history of squatter communities forming in relation to dump sites in New 
York City. An article titled “Life Under the Dumps” in Harper’s Weekly printed November 14, 
1885 describes the lives and homes of trash pickers that formed under the city dumps as the 
“most peculiar, if not the most unpleasant”, “of all the queer and improper places that poverty 
compels men to inhabit” (Anonymous 1885:747). The author of the article described in detail 
how some of the dwellings were more “home-like” than others by focusing on and detailing both 
the materiality of the places and the role of women as constructing “domestic” spaces through 
labors of care:  
Some of them have their wives in the cabins, turning these ill-favored spots into 
something more like homes than the mere bunkers in which the single men live, eating 
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dry bread and whatever comes already cooked, and sleeping either on old bedding, 
looking as if it had been rescued from the refuse, or on rags that certainly have been so 
obtained. Where there are women there are stoves, and attempts are made, with shelves 
and a cot or two, and plates and knives, and even little lithographs, at home-like effects 
and comfort. In most of these dumps there are no women. 
 
There are distinctions presented in this passage that identify “home-like” aspects of dwelling that 
was present in the dumps. There is a difference between dry bread and precooked foods and 
foods prepared through the use of a stove with cookware, consumed with tableware.  There is a 
difference between sleeping on rags and discarded bedding, versus the formation of cots out of 
the same materials. The differences are not simply the presence or absence of signs of dwelling, 
but a difference in the forms of eating and sleeping. The cot, cookware, and tableware that mark 
a dwelling as more “home-like” are created through a particular type of labor that is ascribed to 
the wives and can be read as a form of care. The caring for one’s dwellings is what the author of 
the article is identifying and recognizing as a sense of home and is responsible for the creation of 
“home-like” features. The attribution of this form of labor to women as wives, circumscribes 
processes of home-making within a gendered “domestic” private sphere.  
If labors of care are at the root of how we identify the object of home, dwellings 
constructed through scavenging show that great care was taken in the formation of the Pelham 
Bay Park encampment. The encampment at Pelham Bay Park was constructed by wasted 
materials scavenged from the surrounding landscape as a place of dwelling. Materials were 
constructed into forms of shelter that met the needs of those who dwelt at this location through 
an investment of time and labor which falls outside formalized economic systems. While some 
materials that were scavenged then entered into an informal economy of secondary waste flows, 
the materials that were used to construct the encampment remained in the “private” sphere. They 
did not enter into broader economic exchange systems. The act of selecting particular objects and 
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transforming waste into useful forms can equally be seen as caring for one’s body and life, as a 
process of home-making. 
The boat structure had evidence of maintenance and repairs, which shows that great care 
was taken in its construction and long-term use in sheltering the body. The swept floor feature 
was constructed by sweeping the ground clear of possibly dangerous objects and created a 
comfortable ground upon which one could rest their body. The presence of plastic flowers at the 
site showed an investment in form of aesthetic similar to a lithograph refenced in the passage. 
One could argue that the location of food preparation activities away from the sheltering 
structures is a form of caring for place, as foods draw unwanted animals to a location. The 
intentional act of placing food preparation activities away from shelters is more of a marker of 
home and dwelling at this encampment than the presence of stoves, hearths, tableware, and 
cookware inside or near the sheltering structure. The modality and habits of scavenging lead to a 
different configuration of home, albeit one that reflects different types of social relationship, but 
the home structure is still present as an investment of caring for self in this place. To deny that 
this is a home is to deny the presence of caring, which fuels a belief that places blame on the 
individual for being homeless. The investment we see at the Pelham Bay Park encampment 
shows that people invested a lot of time and labor into their dwelling and existence, and that they 
did indeed care about and for their lives.  
The forms of dwelling at the encampment show a need for adaptability in structures as 
well as a dispersed pattern of activity areas typically identified as part of dwelling structures. The 
boat decking was transformed from part of a boat, to a roof for a shack, to ground covering. The 
post holes at both the boulder site and boat dwelling site show that poles used to prop up an 
overhead structure were frequently created, but were shallow in depth and were not intended to 
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be permanent features. The presence of fire scars around the boulder show that at times this place 
was used for the construction of overhead shelter that would have had to be removed for the 
creation of fire. A tarp is a highly adaptable material that can be used in a number of sheltering 
ways, as overhead cover, ground cover, or as a protective barrier wrapped around the body or 
other objects.  
Activities related to fire use and bathroom practices, when present on the site, where not 
organized as part of sheltering structures, but were more dispersed and equally adaptable. Many 
places nearby or within the encampment had qualities that provided privacy and safety for such 
activities. While cooking sometimes occurred on the site, near the dwellings, it primarily 
occurred down by the beach away from the sheltering structures. There were no structured 
hearths; instead, both historical and contemporary contexts showed high levels of small 
unstructured fire use alongside some patterned burning. The creation of larger fires in the 
contemporary surface context was patterned on the site as wood was regularly scavenged from 
objects on the site and transported to the northeast quadrant for burning. This means that larger 
fires were constructed and patterned through intentional acts in which the place of burning was 
important and the act was premeditated. Small fires were probably used more opportunistically 
to cook foods, cook drugs, or create warmth as the need arose near sheltering structures or 
resting places on the site. Larger fires were isolated in the least visible portion of the site, and 
would have provided greater amounts of heat for a longer period of time compared to small fires, 
yet no evidence of sheltering was found in the northeast quadrant. Bathroom activities were 
carried out on the periphery of the site located at the end of short trails in the surrounding woods 
and were also identified on the site near the grasses on the southern border as well as by the main 
entrance in late summer. The trails show that the behavior of distancing bathroom activities away 
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from the site was generally patterned. However, as vegetation grew and squatting in the woods 
became more difficult and possibly harmful (e.g., poison ivy, unseen animals) people went to the 
bathroom on the periphery of the site. This shows that people were generally patterning their 
behaviors and adapting their behavior to changes in the environment.  
The objects found on the site showed high levels of adaptability as well, which is what 
made their classification based on a singular use generally difficult. The objects found on the 
site, such as modified wood, pens, cotton, or straws, showed signs of reuse and repurposing as 
objects adapted for uses other than what was intended by designers and manufactures. As noted 
above, reused glass bottles are difficult to type as objects because they could be used in a variety 
of ways for storing or delivering substances.  Plastic bottles were both beverage vessels and 
commodities within recycling markets. Pens were being broken apart and pieces were being used 
for activities other than writing. Tampons were being modified for uses other than for 
menstruation. Make-up sponges were being used for something other than applying make-up. 
Straws were being used for something other than drinking devices. Plastics were being 
intentionally cut up and broken down into alternative forms. Plastic spoons were used to eat and 
also used to cook drugs. Likewise, some bottlecaps showed evidence of burning and were 
probably used for cooking drugs. Ropes, hardware, air fresheners, and brooms/brushes were 
ambiguous within the context of the encampment and could have been used in a variety of ways. 
The ambiguity of the objects at the site reflects the adaptable capacities of the artifacts of 
homelessness.  Objects could be used in a number of ways when scavenging behavior and 
adaptation rescued value from waste.  
Resources and structures within a mode of scavenging are thus selected due to adaptable 
properties and qualities that allow for their regular modification to address needs as they arise. 
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While the opportunistic nature of this subsistence strategy gives the observer a sense of 
randomness, there is pattern that is formed through routine habits of homeless dwelling in the 
formation of the encampment as a site composed of structures, activities, and objects. There is a 
sense of place and purposeful dwelling that is represented in the materiality of homelessness 
through modes of scavenging that are difficult to name and identify within a discourse of home 
that centers on stability, permanence, and the establishment of immutable and specialized 
structures. Adaptation is not truly random, but is an intentional act and coping reaction to 
external stresses as a form of self-care.  Adaptability marked by reuse, repurposing, and fluidity 
is simply a sign of scavenging that organizes practices of homeless home-making.  
This is important because all too often homelessness is seen as the result of laziness and a 
general lack of caring for self, when in reality sites of homelessness show that great care and 
effort reflected through practices of home-making. The problem resides in the fact that 
alternative modes of dwelling within our society are denied recognition within a system where 
semantic and legal limits are place on home-as-dwelling. Within a discourse that recognizes 
home as stable immutable structures formed through processes of boundary-making between 
private and public spheres10, homeless practices of home-making that are fluid and highly 
adaptable are deemed illegitimate. Homeless homes are “less than” an object of house-as-home 
and are defined as never fully formed. This forms the grounds upon which processes of social 
exclusion operate and are naturalized through practices that deny and restrict alternative forms of 
human existence.  
 




   
Informal economies and waste flows 
The article “Life Under the Dumps” (Anonymous 1885) also depicts the city’s struggles 
in securing labor to work in the dumps and on the trash barges in the late 1800s. Through these 
struggles, officials found that the Italians were the only population in the city willing to move the 
heaps of waste out to sea. A system emerged whereby “one Italian man” was paid by the city as a 
contractor to handle the waste flows. Within this dealing, the contractor obtained the rights to 
exclusively supply “his own countrymen” for the jobs, which entailed shoveling trash upon 
barges and then going out to sea and shoveling the trash into the Atlantic Ocean. I believe that 
here we can see the origins of the Italian mafia’s control of New York City’s waste management 
clearly articulated and the role that organized crime has in both formal and informal waste 
economies.  
As a side market, another aspect of working in the dumps was “trimming” the garbage. 
Trimming was a process of sorting through and picking out items that could be reused and 
recycled. The Harper’s Weekly article describes this facet of the work in the following passage: 
All day long these trimmers, each with a basket or pail by his side, sort out the odds and 
ends that their employer can sell. The bones are said to bring the most money. They come 
back to New York in the shape of animal charcoal for use in distilleries and sugar 
refineries, as tooth-brush handles, buttons, paper-cutters, and a thousand-and-one things. 
The metal is melted into bars for use again, the rags and the paper become new paper, 
and the bottles are cleaned and used once more. What the delvers are paid is the 
contractor’s secret. What jewelry, pocket-books, loose coin, and little portable values 
they find are their gains. (Anonymous 1885) 
 
This job was not part of city’s contract with the Italians; it was a side market, an informal 
economy of recycling and reusing goods that produced profits for the Italian contractor and the 
trimmers. The city did not regulate or participate in this channel of waste flow; the city’s primary 
objective was limited to the physical removal of all waste out to sea. Because this stream of 
goods was unregulated and informal, it opened space within waste management for organized 
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crime to take control and provided additional sources of income to waste laborers. This article 
shows the emergence of a systematic informal market for waste repurposing and recycling and 
the role that Italian-Americans had in structuring that market.  
Formal economies are defined by legal, regulated, and reported sources of income, 
meaning income is reported and then taxed by the government. Informal economies can be both 
composed of legal and illegal forms of unregulated work, but are informal because income is not 
reported and taxed by the government. Formal and informal economies circulate within any 
society and are always co-present within the urban landscape (Karabanow, et al. 2010). For 
example, someone may run an unofficial daycare out of their apartment, a server may not report 
all of their tips or work off of the clock, or people may trade services for goods. Individuals may 
participate in both formal and informal economic systems simultaneously. For the homeless, 
informal markets provide opportunities that are foreclosed in formal markets that require 
documentation of citizenship, an address, and typically a long-term scheduled commitment. 
Street performances, panhandling, drug dealing, day laboring, and scrapping are types of work 
that many homeless folks participate in because they are less restrictive than formalized labor. 
The Pelham Bay Park encampment obviously formed around the Pelham Bay landfill 
because it provided resources that had value within an informal market of secondary waste 
flows. As this is an informal market, there is little documentation of the movement of goods 
through this structured network. Metal debris, car part plastics, and other debris on the site 
indicate that breaking down appliances and other objects was occurring at this site regularly, and 
with further excavation the particular materials being scavenged could possibly be identified. 
However, even with the identification of the particular type of materials being targeted at the 
encampment from the 1960s to the 1980s there is no way to trace goods through informal 
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markets of secondary waste flows in the past because scrapping facilities do not record the 
sources of materials or require documentation from those who supply the materials. 
We do know that after the 1980s the encampment was regularly mined by people for 
plastic bottles, which can be redeemed for a small deposit of at least five cents per bottle. This 
site is a place where recyclable resources present within the broader landscape moved through 
and are transformed from waste into commodities. From the 1960s until the 1980s the presence 
of the landfill provided a stable source of goods that stabilized the site and gave rise to shelters 
like the boat dwelling. The predominance of plastics at the site in the post-1980s context 
indicates that the site was still actively in use even after the shutting down of the Pelham Bay 
Landfill, but as a place without semi-permanent structures, the context was mostly shaped by 
relatively temporary activities, such as drug use, eating, sleeping, and the creation of fire. These 
types of activities resulted in the deposits of a large amount of plastic debris, including a large 
quantity of plastic bottle caps. The marked absence of plastic bottles mixed with the presence of 
a trash picker and a high rate of perpendicular surface disturbance indicates that plastic bottles 
continue to be scavenged on this site today. 
The ambiguous legal status of informal work makes it a point of political contestation and 
conflict. Panhandling in some cities or in some places within the city is illegal, while in other 
places it is legal. In some places one needs a permit to panhandle or perform in public spaces for 
tips, while in other places they do not. The act of scavenging waste has also been grounds for 
shifting and restrictive public policy as recyclables enter into the formal system of waste flow 
management. 
The informal flows of waste through secondary use was not heavily regulated or even 
acknowledged by municipal authorities until the 1990s. In 1935 New York City received a court 
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order to stop dumping garbage into the Atlantic Ocean (Cohen, et al. 2019; McCrory 1998), 
which resulted in an increased use of garbage incinerators and landfills. Through the 1980s New 
York City relied primarily upon a system of waste management that involved shipping waste to 
landfills and burning in residential and municipal incinerators. By the 1990s, the city had shut 
down most of the incinerators and many smaller landfills due to concerns of environmental 
pollution and started to systematically incorporate methods of recycling on a city-wide scale 
(ibid). It was not until the 1990s that recycling and secondary use of waste flows entered the 
formal system of municipal waste management in which recyclables started to hold value and 
have since become a point of political contestation (Manevich 2013).  
The incorporation of recycling into formalized systems of waste management has 
occurred in cities across the United States as reflected in ranking systems based on diversion 
rates of waste from landfills through recycling facilities (Farrell and Lange 2001). A 2014 report 
from the New York Sanitation Department shows a diversion rate of 53% which indicates a 
steady progress toward the city’s goal of having a 75% diversion rate by 2030 (Cohen, et al. 
2019; c.f. de Blasio and Shorris 2015). Despite progress the city continues to struggle with 
maintaining control of secondary waste flows, and scavenging has been blamed for skewing 
numbers and hindering systematic progress (Farrell and Lange 2001). In a 2016 New York Times 
article titled “New York City Fights Scavengers Over a Treasure: Trash” journalist Sarah Nir 
wrote about the conflict arising between city institutions and curbside scavengers. In the article 
Amy Spitalnick, a spokeswoman for the mayor, stated “Recycling theft does impact the city’s 
ability to track our curbside diversion rate. And, perhaps most importantly, it’s theft — and it’s 
illegal. The city will continue to crack down on recycling theft as we simultaneously push 
forward a greener and more sustainable waste management system” (qtd. in Nir 2016). When 
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trash is placed on sidewalks in New York City it legally becomes the property of the state. In 
New York City scavenging through trash is illegal, but the law has not historically been 
enforced.  Street level canners, scavengers, and trash collectors have typically been allowed to 
remove items from waste piles on foot. However, with recent reports tracing the loss of 
recyclables to scavenging activity, it is now being touted as criminal and publicly shamed.   
At the heart of this issue is a city wrestling for control over a commodity that has been 
part of informal waste streams of reuse and recycling since New York City’s origins, and the 
need to account for this form of waste. Vito Turso, spokesman for the Sanitation Department, 
commented:  
The city’s got goals, and the only way we know how to meet those goals is if we have 
control over the commodity. It would be very easy for us to say, Well, since it’s not out 
there it must be being recycled, but that would be something that is unquantifiable. We 
want to be the city, the largest urban center, that does the best it can to recycle as much as 
possible, and the only way to know that is if we can measure it. (qtd. in Nir 2016) 
 
“The best,” is a statement that reveals what is at the heart of this conflict over recyclables: 
control and power. Wrestling control and power out the hands of organized crime, which 
emerged within the informal economy of secondary waste flows, is one thing. However, the city 
is now wrestling to gain control over an informal system of secondary waste flows that not only 
results in the recycling of goods, but supplies crucial income and resources for economically 
disadvantaged populations of the city.  
The Pelham Bay Park homeless encampment was given permanence and form through 
the scavenging of waste in the landscape surrounding the encampment.  The encampment 
emerged as a distinctive site of homeless as the Pelham Bay Park landfill emerged as a dumping 
site for municipal garbage in the 1960s. From the 1960s until the 1980s the site showed a flow of 
materials into this location from sources within the landscape and the formation of place as a 
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stable site of dwelling. Shortly after the landfill was decommissioned in 1979 there was a shift 
toward the presence of short-term site-based activities that resulted in a greater amount of 
deposited waste on the site. Plastic bottles were objects that were regularly discarded on the site 
and then subsequently scavenged for recycling.  The materiality of homelessness in this location 
indicates the importance of scavenging as an opportunistic subsistence strategy in sustaining and 
forming a homeless lifeway. As the Pelham Bay Park homeless encampment demonstrates, the 
stable presence and abundance of resources that can be scavenged as commodities within an 
informal economy of waste flows does give way to more permanent settlement in close 
proximity to these resources. When waste resources become scarcer and more dispersed within 
the landscape, settlement patterns equally become more mobile and dispersed. 
Waste is a commodity within our society within both formal and informal markets of 
waste flows. Recyclable waste enters into and forms informal economies that sustain not only a 
homeless lifeway, but people who are precariously close to homelessness. For reformers and 
people wishing to address homelessness, identifying the importance and impactful role that 
informal economies of waste flows have in relation to homelessness could be useful. First, the 
drive to impose formal order and incorporate these secondary flows of goods into formal 
channels could have devastating effects on people who rely on not just the income generated 
from recyclables, but also the access to economic systems that are foreclosed in formal markets 
for homeless folks. Regulating this type of labor—requiring documentation, report of taxable 
income, and establishing labor schedules—places further restrictions on populations that are 
struggling. The answer is not to formalize this economy in hopes of providing legitimate job 
opportunities for scavengers; most of those scavenging could not obtain a job within the formal 
market. Perhaps instead of formalizing the informal market economy, the city should change its 
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system of accounting for recyclables in a manner that supports it. If one does wish to positively 
impact the lives of people who are experiencing homelessness looking at the informal economy 
of recycling could be a key if approached correctly. Perhaps increasing pay-out for goods, 
providing resources for scavengers, or allowing landlords to pay people a decent rate to sort 
through residential garbage before placing it on the street would be reasonable strategies. In 
short, cities could push for an extension of this market in a manner that provides opportunities 
for individuals within an unregulated market, while still meeting its goals of increasing overall 
diversion rates and restricting organized crime within the sector.   
Foodways 
The foodways present on this site can be generally described as ready-to-eat calorie 
dense, nutrient poor, convenience foods and fast foods. In the 1960s until the 1980s the diet of 
those living on the site was composed of tin-canned foods and pre-prepared foods, with some 
minimal cooking on the site seen in the presence of rice bags and the predominance of small fire 
scars. After the 1980s the foodways shift to be composed almost exclusively of fast-foods and 
pre-prepared foods packaged with single-use plastics. Fishing is an activity that provided a 
source of fresh food that primarily was cooked down by the beach. Both of these diets can be 
described as relatively inexpensive when compared to dishes composed of numerous raw foods 
and do not require intensive food preparation and consumption practices. The change from 
canned foods to pre-prepared fast foods does indicate a significant shift in mobilities and site-
based activities at this specific location after the 1980s. 
From the 1960s until the late 1970s the diet at the site was composed of the canned foods 
that increased food security at the site. Canned foods allowed for food storage at the site, which 
meant that people who dwelled within the encampment were able to physically stay within the 
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park and site for longer periods of time before needing to leave to secure more food. Canned 
foods require some level of food preparation as foods typically are heated up before 
consumption. While there were no hearths identified in the boulder site or boat site, a number of 
small fire scars were present, particularly around the boulder.  The presence of canned foods 
demonstrates a relative level of stability at the site, while also highlighting the limiting factors 
that restricted access to fresh foods. People dwelling at this location from the 1960s until the 
1980s did not possess tableware or cookware, nor did they locate organized cooking areas near 
dwelling structures. We found only two small sherds of red earthenware, which is not typically 
used for tableware, and there was one base from a drinking vessel. No artifacts of cookware were 
recovered. I have argued that the absence of organized food preparation activities near dwelling 
structures is actually a sign of more permanent occupation at the site. This is because food 
remnants draw unwanted animals and other pests to locations where remnants are present. Thus, 
locating food preparation activities away from structures would be a sign that people are 
protecting and caring for the places where they tend to rest. The observations made by Edward 
Kaeser (2008) in 1971 described hearths carved into the beach embankment, which support the 
observations that most of the food related activities were organized away from the site where 
shelters were constructed. However, no evidence of hearths was identified down on the beach in 
surface surveying, only larger fire scars with fish usage debris. 
After the 1980s, the foodways assemblage at the Pelham Bay Park encampment shifts 
towards pre-prepared foods packaged with single use plastics. These foods are secured in fast-
food and convenience stores located outside the park and required no preparation. Candies, 
chips, and baked goods purchased at convenience stores are well preserved and do represent 
some degree of food storage. People can carry and hold on to these types of foods for a longer 
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period of time than fast foods. However, the body requires more nutrients than these types of 
foods can provide. Fast food usually provides more nutrients than convenience store “junk 
foods” and is the staple of the diet represented on the site post-1980s. Fast-foods are not 
preserved and must be eaten fairly quickly after purchase. This means that individuals must 
move out of the park regularly to secure foods. The fact that people must physically leave the 
park in search of food on a daily basis is a destabilizing force represented in the materiality of the 
site during this time. However, there is some element of stability in that this location is 
repeatedly returned to as a place to consume these foods. It is interesting that individuals would 
purchase ready-to-eat foods outside the park and then make the effort to return to this spot to 
consume the foods. This regular activity of eating on site would indicate that the site does 
possess some level of security and comfort for homeless folks that they do not find in or around 
restaurant establishments.  
The homeless foodways present at Pelham Bay Park encampment demonstrate how a 
lack of food storage and limited access to necessary resources for food preparation create a 
condition of constant destabilization. People are forced to leave in search of food because they 
do not have access to water, cookware, refrigerators, or a place to cook and store foods. Because 
of this forced mobility they are unable to accumulate items necessary for onsite food preparation 
nor are they able to create an organized space for such activities. This mode creates a 
dependency upon fast foods packaged in single-use plastics and preserved convenience store 
items. The irony of foodways composed of foods packaged with single-use plastics is that while 
it increases food safety, it also increases waste on the site. Canned foods found in the pre-1980s 
contexts can be held on site for long periods of time before consumption. In this way the shift in 
foodways from the pre-1980s to the post-1980s contexts shows an increase of mobility and a 
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decrease in food security and site stability. Food is a crucial and valuable resource that becomes 
increasingly scarce on site and requires regular movement away from the encampment in order 
to procure. Yet, the fact that people are routinely coming to this site to consume food procured 
outside the park landscape speaks to the importance of this place as site of dwelling. It provides 
safety, comfort, privacy, and quiet for those who want to enjoy their food and plan to stay in the 
park.  
Increasing access to local food sources is crucial in helping people who are living 
homeless, which is why street outreach programs that provide food for the homeless are crucial 
in our society. However, food sharing has the added problem of cross contamination as ready-to-
eat foods pass through multiple hands and are exposed to various environments that are 
unregulated by food safety policies and laws. Bans on feeding the homeless have been 
increasingly enforced in cities all over the United States based on the rationale that feeding the 
homeless increases the spread and transmission of Hepatitis A and other food-borne illnesses 
(Guarnieri 2018; NCH 2014).  Public food sharing programs have also been blamed for 
increasing trash, crime, and “urination” in public parks (Kim 2013; NG 2011; Hayward City 
Council). Informal modes of food exchange have been seen as increasing and posing a threat to 
homed society and have thus become a focus for regulatory policy as a means to gain control and 
neutralize the threats they pose. The National Coalition for the Homeless presents a detailed 
report documenting types of food-sharing bans in cities across the United States, discussing their 
rationale, practices, and effects (c.f. NCH 2014). The laws they document further restrict access 
to food for populations that are struggling to eat. They also foreclose the possibilities for 
alternative foodways to emerge within our society that could aid in stabilizing homelessness 
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lifeways by allowing people to spend time doing other things besides constantly searching for 
this basic necessary resource.  
The truth is that the health threats that these laws are formed as a response to are 
relatively baseless, as food borne illness is a threat posed by all fast-foods that are prepared by 
others. Food born illness from pre-prepared foods is a risk to all of society and not just the 
homeless. The problem with food sharing practices in relation to homelessness is less a problem 
with the spread of disease and more a problem that homeless people are more susceptible 
because they lack access to forms of coping with illnesses. The target of policies should thus be 
about these underlying problems and not about food exchanges that provide life sustaining 
resources.  The real purpose of laws that restrict food sharing practices in public space seems to 
be that they increase the visibility of homelessness in public spaces, which is exactly what the 
state and society does not want.  
I would argue that based on the archaeological evidence, any activity or program that 
increases local access to food will greatly increase food security, thus increasing more localized 
home-making practices of self-care. By decreasing the need to move in order to secure foods, 
homeless folks will be able to stay in places for longer periods of time. Food insecurity results in 
high levels of stress because food is a necessary resource that sustains life. If someone wishes to 
address issues of homelessness, increasing access to food should be a given. Again, social 
welfare programs have a long list of requirements and procedures that limit access to those who 
are most in need. Regulations surrounding food sharing results in the disposal of left-over 
restaurant and grocery store foods that are still edible and could be valuable resources for those 
living homeless. Providing informal channels for food access is crucial in addressing hunger 
among the homeless and those who may be precariously close to homelessness. Laws could 
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make it easier for restaurants and grocers to donate unused food items or at least extend access to 
unused foods instead of restricting possible channels of food exchange. Sharing economies have 
recently emerged regarding transportation (e.g., Uber and Lyft) and shelter (e.g. Airbnb), which 
could serve a model for food sharing programs that could extend access to local food resources 
for the homeless. The point is that instead of creating policies that restrict access to informal 
food exchange, the city and state could work to pass policies that make food sharing easier by 
extending opportunities for unregulated and unpoliced practices. If food borne illness is really a 
concern, then extending support and care for those who experience symptoms of food borne 
illness is the solution, not cutting off access to food. The foodways reflected through the material 
culture at the site shows that local sources of food are not being utilized like they could be. 
Drug Use 
A lifeway formed through scavenging is a stressful mode of existence marked by 
constant destabilization in the form of forced mobility and routine dispossession within our 
society. Stress results from both the need to constantly secure necessary resources and due to 
regulatory practices of the state that criminalize and restrict aspects of this scavenging lifeway.  
Individuals who find themselves homeless tend to have a history of trauma, crisis, or stress-
inducing events that have led to a state of homelessness. Many then experience trauma, crisis, 
and stressful events while living homeless. Within theories of ego/self, drug use can be 
understood as a maladapted practice of self-care, a means of coping with stress. It is a 
maladaptation because even though drugs offer temporary relief from stress, ultimately long-
term drug use harms the body physically and mentally. Ironically, the harm caused by drug use 
actually increases stress and leads to further drug use. Whether individuals were using drugs 
before becoming homeless or after living homeless, it is no surprise that many people 
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experiencing homelessness suffer from drug addiction. Drug use is a means to cope with the 
stresses that result from routine social exclusion, untreated physical and mental illnesses, and a 
constant state of insecurity due to unmet basic needs. It is a resource available within the urban 
landscape that provides a form of self-care, when other forms are not available.  
High rates of hard drug use were prevalent in the post-1980s context at the site in the 
form of crack and heroin use. Crack did not hit the streets of New York until the mid-1980s, and 
heroin was not widely available until the early 1980s. In the pre-1980s contexts the most 
prevalent form of drug use was alcohol. It is difficult to identify addiction because as 12 step 
recovery programs highlight, “it is a self-diagnosed disease” (AA 2014). From a 12-step 
recovery perspective, which is heavily influenced by Jungian theory, it is the drug user 
themselves that must determine if they have a problem with drugs and alcohol. This is done as a 
first step of recovery by attempting to connect a history of negative consequences to an 
individual’s habit of drug use. Through that history individuals are meant to identify a repeated 
pattern of drug use that has negatively impacted their lives, and more importantly the habit of 
continuing to use of drugs even after negative consequences were felt. This is meant to highlight 
a powerlessness of an addict when it comes to drugs and the need to surrender to a power that is 
greater than the individual, which can simply be a group of recovering addicts. From this 
self/ego perspective, I am in no position to define or diagnose drug addiction in other people. 
However, society has rules and regulations that establish limits of acceptable and unacceptable 
drug use, which carry negative consequences when violated. Families may and are frequently 
encouraged by recovery programs to create their own boundaries and rules in relation to drug use 
that establishes limits of acceptable and unacceptable behaviors. From this perspective, social 
boundaries that define limits of acceptable and unacceptable forms of drug use can be identified 
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and seen to operate at the site. What I can note from the material record at the Pelham Bay Park 
encampment is that drug use was regular and frequent on the site and indicates the possibility of 
high rates of addiction.  
The fact that this place is a site of frequent drug related activities reveals how practices of 
drug use form in relation to social restrictions and limits placed on behaviors associated with 
drug and alcohol use, and how those practices relate to homeless modes of scavenging.  Drug use 
can be generally understood from the ego/self-theory that underlies 12-step addiction recovery 
programs as a form of coping (Kass 2015). Psychiatrist Edward Khantzian who embraces this 
theoretical foundation of addiction notes that, “drug dependence is tied intimately to an 
individual’s attempt to cope with his or her internal emotional and external social and physical 
environment” (1980:29). While there is debate with regard to whether some people have a 
predisposition to addiction or if it is an illness people acquire through frequent drug use is 
irrelevant with regard to understanding homelessness as a phenomenon. The truth is that it is 
both a cause and effect of modes of homeless dwelling, but is not a good determinant of 
homelessness in general. With that said, drug and alcohol dependency is a problem expressly 
experienced among homeless populations (NCH 2009). Generally, when people are unable to 
cope with physical and emotional stresses drug use becomes a form of self-care, of coping (Sinha 
2008).  
Social exclusion 
 At the Pelham Bay Park encampment, we can see how the criminalization of drug use 
has shaped this site of homelessness. In chapter two I discussed how widespread reactions of 
disgust operate to create social barriers and fuel processes of social exclusion by establishing 
thresholds of homelessness. Signs of homelessness involve practices of dwelling that relate to 
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classic disgust elicitors that blur distinctions between life and death or human and animal status. 
As social distance is created through disgust thresholds of acceptable and unacceptable behaviors 
give rise to practices of social exclusion that defines “others” and mark homelessness on a social 
scale. Disgust gives rise to large scale habits of social exclusion that target modes of homeless 
dwelling in a manner that creates spaces of like the Pelham Bay Park encampment as sites that 
accommodate those modes. Processes of social exclusion push people into places like the Pelham 
Bay Park site. 
The conditions that make the encampment an ideal site of homelessness are also factors 
that make it an ideal site of criminalized drug use.  It is illegal to purchase and consume crack 
and heroin in New York City. Drug use, as with other aspects of homelessness, is criminalized 
through policing tactics that push users and dealers into spaces where surveillance is minimal. 
The Pelham Bay Park site is located in the woods and isolated from public view. It is also 
located near a bus stop, which provides easy access to public transportation to other places in the 
city. For those who know that this place exists, it is relatively easy to get to and from the site via 
New York’s extensive public transportation system. People who are looking to get high seek 
places that provide a level of security and comfort in the form of isolation, a lack of visibility, 
and quiet. There is no regular through traffic at the site, so people can “dose out of reality” with 
minimal fear of harassment or violence from others. Using heroin in particular puts people in a 
vulnerable physical and mental state where they are more susceptible to external harms, so they 
naturally seek out places where they are less at risk of coming into contact with people or finding 
themselves in unpredictable environments.  
If the encampment were more solidly structured and occupied as it was in the pre-1980s 
contexts, this place might not be a site of frequent drug use as it was in the post 1980s context. In 
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the pre-1980s contexts, alcohol use was the only form of drug found on the site. Alcohol use is 
not as criminalized as other forms of drug use in our society, but other drugs were also not as 
accessible during this period. That makes it difficult to identify the relationship between long-
term site dwelling and drug use at this encampment. Drug use witnessed at well-organized 
encampments during fieldwork in Indianapolis from 2008 to 2012 tended to be carried out away 
from the main encampments. Users would wander off into the woods or find isolated places 
away from the main camps to use drugs. Some would use drugs on the site, but tried to shield it 
from view of others or would generally do it when people were away from the site. However, 
alcohol use was carried out fairly openly on those sites. Because all aspects of homeless dwelling 
are usually criminalized within society, these sites are formed as havens for criminal activity. 
Therefore, it is difficult for homeless folks to self-govern and establish boundaries of acceptable 
and unacceptable behaviors within camps. As encampments grow and form into larger and more 
stable dwelling sites and become more stable through long-term occupation, drug use and other 
illegal, threatening or disruptive activities tend to be singled out by inhabitants as undesirable 
and are policed internally (Heben 2014).   
Reports and research on established encampments started to emerge with the 2010 
National Coalition of the Homeless report titled “Tent Cities in America: A Pacific Coast 
Report” and have continued to grow as a focus of study (Heben 2014; Hunter, et al. 2014; 
National Law Center on Homelessness & Poverty 2018). In the assessments of tent cities and 
homeless encampments across the United States it is clear that as encampments grow and 
become more organized, formal and informal modes of self-governance emerge and frequent 
drug use decreases. In more formalized encampments such as Dignity Village in Oregon and 
Camp Hope in New Mexico rules regarding disruptive behaviors are clearly articulated, but both 
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camps allow drugs and alcohol on the premises. Based on observations during fieldwork in 
Indianapolis and in Washington DC and reports on contemporary tent cities in the United States, 
the fact that drug use becomes prevalent at the Pelham Bay Park site after the 1980s could reflect 
a change in the structure of encampment. In the 1980s a stable, organized, squatter camp became 
a site of relative instability. In this light frequent drug use can be seen as both a cause and effect 
of instability and disruption within modes of homeless dwelling. In order to address drug use 
among the homeless, basic aspects of homeless dwelling need to be decriminalized in order to 
address issues of drug addiction. As it stands, processes of social exclusion that have led to the 
criminalization of basic aspects of homeless dwelling have created homeless sites as places 
where frequent drug use is habitual and collapses distinctions between drug addiction and 
homelessness. 
Drug use also presents barriers to securing formal housing in current government housing 
programs that embrace either linear models of housing or Housing First models. Linear models 
of housing require abstinence from drugs and alcohol before one can secure government housing 
(Polcin 2015). This model is successful in providing housing for those individuals who do not 
have substance abuse issues and those who are able to constantly maintain their sobriety. For 
most addicts, however, this model presents unreasonable barriers that addicts struggle to 
maintain because recovery is a life-long circular process that requires long-term support. Relapse 
is common throughout the recovery process, a fact not considered in linear models (ibid.). 
Housing First models present low barriers to accessing housing, that is, active addicts can get 
housing alongside nonaddicts. While the idea that providing shelter will help those suffering 
from drug addiction eventually to seek treatment has validity, this tends to not be the most 
effective approach (ibid.). Housing First models allowing nonaddicts and those seeking treatment 
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to live alongside active addicts does not create an environment ideal for recovery nor is it ideal 
for homeless folks who do not have substance abuse issues. Many homeless folks I have worked 
with over the years, even those who are self-identified drug addicts, did not want to live in 
environments with active drug addicts. Again, the issue with both Housing First and linear model 
approaches is that drug addiction and homelessness become conflated. It is not simply shelter 
that is needed to support recovery, but what “shelter” represents in the forms of safety, privacy, 
support, comfort, a sense of place, and social relationships.  
Untreated illness 
The lack of access to healthcare for homeless peoples results in untreated mental and 
physical illnesses and creates an undue amount of stress. With no routine means of coping with 
symptoms of mental and physical pains, frequent drug use can become a form of self-medication. 
According to a report produced by the National Coalition for the Homeless (2009):  
For many homeless people, substance abuse co-occurs with mental illness. Often, people 
with untreated mental illnesses use street drugs as an inappropriate form of self-
medication. Homeless people with both substance disorders and mental illness experience 
additional obstacles to recovery, such as increased risk for violence and victimization and 
frequent cycling between the streets, jails, and emergency rooms (Fisher and Roget, 
2009). Sadly, these people are often unable to find treatment facilities that will help them. 
Many programs for homeless people with mental illnesses do not accept people with 
substance abuse disorders, and many programs for homeless substance abusers do not 
treat people with mental illnesses. 
 
Drug use as a form of coping with untreated mental illness is something that has been studied 
and is generally agreed upon as a widespread issue. When drug addiction appears alongside other 
mental illnesses, this co-occurrence can be devastating and requires long-term support that 
current social programs do not provide. 
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Unmet needs 
A lack of regular access to water, food sources, sheltering structures, and the restrictions 
placed on practices of eating, sleeping, resting, working, and personal hygiene shape a highly 
mobile lifeway of homelessness whereby basic needs of dwelling are never secured. This stress-
inducing lifeway does not allow for the development of long-term daily habits or routines and 
results from frequent states of unmet needs. In pervious ethnographic work with homeless folks 
in Indianapolis and Washington DC people frequently stated that they drank themselves to sleep, 
to achieve a state of rest necessary for mental and physical wellbeing that they could not achieve 
without the drug. In colder months alcohol was used as a means to “warm the body” because 
people could not burn fires and had no access to alternative sources of heat. In New York City 
the homeless are frequently found passed out on crowded, loud, subway cars or sleeping on 
sidewalk vents in high traffic places when it is cold outside. The need for warmth and shelter in 
these situations means giving up privacy and quiet. Securing one resource usually means giving 
up other resources and comforts. When physical injury occurs, drugs are frequently used as 
means of self-medication. Clearly, for homeless people, a state is of insecurity is routine; drugs 
help alleviate the stress that results from never having basic needs met or fulfilled. 
Daily routines and habits of self-care form when basic resources are secured. At Pelham 
Bay Park from the 1960s to the 1980s the landfill and landscape provided resources that allowed 
a camp to form as more organized and structured dwellings to emerge. Organized camps arise 
when necessary resources are secured as a center of activities and allow people to form daily 
routines and habits. In the book At Home on the Street, ethnographers Jason Wasserman and 
Jeffrey Clair (2010) commented on the lack of daily routines and habits of the street homeless in 
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Birmingham Alabama. Regarding daily practices of hygiene, sleeping, eating, and working they 
noted:  
These habit-forming processes are an essential part of life that would be overwhelming 
were we always required to be aware of them…So these habit forming processes are as 
essential to social life as is sleeping to physical and psychological life…habitualizing 
processes free our social energies from some areas of social life so we can consciously 
work on others…Part of becoming homeless is the obliteration of routine. (2010:126)  
 
In the absence of daily routines and habits individuals are left to reflect on self in a never-ending 
stream of time. Wasserman and Clair go on: “some respond to this boredom in unhealthy ways to 
reenter a mind-numbed state, often using drugs or alcohol to achieve it” (ibid:127). What the 
authors identify as “boredom” that results from a lack of daily habits, I would argue is really a 
response to what they noted early as a condition of being overwhelmed. It is not that folks have 
nothing to do, it is that they always have too much to do and are fully aware of the 
insurmountable task of doing it all. This is what anthropologist Elliot Liebow (1995) noted as a 
state of hopelessness and others noted as the fatalism (O’Carroll and Wainwright 2019; Song 
2007) expressed by those living homeless. Drugs are means of coping with the overwhelming 
feelings rooted in basic insecurity by numbing one’s mind to the awareness of self in these 
conditions.  
Addicts need an environment and network that supports recovery; they need to feel 
secure that their basic needs can be met. As it stands, the negative consequences of drug use in 
our society tend to be felt most severely by poor and marginalized populations, while access to 
recovery support and resources remains greater for those in more affluent positions. A house is 
not required for recovery, but a space where addicts feel a sense of belonging, have the ability to 
practice self-care, and can feel secure that their basic needs are met goes a long way to helping 
addicts recover. Rehabilitation programs offered to those living on the streets tend to be highly 
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institutionalized and have a time limit for how long a person can stay, but then generally release 
people back into the same conditions from which they came. Recovery is a long process and 
requires greater networks of support than these programs can provide for folks who are 
homeless. The conditions of homelessness that create routine stresses that lead to frequent drug 
use need to be addressed. Criminalizing drug use is one thing, but criminalizing and restricting 
basics forms of homeless dwelling will only make matters worse in regard to drug use for those 
experiencing homelessness. Whether drug users on the Pelham Bay site were homeless cannot be 
known for sure, but the fact that there is a relationship seen in the materiality between drug use 
and homelessness reveals how criminalization leads to the creation of these sites.  
Conclusions: Scavenging 
Scavenging is an opportunistic substance strategy, which operates within unregulated and 
unofficial channels within our society and is dependent on those channels. Homelessness is 
conscribed as a problem because it is a condition that operates mostly outside systems of state 
control. Homelessness is defined through practices and policy that establish lines and limits 
within fluid thresholds between what is a part of the state and what is not.  The lifeways of the 
homeless that I studied in Pelham Bay Park exist primarily in unregulated and unofficial systems 
as areas where state control breaks down, which provide opportunities and access to valuable 
resources for those living homeless. As a lifeway that exists within the vague threshold between 
what is and what is not a part of society, individuals fluidly move into and out of formalized and 
regulated social systems, spaces, and institutions.  However, as the state tries to gain control of 
homelessness it does so by exerting power and extending control within informal unregulated 
systems and practices; it moves the lines and changes the expressions of homelessness. It does so 
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under the guise of neutralizing threats that are rooted in objects of disgust, but when framed in 
this manner these interventions tend only to make matters worse.  
Instead of trying to control access to goods and restrict unregulated practices of dwelling, 
the city and state could work to broaden and extend informal networks and unregulated practices 
related to universals of dwelling in our society. The argument I am making is not that society 
should ignore homelessness, but that our society needs to address it from a different perspective. 
The problem is that homelessness is getting worse; it is getting harder and harder to exist in our 
society because universal aspects of dwelling are increasingly restricted and controlled. We 
cannot force homelessness away by further restricting alternative possibilities of modes of 
dwelling in our world, by pushing extreme poverty out of sight in the hope that we will force it 
out of existence. We cannot restrict alternative forms of dwelling out of existence. We instead 
need to extend spaces within which alternative possibilities for self-care through practices of 
home-making can exist. Informal markets, informal systems of exchange, and informal channels 
are not threating to social order, they are the foundations of social order because they extend 
opportunities to access necessary resources and practices of self-care that are definitionally part 
of dwelling in the world.  
The current dominant approach of homelessness advocacy and public policy stresses 
housing first and the rights to shelter. The sheltering system does work and is necessary for 
helping those who fall into homelessness transition back into formalized housing (Hopper 2003). 
However, this system tends to only work for a small segment of the homeless population who 
experience homelessness as a temporary crisis. Over time as other aspects of dwelling that 
extend beyond shelter and “housing first” programs become more restrictive and less accessible, 
those who fall even temporarily into homelessness might find themselves chronically on the 
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other side of the line that defines homelessness. For those who find themselves homeless for 
longer periods of time as a more permanent situation or who have experienced other aspects 
homelessness, the sheltering system does not work for these individuals. This is because there 
are more needs involved with existing that extend well beyond simple shelter. As Kim Hopper 
(2003) notes the current perspective and approach to homelessness tends to narrowly focus on 
affordable housing, but neglects the complexity of other fundamental aspects of dwelling which 
influences, shapes, and forms contemporary homelessness.  
As an archaeologist, the information I present here is situated and arises from the 
materiality of homelessness not from the controlled spaces and institutions of the state designed 
for the homeless, but in a place that has been created and forged by those who live homeless. 
This shows a certain resiliency and agency of those living homeless, whereby individual’s 
attempt to live in spite of systems and social practices that actively exclude them. I believe that 
by trying to understand how homelessness manifests and operates as a form of dwelling in our 
world, we can identify aspects of dwelling that sustain and positively impact the lives of people 
who are living homeless. This means that we can better design methods and practices that 
positively reach and shape homelessness that might seem unconventional, but that extend and 
accommodate alternative possibilities.   
When the state criminalizes basic aspects of dwelling, homelessness will get worse 
because dwelling in general becomes more restrictive and exclusionary. Through restrictive 
policies and practices the standard for living in our society is increasingly becoming more and 
more narrowly defined in a manner that accommodates only the most affluent members of 
society. People who cannot conform or live up to those standards are increasingly positioned on 
the other side of social boundaries that have come to define and shape homelessness. Our society 
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is literally forming itself to be more comfortable and secure for the wealthy at the expense of the 
poor. If we allowed people to dwell in public spaces without criminalizing fundamental aspects 
of dwelling, perhaps alternative forms can emerge that lead to greater inclusion and social 
stability as a whole. If the state cannot provide all of the resources for every member of society 
equally, then it should not try to restrict access to basic resources and practices necessary for 
people who are simple trying to exist in the world. Homelessness is not going to go away and the 
more the state attempts to control it and restrict alternative forms of unregulated dwelling, the 
worse it will get. Instead, we need to shift our focus and see the strengths and positive aspects of 
alternative modes of dwelling that are emerging all over the country and work to accommodate 












   
 
The Take Away 
So, what does it mean to be home-less; when does one become home-less; and, when 
does one experience home-less-ness? These are hard questions to answer because homelessness 
is a borderline case predicated upon a vague object of home as dwelling. From an archaeological 
perspective homelessness is a category and label within our society used to identify and mark 
habits and practices of dwelling that present alternatives to idealized Western social norms. 
Practices of homeless home-making are rooted in universals, things that must be done to exist, 
that present possibilities for modes of existence outside state-controlled regulatory systems and 
social practices. Homelessness is composed of practices of self-care, which include eating, 
sleeping, sheltering, working (securing resources), bodily care/maintaining health, moving, and 
resting. These are practices that take up space and form place; dwelling is a process of making 
one’s place in the world. However, homeless dwelling is a strategy of making one’s place in a 
world that attempts to exclude alternatives to the object of house-as-home.  
 Processes of statecraft have continually established boundaries delimitating “acceptable” 
and “unacceptable” modes of dwelling within our society with house-as-home being the ideal 
object. The object of house-as-home is an ideal of the Western world that has increasingly 
become more privatized, specialized, and affluent. It has emerged as the ideal object through and 
within the practices and processes forming the Western state, and homelessness as an alternative 
to that ideal object. Michel-Rolph Trouillot explains how these processes operate through the 
extension and imposition of order in his chapter, “Anthropology and The Savage Slot: The 
Poetics and Politics of Otherness”:   
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The symbolic process through which the West created itself thus involved the universal 
legitimacy of power—and order became, in that process, the answer to the question of 
legitimacy. To put it otherwise, the West is inconceivable without a metanarrative, for 
their common emergence in the sixteenth century, both the modern state and colonization 
posed—and continue to pose—to the West the issue of the philosophical base of order. 
(2003:32) 
 
The establishment of order can be seen through the establishments of limits and boundaries 
around modes of dwelling and results in categories of “us” and “them”. This othering of 
alternative modes of being can be traced back to colonialism and the views that indigenous 
peoples were in a state of lack, of being less than the colonizers. The West’s metanarrative is that 
of progress and superiority in comparison to “other” peoples that are by necessity approached as 
being primitive, lacking possessions, lacking abilities, lacking histories, and lacking place. 
Homelessness is formed as a category of Other, a savage slot, through the continuation of these 
processes. Homelessness is necessary for rationalizing the causes and effects of state-imposed 
limits on forms of human existence, forms of home-making. An archaeological approach to 
studying the materiality of homelessness reveals modes and practices of dwelling that were 
formed through this process of statecraft as being undesirable and threatening, because they 
present alternative possibilities and practices of dwelling that challenge the Western state’s 
legitimacy and power.  
Many times, the materiality of contemporary urban homelessness at Pelham Bay Park 
resisted traditional, rigid, archaeological classification and ordering, from fieldwork to analysis. 
This can be seen in Chapter 3 with my analysis of surface assemblages and movement, in the 
floor feature of the boulder dwelling site discussed in Chapter 4, and the boat dwelling structure 
in Chapter 5. However, instead of ignoring those frustrating moments where clarity could not be 
established and order imposed, this project attempted to embrace those spaces, movements, 
objects, and features that defied definition. In fact, I believe that starting with a more traditional 
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methodological approach allowed for the articulation of and revealed a vagueness that could be 
meaningfully discussed within the dominant semiotic systems and discourses of our society. It 
was precisely where, when, and how homeless materiality pushed back against clear 
interpretation within traditional archaeological discourse that allowed for the articulation of 
where, when, and how homelessness operates as a vague phenomenon in our society.  
My methods did not remain rigid or static, quite the contrary, they changed and adapted 
while encountering a materiality of homelessness that could not be accommodated fully or 
absolutely within our dominant interpretative practices. I attempted to follow the semiotic 
relationships of the assemblages and objects that were confusing and murky to see what could be 
revealed. At times these associations seemed loose or the interpretations idiosyncratic, but when 
seen together patterns emerged.  Stories came together to form narratives that I had not 
anticipated, like the theme of crisis that repeated emerged when researching the large assemblage 
of milk bottles, the trending change in fuel sources, drug paraphrenia, and canned goods for 
instance. I never would have thought simply researching milk bottles would lead to a story of 
crisis and urban development, nor looking at changing trends in fuel usage would lead to events 
of killer smog. Crisis always tends to be understood and approached as that of the homeless 
individual, but the materials illuminated how the crisis of urban development shaped the 
formation of this site of homelessness. The materiality of the site also revealed high levels of 
adaptability, resourcefulness, and strategies of coping in the face of crisis. In this sense it was a 
site of resiliency.  
While there were no absolutes, there were strands of connections that helped to weave 
this site into the tapestry of New York City as a whole. The children’s toys that were present at 
the site were unexpected, but showed how sites like this are closer to some “homed” populations 
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than others in the city and countered the feeling that this was a dangerous place.  This exiled 
place was a place of refuge and safety. That could also be seen through the drug assemblage, as 
this became a safe place to both use and deal in the face of aggressive policing tactics. There 
were connections on this site made between homelessness and a fishing community, beach goers, 
trash pickers, drug users, and children whose presence in the place created ambiguity.  This made 
the interpretation of the site uneasy and difficult because one could not say conclusively X 
assemblage or practice marks homelessness and Y is not homelessness. Instead, I looked at how 
all of these practices formed and shaped this site of homelessness. This embracing of vagueness 
revealed broader connections and processes that influence the recognition or formation of 
homelessness than any attempts to make absolute and discrete claims could have done. There are 
connections, a present on this site, between drug users-policing tactics-homelessness, poverty-
race-homelessness, gender-sexuality-homelessness, immigration-homelessness, class-
homelessness, and environmental pollution-waste production-homelessness. What I found was 
an incredibly complex materiality of homelessness that was interwoven into the many histories, 
many places, and many peoples that shaped New York City’s urban landscape and this site 
within it. What this project revealed were complex relationships between local and national 
historical events, technological developments, and shifting public policies that gave rise to large 
scale systems of inequality and the creation of homelessness through exclusionary practices that 
targeted aspects and practices of dwelling.  
While I use archaeology to understand homelessness, I have attempted to account the 
ways in which I approach, process, recognize, and interpret the materials that shows how 
archaeology shapes the interpretation. I do not present a section on “methodologies” that I then 
separate from analysis, but weave it throughout this work and attempt to show what exactly I am 
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doing and why. I believe that our methodological approach to materiality is actually a part of this 
story and provides a powerful lens that exposes relationships that would remain unintelligible or 
unrecognizable in other disciplined approaches. This project did not seek to understand what 
homeless was or is purely “outside” dominant social systems or purely “inside” social systems, 
nor what it meant at an individual level, but instead focused on what this site meant, how it 
operated, and was recognizable within a social whole that constructs “inside-ed-ness” and 
“outside-ed-ness” based on a materiality of home-making. This can be seen in my approach to 
individual objects, assemblages, features, contexts, and even the site itself. What we can see is 
that throughout time certain modes of dwelling I identified as scavenging, participation in 
informal exchange systems, conducting practices of selfcare in “public” space, and forms of 
adaptability and mobility have been targeted as abnormal or undesirable practices that mark 
homelessness. The boat dwelling structure for instance is hard for us to recognize as shelter, 
because it changed throughout time. The floor feature is hard for us to identify as evidence of 
home because it lacked edges and definition. Activities are dispersed not just within the site, but 
throughout the city as people traveled to secure food, bathe, access resources, or sleep.  
This site was adaptable and allowed for a level of adaptability that countered an ideal 
form of dwelling embedded in the object of house-as-home as something fixed and bounded.  
Just as any single grain of sand in the heap does not define or qualify the heap itself, there was 
no single thing or mode that qualified or defined this site as homeless, but the totality of it all that 
converged in place. Likewise, there was no singular cause or event that directly led to the 
creation of the homeless encampment as an effect, but many events throughout time allowed for 
this site to come into being and shaped its existence. This was a place that emerged through 
forms of self-care and strategies of coping that were not dependent on a fixed structure, a fixed 
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job, or fixed habits. That is not to say that there was an absent of habits or stability, on the 
contrary, but that they were not situated as fixed in the eyes of the state or a homed ideal. 
The practices of homelessness are shaped through social responses towards alternative 
possibilities of dwelling, and create fluid boundaries and thresholds between homed society and 
a homeless Other. Practices of boundary making attempt to maintain an ideal social order and 
norms by creating a category of an excluded “other” that marks practices seen as threatening 
order and thus the power of the Western state. As such, homelessness is a phenomenon of the 
Western state; it is an integral part of society that naturalizes and normalizes state authority, 
while also undermining that authority. It undermines state authority because homelessness is 
vague, it is not a discrete and stable category. In fact, the signs that mark homelessness change 
contextually and exist fluidly throughout Western society and, in their presence, expose the 
inherent precarity of the West. As Trouillot explains: 
The Other cannot be encompassed by a residual category, there is no savage slot. The ‘us 
and all of them’ binary, implicit in the symbolic order that creates the West, is an 
ideological construct, and the many forms of Third-World-ism that reverse its terms are 
its mirror images. There is no Other, but multitudes of others who are all others for 
different reasons, in spite of totalizing narratives, including that of capital. (2003:39)  
 
Homelessness exposes structural and systematic inequalities that permeate society along lines of 
race, class, gender, and sexuality as it operates in both formal and informal spaces and systems. 
Practices of homelessness expose the limits and inequality of our healthcare system, housing 
markets, public and private infrastructures, economic systems, and justice system. These social 
issues become blatantly evident when looking at homelessness, which is why as a member of 
Western society we do not want to look at homelessness or identify with the homeless. The fact 
that there is no real boundary between us and them, there is no fixed category of homed and 
homeless, makes us uneasy and turn away from signs of homelessness with disgust. 
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In the last chapter of this dissertation I attempted to bring together analyses of the 
material assemblages present at this site into a discussion of habits of homelessness. In looking at 
the practices present it was clear that scavenging was a dominant subsistence strategy. However, 
I did not want to use the term despite it aptly fitting the materials because of the negative 
connotation it carries in our society that connects back to primitivity, animality, and waste. I 
chose to use it because it fits, and in doing so attempted to show that scavenging practices exist 
and have always existed throughout society. There is nothing bad or wrong about the practices of 
scavenging, just the way Western discourse uses it against people who do not conform to an 
ideal way of dwelling, as being less “civilized” and therefore primitive in nature. This is not an 
abstract theoretical assertion, as scavenging practices are a point of political contestation and 
conflict in New York City today.  
The state continually struggles to criminalize and regulate activities of dumpster diving, 
trash picking, or scrapping as well as practices of informal food distribution, opportunistic 
sleeping, informal labor markets, nontraditional forms of healthcare, unpermitted construction, 
and undocumented movements of labor and resources. Scavenging is seen as being undesirable 
because as a practice it does not operate in state regulated channels, it cannot be controlled. 
Furthermore, scavenging practices frequently use resources and spaces in ways that they were 
not designed to be used, scavenging exploits the unrecognized potential (the wasted potential) of 
things. Thus, a park bench can be used as a bed, sidewalk grates become a heated floor, or a 
subway car a private abode.  It is actually a strategy that requires great skill, knowledge, and 
ability. So, while I initially feared using the term and thought about coming up with a different 
term, I realized the need to counter those negative connotations and recognize scavenging as 
something positive and powerful. Scavenging behaviors present potentials for envisioning other 
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practices of being and modes of dwelling outside formalized systems. And again, we see 
practices of scavenging operating throughout society, not just those living homeless.  
After working on issues surrounding homelessness in the United States for over twelve 
years it became increasingly evident that our foundational understanding of what homelessness is 
needed to be reapproached. The vagueness of homelessness, when left uninterrogated and 
unacknowledged, has resulted in the constant reiteration of the phenomenon through various 
legal and formalized systems and social practices, even those meant to “help” the homeless. In 
seeking to understand the nature of that vagueness I believe that we can identify the grounds 
upon which homelessness is recognized and articulated as a fluid category in our society. 
Attempting to understand vagueness reveals aspects of homelessness that permeate and circulate 
throughout our society and has the potential to blur boundaries and challenge exclusionary 
practices. This archaeological project was an attempt to move closer to sites of homelessness in 
order to understand what grounds social responses towards homelessness and how homelessness 
manifests in our society as “something”. 
As society continues to create more restrictions and definitions that regulate basic 
practices of home-making, homelessness continues to develop into something more complex, 
widespread, and vague. The term itself encompasses previous terms like the tramp, the hobo, and 
the vagabond that made distinctions between types movements and labor. As discussed in the 
introduction one can construct or pick any number of typologies in attempting to make sense of 
homelessness. Instead of embracing this approach, I have attempted to show how various 
practices and modes of homeless dwelling manifest within social systems and networks where 
state control and power is contested, how boundaries manifest materially. The boundaries of 
homelessness are articulated and manifest through contestation and conflict within our society. 
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This conflict and contestation reveal alternatives and possibilities to extend recognition and 
support as much as they present opportunities for denial and exclusion. To truly address 
homelessness as a phenomenon we have to become aware of those possibilities and act in a 
manner that goes against what seems “natural” and “rational” from the perspective of Western 
state.  
Instead of denying the basic rights and existence of alternative possibilities of dwelling, 
society can support and accommodate them in a manner that does not attempt to exert direct 
control or regulate. This is not a radical concept nor is it a hard one to achieve because the 
possibilities are already there, they already exist. As this archaeological project demonstrates, 
extending access to public water sources, extending access to public restrooms, supporting 
informal markets of exchange, supporting scavenging practices, allowing people to camp in 
common spaces, supporting informal food-sharing practices, extending support for practices of 
self-care, or extending access to alternative forms of energy are easy starting points to 
envisioning alternative social systems and practices from the ground up. Lawmakers and public 
policy makers attempt to address homelessness at a distance from within the current legal 
system. This makes the problem seem unmanageable and unapproachable because the current 
system does not allow for the inclusion of homelessness, it simply forces people into the 
established system that created the problem in the first place. The evidence of what people need 
can be easily identified through approaches that focus on homeless lifeways and that is what I 
argue should govern approaches to homelessness. 
A shift needs to occur from exclusionary practices that attempt to define difference, to 
inclusionary practices that extends recognition and is rooted in similarity. To create possibilities 
for greater inclusion in the current system one must start at the ground level and create changes 
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on the local level that support current practices of homelessness. I argue here that this approach 
should embrace the vague, support it, and extend it versus attempts to control and eradicate it 
from our society. We need to reimaging homelessness as presenting opportunities for inclusive 
practices versus a problem in need of resolving. By starting at this level with small pragmatic 
changes even more possibilities will emerge for addressing severe poverty in our society at a 
large-scale; social habits can change to accommodate the masses instead of an unobtainable 
affluent ideal. Social regulations and rules that shape homelessness are already continuously 
shifting to conform with an increasingly affluent standard of living. Even the practices of social 
services are becoming increasingly exclusionary through increasingly complex regulatory modes 
of operation. What if we as a society stopped trying to restrict and control practices of home-less 
home-making and instead started supporting and accommodating homeless modes of dwelling? 
Acceptance of homelessness within our society is the first step in addressing it. As homelessness 
continues to grow that acceptance will either be done by choice or by force because people will 
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Figure A. Image of neighboring beach encampment directly South of the Pelham Bay Park 
homeless site. This was a more recently created site in the tall marsh grasses down on the 
beach. Photo taken from a drone piloted by a student volunteer’s father, Mr. Giles. 
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Figure B. Student Alaina Wibberly holding a piece of plywood used to cover our units, 
found down on the beach, burned. Finding our stolen plywood was a normal activity during 
lunch breaks until we finally stopped covering the units.  
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Figures C and D. water filters from treatment facilities used to catch 
floating biohazardous materials. 
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Figure E. Plastics Burn Test Chart taken from.  
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Figure F. Trash picker sticking perpendicular in the ground. Photo taken on the site 
looking south towards the bay. Note Pelham Bay Landfill in the background. 
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Figure G. Close up of the tip of trash picker found on site. 
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Figure H. Example of cut straws found on site. Straws were regularly cut at 45 degree angles. 
Figures I and J. Modified straw with drug baggie found rolled up inside the tip. 
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Figure K. Powerade Bottle found capped with water inside. 
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Figure L. Reused jugs full of water hidden behind a tree off of the main path. 
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Figure O. Medicine cup with drams listed on the side. 
Figure P. Fentanyl dermal patch 
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Figures R and S. True brand cigarette filters. 
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Figure T. Cigarillo tips found in one unit (Unit 18) during surface collection. 
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Figure U. Example of drug baggies recovered in Unit 1 or surface collection. 
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Figures V and W. Two examples of stamped dope baggies found on site. One is stamped 
with poop emojis and the other is stamped with batman symbols. 
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Figure X. Example of crack vials found on site. 
Figure Y. Example of crack vial tops. Photo taken by Arianna Injeian. 
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Figure Z. Toy Soldier 
Figure AA. Toy gun cap ring. 
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Figure BB. Modified tampon applicator with tip cut off. 
Figure CC. Triangular make-up sponge found on site. 
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Figures DD and EE. Plastic flowers found on site. 
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Figure FF. Partially buried tarp next to boulder on boulder site. 
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Figure GG. Steps encountered during site survey in 
2014 that disappeared upon return in 2015. 
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Figure HH. Glass Assemblage from Unit 39, Level 3. 
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Figure II. Seely’s Son bottle with trademark image of bartender pouring fountain drinks into 
glass and bottles. 
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Figure JJ. Seely’s Son bottle, back side of object with associated sherds. 
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Figure KK. Square pint Sheffield milk bottle, mended. 
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Figure MM. Boulder Dwelling site excavations.  
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Figure NN. Aerial photo of Pelham Bay Park encampment. Shore Drive is 
located to the north and Eastchester Bay is located to the south. 
